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Merry Christmas and a Safe New Year 

2019 REGISTRATION 
 

2019 Registrations will be available online from 6 
January - 4 February 

 

2019 Club house registration days TBA 
 

Some players, coaches and managers may need to 
attend the clubhouse for photos, proof of ID and 

Working with Children documents. 

Miniroo/SSF Muster Day - TBA February 2019 

Don’t forget to take advantage of the 
 Active Kids Rebate 

Please take advantage of registering early. Delays 
can be experienced on MyFootballClub if registering 

in late January/early February due to the high 
volume of on-line traffic. 
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Chairman Report 

Season 2018 was another good season for the club and one that I was proud to be a part of.  
The club’s registration numbers are stable and healthy with 996 players registered. We fielded 88 
teams, of which 12 are all-female player teams, 10 playing in female competitions and 2 playing in 
U10 mixed. Of the 996 players, there are 209 Female Players, 787 Male Players, 781 Junior Players 
and 215 Senior Players (18yrs and older). 
Financially the club is in a very strong position and will continue to invest in the members and the 
Summerhayes Park facility to benefit the members and broader community, one such example being 
the completion of the canteen renewal. 
At the 2017 AGM several committee members stepped down and in the off season some new 
additions were welcomed to the committee and quickly settled in and are making a great contribution 
to the team. Ciaran O’Flanagan stepped down as Treasurer mid-term and for the past 4 years did well 
to keep the club in a strong position financially. Thank you to Glen McCaffery for taking the role on 
mid-season and maintaining the stability needed to keep the club financially viable moving forward. 
I would like to complement the outstanding behaviour of our members. Very few complaints are 
received from opposition clubs regarding our member’s behaviour and the few complaints we  receive 
are generally of a minor infringement or misunderstanding that’s easily resolved. The Nepean FA very 
rarely have any cause to contact the club’s committee regarding our teams, players, Coaches, 
Managers, parents or spectator’s behaviour. On the contrary we regularly receive positive feedback 
regarding our teams, players and members. With 996 players and 88 teams that brings over 1000 
people to Summerhayes Park each weekend and also sees a large quantity of our teams, their 
families and friends travelling to opposition venues. With that sheer number of people it is an 
outstanding effort and great compliment to the members, the committee, and club name in regards to 
its healthy and positive culture that we have so few incidences of poor behaviour. So thank you each 
and everyone one of you for making a contribution to the club’s culture and getting behind the Play by 
the Rules and Shoosh For Kids campaigns and generally upholding a high standard of behaviour. 
Although the quantity of competitions won was not as many as our teams traditionally deliver for the 
club, the club continues to be strong in many areas. Each year Small Sided Football continues to 
strengthen in both development of the players and the running of the season and its matches. More 
positive results in competition football will come in the next few years. 
It is pleasing to see continuous improvement in governance and club culture. At the recently held 
Nepean FA Annual Awards night SUFC were runners up for the 2nd season running in the Best 
Administered Club award, an award which the club won in 2016. To be in the top two for 3 years 
running out of 31 clubs in the association is an outstanding achievement and a great testament to the 
hard work of the committee to deliver such consistent performance off the pitch. Thank You to all of 
our wonderful Committee Members and Canteen Managers for your outstanding efforts and team work 
to ensure the club is run well so the members enjoy the football. I am extremely proud of you all and 
know the club’s future is bright and will be prosperous in the many years ahead as you continue to 
work hard for the club and its members. Success on the pitch across the club cannot occur without a 
strong, passionate and dynamic committee team and we have that team. 
Thank You to all of the Coaches, Managers, Age Coordinators, Parents and volunteers for your hard 
work and passionate efforts you make each week to ensure our players and teams get onto the pitch 
to play football each week and provide a great experience for the players. Without you there would be 
no football, so great work, please come back next year and keep up the good work. 
Last, but not least of all, thank you to the players for the passion you show in representing the club 
and your sportsmanship on and off the pitch and providing enjoyment to all associated with the club.  

Best Regards, 

Chris Gilchrist 
Chairman 
Springwood United Football Club  
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Vice-Chairman Report 

2018 was yet again another enjoyable season and great to be a part of both as a coach, player and 
Committee member.  

I would like to thank the members of both the Management and Football Committees for all the effort 
that has been placed into ensuring that football was played every weekend at Summerhayes Park. 
The energy, commitment and pride you apply to the roles you volunteer to do is simply outstanding.  

You are a fantastic team to work with and I look forward to continuing to work with you in season 
2019!! 

Sponsorship has continued to be strong throughout 2018 with 8 Team Sponsors returning from last 
season and 3 new sponsors supporting our grassroots football. 

To our Major Sponsors Penrith Subaru, Lister & Cole, Springwood and SJ Electric – thank you for 
your continued support. 

A call out to Simon & Aly Lyne from Home Loans 4 You and Ready Steady Go Kids, and to Susan 
Templeman – your contribution and support continues within the club both on and off the field. It is 
wonderful to see you around the grounds making football happen or supporting the Club’s various 
functions and events. Thank you, you are very much appreciated!! 

A special mentioned to Oliver Weber and the team at PhysioPoint, Springwood who have provided 
continual support for the last 4 seasons – just awesome!!! 

To all of our local businesses who support the teams within our Club. Your sponsorship has a direct 
impact in assisting us to provide our players a positive experience.  

A massive thank you to our Team Sponsors: 

• Hi-Flo Plumbing • Ezi-Bin 
• Warrimoo Kitchens • Blue Mountains Ugg Boots 
• Aussie Home Loans • Brendan Trotter Building 
• Metro Petroleum • SULDIG 
• Ardent Cleaning • Golden Boot 

I hope to see you all back next season and look forward in finding new ways we can continue to work 
together into 2019 and beyond. 

I would also like to thank Rob Davey and the team at Pro Football Group, and John Kougious and the 
team at Rebel Sports Penrith who facilitate the Club’s teamwear and apparel. The responsiveness and 
customer service shown by both Rob and John is simply outstanding.  

This season Springwood also teamed up with Andrew Head and the Team from Deploy who supplied 
training and match balls for our U10 through to Senior teams. I would like to thank Andrew and the 
Team at Deploy for your support and look forward to working with you again in 2019. 

Thank you!! 

Finally, I would like to thank all our members, Mums and Dads and players that have made this year 
one to remember. To our Coaches who volunteer their time, spending cold winter nights at 
Summerhayes teaching and mentoring our players, all our Managers who organise and prepare the 
teams for games week in week out, and finally to our playing group, who take the field each weekend 
representing our Club enjoying the beautiful game, thank you!! 

Pete Dempsey 

Vice Chairman 
Springwood United Football Club 
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Football Manager Report 

Returning to the SUFC committee after six years, it was terrific to be part of an enthusiastic and 
dynamic Football Committee.  The team was committed to providing the best football experience 
possible for each and everyone of our 980 plus playing members.  Thank you all for your individual 
efforts in each of your roles, and your collective efforts in making the football season enjoyable for our 
members, our club, SUFC. 

It was great to see many new members join the football committee to build on the club’s solid position 
left by the previous committee.  Thankyou to those long-serving members.  We finished the season in 
a very strong position with several more members bringing fresh ideas and enthusiasm to the 
committee, ready for the 2019 season. 

Several new initiatives were implemented throughout 2018, starting with the grading process of our 
junior competition teams, a plan for development of our senior male teams, to cadet referees, 
increasing capability of our ground officials, a leadership program for junior members, and a strong 
presence in the Nepean Cup.  Some were more successful, some less, but overall SUFC football 
management is well positioned to continue delivery of a quality football experience for all our members 
and all our levels of football into the future. 

The SSF teams enjoyed a fantastic season, with excited and happy children playing fun games of 
football each Saturday, whilst developing their football skills.  Thank you to all those who coached and 
managed these young footballers for the benefit of your children.   

Our junior mixed teams all appeared to enjoy a good season.  Whilst the position on the competition 
ladder was not always near the top, our teams still played competitive games and always played in a 
fine spirit of sportsmanship.   

The junior female teams had a tough season with registration numbers just not quite enough to ensure 
consistent number of players each week. But each team supported other teams where possible and 
despite some challenging games, it was great to see our players smiling and laughing after each 
game.   

Equally our senior female teams were often playing short or with the bare minimum of players each 
week.  And equally they supported each other with players from each team playing up for not only the 
team in the next division up, but all teams contributing players to Div 1 at some stage the season.   

Our Intermediate Men had a challenging season, with the impacts of the HSC, university and work, 
combined with an unfortunate grading decision by the NFA.  Again, the positive approach by most 
players had them all walking of the field with a smile and a laugh, backing up the next week to play a 
competitive game of football. Our senior men’s teams enjoyed a good season.  It was great to see the 
AA2’s challenging the top of the table, as did the AA11s, with the AA5s and AA6s also playing 
competitive games in a great spirit.  Finally, our O35 men, who rode the competition grading process 
with generally good cheer, played some fine football on occasions, but always showed the spirit of 
mateship that football brings. 

Thank you to all the coaches, managers, marshalls, canteen helpers, and other supporters for making 
2018 an enjoyable season.  Helping each other and helping our club in developing and playing quality 
football, with a positive, yet competitive approach, and a genuine spirit of good sportsmanship. 

I wish you all the best for a great summer and look forward to another positive season in 2019. 

Iain Lynch 

Football Manager 
Springwood United Football Club 
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Coaching Coordinator Report 

On behalf of the players, parents, supporters, the Football Committee and broader football club, I 
would like to thank you all for your interest, preparation, commitment and execution of your coaching 
and managing duties throughout the year. Your efforts from week to week are appreciated and help 
get this large, strong club on the playing field week.  

This year was another excellent year for Community Coaching course accreditation and compliance 
by our SUFC coaches and managers, meeting the requirements set out by the NFA for coaching 
development in 2018. During the year over 30 coaches and managers updated their accreditations or 
completed their first community coaching courses as part of their journey from player to parent, from 
spectator to coach.  

The 2019 season will see a Game Training Course (U13 to U17s) and a MiniRoos Coaching 
Certificate course (U5 to U9s) being held at Summerhayes Park in mid to late March. 

I encourage anyone interested in coaching or managing teams in 2019 to sign up for courses that 
align with the playing age group next season.  

Goal Keeper Skills sessions were offered again this season with almost 30 different players attending 
across the five sessions run by Trevor Pride and a group of dedicated assistants. Thanks to Trevor, 
Ritchie, Tommy, Peter and Chris for your assistance with these sessions. Sessions were well attended 
with players, parents and coaches reporting improvements in goal keepers technical abilities, 
confidence and game awareness.  

2019 Coaches & Managers Expression of Interest Forms are available on the club website and I 
welcome anyone who is interested in putting their hand up to coach in the new year. 

Once again, thank you to all the coaches and managers, assistants, marshals and team supporters 
and I look forward to seeing many of you back next season. 

Dale Wade-Ferrell   

Coaching and Grading Coordinator 
Springwood United Football Club 

“The thing about football … 
the important thing about football … 
is that it is not just about football.” 

Sir Terry Pratchett 
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Grading Coordinator Report 

Grading kicked off early in January of this year in an effort to build on previous season’s improvements 
to the grading process. Trial sessions were used as a means of encouraging players interested in the 
higher competition divisions to trial and subsequently grade for our Division 1 teams. 

We are looking to build on this in 2019 with our Division 1 teams being identified later this year, with 
the hope that coaches can be appointed early and allow teams to hit the training pitch early in 
preparation for the 2019 competition season. 

Player and team evaluations are also being reintroduced this year to assist with the tough task of 
grading players across various age groups and divisions. 

Over 350 players were graded over a four week period so I would like to thank all the coaches, 
managers, players and in particular fellow committee members for their advice, encouragement and 
practical support and experience throughout the long grading process earlier this year. 

I’ll look forward to working with you all again on the Grading Sub-Committee in 2019. 

Keep an eye out for updates on the 2019 Grading Schedule and please forward any feedback and 
ideas to assist with grading via grading@springwoodunited.com.au. 

Dale Wade-Ferrell 

Coaching and Grading Coordinator 
Springwood United Football Club 
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Competition Secretary Report 
Chaplain and Cadet Referee Program 

Thank you to everyone for making my first year back as Competition Secretary a smooth one. 

Thankfully I could learn quickly with only one team not notified that their game was changed (sorry 
U12/2G) and most of the time I inputed the scores right (thanks Steven for picking me up). What was 
exciting was how all the managers worked hard to fill out their match sheets right and it kept down our 
fines. Thank you for the time and effort given to fill out the sheets so correctly. Exciting news is we 
have Renee Richardson, an experienced manager, who will be able to assist the new U11 & U12 
managers in their role. Even fewer fines! 

Like every year we have had a mixture of results and positions on the tables. This year we had a first 
in the main Competition from O35/1, we had four teams come 2nd and then a mixture of positions 
from there. In Championship Tournament we had four teams in the finals -- AAL6, O35/1 White, U17/1 
and U17/2, with three of these teams winning their finals. We also had eight teams knocking on the 
door for a place in the finals with a third. 

The O35/1 made it to the Champion of Champions, but unfortunately didn’t proceed past their first 
match coming up against a very competitive team in Dunbar Rovers. 

Nepean Cup 
We had some greatly fought games; unfortunately all the teams bowed out in the first round except the 
AAL who won two games but lost in the third round. 

State Cup 
We had three teams in the State cup with U13 going out first round, U15 and U17 getting to the 
second round. 

One strength of this club is that we show great sportsmanship. Time and time again the committee 
hears how our teams’ sportsmanship is seen clearly and respected by other clubs. In a time where 
many sporting teams struggle to have strong self-discipline and show respect to other teams and 
officials Springwood has stepped up show that self-discipline and respect are key aspects of our 
gameplay. This is the core value of this club and one that committee, coaches, managers, players and 
parents/ supporters own and strive to demonstrate. 

Thank you to everyone. 

Cadet Referees 
This year saw the start of the Cadet Referee program with six young people taking up the challenge to 
learn the Laws of the Game and take that learning out onto the field and referee U8-U11 games. This 
program builds confidence and character that will only be an asset for the young person in the future. 
It also allowed our coaches to focus on coaching and not refereeing. It was a great response and we 
hope that these young people will go on to join the Nepean Referee Group and one day referee older 
teams. 

This is where I believe the club can go to even deeper level of sportsmanship and respect, where we 
can seek to invest into the future of the game by actively encouraging our cadet referees in the role, 
but also all referees that come to the park. To take time out and tell a referee how much you 
appreciate the time and effort they put into coming along to the game. That way when referees leave 
Summerhayes they feel valued and appreciated.  

Let us always strive to improve ourselves and encourage everyone we meet. Everyone needs to feel 
they are appreciated. 

Damon Dreves 

Club Chaplain and Competition Secretary 
Springwood United Football Club  
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MiniRoos / SSF Coordinator Report 

The MiniRoos have had another wonderful year of football. The aim of our MiniRoos program is to 
make new friends; develop fundamental social skills; develop values of team work, cooperation, fair 
play, and respect for others: and improve confidence and self-esteem all while having a tonne of fun! 
We can certainly tick all of those boxes! 

Once again, I would like to acknowledge and thank the Football Committee and Management 
Committee for their continued and ongoing support of our littlest footballers. Each season we explore 
ways to ensure the best football experience for our MiniRoos and their families. The focus in past 
seasons has been equipment purchasing and coach education, training and support. In 2019 we will 
look to focus on how we can best support our team managers as well as strategies to increase and 
retain female participation in our great game. We also be introducing game marshals for the Under 8’s 
through to the Under 10’s. 

2018 saw the introduction of our Cadet Referee program under the leadership of our Competition 
Secretary, Damon Dreeves. This program provides the opportunity for some of our young members to 
take their first steps in this role that will hopefully see them become qualified referees in the future. Our 
U8’s and upwards were fortunate to have many games refereed by our dedicated and enthusiastic 
cadets and they did a mighty fine job, too. Thank you to Damon for introducing this wonderful initiative 
and to our players, coaches, managers and spectators for your ongoing support. The program has 
been very positive and will continue in 2019. 

I would like to thank everyone who has volunteered their time to help out with training and 
administering our teams each week and on match days. The level of volunteer support we get from 
our members and their families is one of the things that makes SUFC a strong club. Without the 
contribution of each and every one of you, football would not happen. Your contribution is valued and 
appreciated. 

Thank you to Annette for getting our players and teams registered and on the park, Dale for 
supporting our coaches, Damon for organising the training roster and Angel for organising female 
football opportunities for our MiniRoos. 

Thank you to the age co-ordinators for supporting me in my role and being the ‘go to’ person for our 
teams: Loren Collins, Sarah Mogharrebin, Therese Konwerski, Simon Lyne, Jess Taylor, Alena 
Anderson and Ross Kerkham. I appreciate the time you take to ensure the smooth running of the 
MiniRoos. Your assistance throughout the season is greatly appreciated. SUFC is lucky to have such 
a great team supporting them! 

I wish Ross Kerkham and our U10’s all the best as they move up into Junior Football under the 
guidance of Trevor Cox. Ross has supported this age group for many years and I thank him for his 
time and commitment. Ross has developed a great rapport with the coaches, managers, players and 
parents in this age group which I’m sure will make the transition to Junior Football seamless. 

Thank you to coaches who tirelessly give up their time to train, coach and mentor our children. It’s a 
rewarding opportunity to watch the development of a squad over a season. 

Thank you to our managers for your organisation and administration of teams. 

Thank you to our parents and caregivers who do the taxi driving to training and games, wash shirts, 
set up and pack up fields, and for filing the canteen roster. 

Finally, I would also like to thank the players for playing with such great spirit and sportsmanship 
throughout the season.  

And now to 2019… 
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Competition Secretary Report 
Chaplain and Cadet Referee Program 
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This is where I believe the club can go to even deeper level of sportsmanship and respect, where we 
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Once again, 2018 teams that have played together this season that would like to stay together next 
year will be given the opportunity to submit a team sheet once all players have registered. Further 
information will be emailed to 2018 coaches, available on FB and the club website. 

A number of coaches are looking to form all female teams within the U8’s, 9‘s and 10’s. This is a 
wonderful initiative and the club Registrar, Annette and myself will assist you as best we can to make 
this happen. If numbers allow, Nepean Football Association will aim to facilitate an all-female 
player/team division within each age group. If your daughter is interested, please reach out to Annette 
or myself during the 2019 Registration Period. 

A reminder that the Active Kids Rebate can be used toward Registration Fees. 

I warmly invite all players, parents, coaches and managers to join us for season 2019 and 

I look forward to welcoming you all back to Springwood United FC. 

René Dempsey 

MiniRoos / SSF Coordinator  
Springwood United Football Club 
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MiniRoos / Small-Sided Football Team Reports 

U5 Bears (non-competition) 

What a fantastic first season for the Bears!! The team started the season with many not having played 
before, but they have ended it having developed their skills, particularly in passing, tackling and 
dribbling! All the team arrived on game days with a big smile and enjoyed the games against the 
Emus, Wolves and Giraffes. Matches were always played with a great team spirit from players, 
coaches/managers and parents. The season ended with the Bears really becoming more confident to 
control the ball and pass to a team mate, and I cannot wait to see their skills and love for soccer 
develop even more next year! 

Thank you to all the other players, coaches/managers (including young “Super Coach” Lachie 
Spencer), parents and Springwood FC for making MiniRoos such a positive experience for the Bears. 
A great introduction to the world of Soccer! 

Players: Clancy Bell, Jesse Bullock, Arlen Dunne, Tom Driver, Oliver Hagan, Owen Sutton, Levi 
Wraight 

Coach: Adam Bullock       Manager: Julia Bell 

U5 Emus (non-competition) 

The Emus had a great season this year. Coming into the year with no soccer experience, the first 
couple of weeks were a tad painful. Then, after about week 3 the kids got together and explained the 
rules to me.  

It was a pleasure to see the little emus develop their skills week after week. All the boys enjoyed every 
game and training session. We were lucky enough to have a great group of kids, along with the best 
group of parents (essentially bigger kids) and grandparents we could have wished for.  

Players: Cormac Cabban, Henry Cooling, Cooper Daniel, Matthew Keenan, Jack Lehn, Luca Posa, 
Ethan Vezitis  

Coach: Keiran Vezitis       Manager: Peter Keenan 

U5 Giraffes (non-competition) 

The Giraffes enjoyed a great first year of football. 

All players developed and improved their skills throughout the year and by season’s end were 
dribbling, passing and shooting like future Socceroos or Matildas. Their teamwork improved every 
week and every player participated with enthusiasm and the determination to do their best at each 
training session and game. 

Most importantly, the Giraffes had fun, with plenty of smiles and laughs highlighting each week of play. 

Congratulations to the Giraffes on a wonderful season: 

Players: Jude Barker, Willow Bracegirdle, Annabelle Dawson, Hazel Douglas, Arlo Luchetti, Brooke 
Lyne, Lennix McSpadden 

Coach: Brendan Luchetti     Manager:  Vanessa Douglas 

U5 Wolves (non-competition) 

2018 saw seven boys, each with their own unique and wonderful personality, come together to identify 
themselves as the U5 “Wolves”. Every week we strived to have fun and learn what it’s like to be part of 
a team, we even learnt a few football skills along the way!  
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week and every player participated with enthusiasm and the determination to do their best at each 
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Most importantly, the Giraffes had fun, with plenty of smiles and laughs highlighting each week of play. 
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We’ve come a long way – from not knowing each other’s names (or simply not having the confidence 
to talk to one another) to being able to work together so that everyone improves in football’s 
fundamentals.  

Boys, well done on improving your skills in dribbling, passing, trapping and shooting, especially when 
there are seven other pairs of legs in the way! Also, congratulations to every single one of you for 
showing you can be confident in talking the whole team around a football field – the beginnings of a 
good leader. 

Thank you to the other SUFC coaches and managers, particularly the U6 Zebras and U7 Bears. You 
guys have been a great sounding board as well as back-up training buddies! 

Finally, thank you to the parents, siblings and broader families of every player. Your support has been 
essential in ensuring the team made the abovementioned achievements. We should be proud of each 
of our boy’s development as a person, player and teammate.  

Players: Brae Collins, Thomas Engelhard, Samuel Gabriel, Jaxon Grosse, Liam Mackenzie, Cyrus 
Mogharrebin, Moses Rosa 

Coach: Mark Gabriel     Manager: Loren Collins 
Assistant Coach: Koorosh Mogharrebin 

U6 Bears (non-competition) 

U6 Bears had an amazing season with our No.1 goal to have as much fun as possible. Attendance to 
games and training has been great. The team learnt and applied amazing skills this year.  

Each Bear had a special super skill, we had “big boot Jack” who was solid all season in defence; 
“Lightning Bear Rhys” blink your eyes and he has moved from one side of the field to the other; “Most 
improved Bear Phoenix” started off the season with some nerves and finished off the season with an 
amazing goal; “Hungry Bear Joshua,” passion pushed this Bear into every play he could possibly be 
part of; “Brick wall Bear Jaxon,” pivotal part of our team, not many opposition players could get past 
Jaxon; “Goal-scoring Bear Dominic Wilkins,” at some times it would appear each time his boot touched 
the ball, a goal was imminent; “Best and Fairest Bear Mitchell,” a natural all-rounder, Mitchell helped 
pull the team together with his calm and passionate nature. 

Supported by an amazing group of parents, our number 1 goal this year was achieved.  

Players: Joshua Duck, Rhys Walton, Phoenix Godschalk, Jack Hoppe, Jaxon Cogno, Dominic Wilkins, 
Mitchell Basic 

Coach: Jon Duck       Manager: Lisa Duck 

U6 Emus (non-competition) 

It’s been a wonderful second year for the Emus after their introduction to soccer last year for some of 
the boys and some new players. With two new members of the team it’s been great to see the kids get 
to know each other and develop together. The boys have alternated between playing on-field zombie, 
to almost full field run-ups for a kick-in, to some amazing full field runs to get a goal in. Luca B followed 
on with his great skills and defending, Leyton had another cracker year, Luca W had his first year with 
the team with his almighty boot, it was Ewan’s first year where he learned a lot of new skills and made 
new friends and Ethan had some wonderful runs on the field and showed off his slide skills.  

I can’t wait to see the boys together again next year for them to grow and develop even more skills. 

Thank you to the parents and families for covering when Abbey or I weren’t able to be there. 

Players: Ethan Konwerski, Ewan Musk, Leyton A’court, Luca Burchall and Luca Wildman 

Coach: Abbey A’court         Manager: Therese Konwerski 
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U6 Foxes (non-competition) 
Well done u/6 Foxes on a brilliant season!  

The boys were a joy to coach, always enthusiastic, energetic and ready and eager to show off their 
new skills. Training sessions would start with 6-7 players and build up to 12 once the older siblings 
joined in. We shared some fun and eventful training nights together!  

Games were always played in the right spirit, showing support and encouragement for each other and 
for the opposition players as well. Many memorable goals come to mind but no matter who scored the 
goal it was always a shared experience, as if every member of the team had just scored. 

As the year continued the boys’ soccer ability, awareness and development was on show throughout 
the games. The boys showed improved field positioning and reading of the play, great passing both 
long and short, great defending and tackling and some clinical finishing in front of goals. All the boys 
made great improvements throughout the year in both skill and confidence.  

Thank you to Janette our wonderful team manager and to all the parents and grandparents for 
bringing the kids to training and games every week. These times will be remembered as some of the 
best in our kids’ lives.  

Players: Benjamin Boys, Jake Buchanan-Judd, Alastair Johnson, Evan Machin, Finlay O'Connell, 
Oliver Paraiso, Isaac Reid 

Coach: Luke O’Connell     Manager: Janette Machin 

U6 Lions (non-competition) 
There’s a particular joy in heading off to Summerhayes on a Saturday morning to share in the enthusiasm, 
fun and high hopes of these young Lions. Thanks to all the parents who came along each week to cheer 
them on, and a big thanks to the mighty Lions – may 2019 be even better! 

Players: Bentley Barnett, Hamish Cook, Ezekiel Jacob, Xavier Osborne, Toby Pereira, Josiah Skinner 
Coach: Luke Pereira     Manager: Daniela Cook 

U6 Monkeys (non-competition) 
Every member of our team consistently gave it their best each week through training and games alike. 
Most of our team had never played football before and most of the team hadn’t met before either 
though our little team bonded right from the season’s start making new friends and sharing lots of 
laughs whilst learning the basics to pass (sometimes), run, tackle and block, kick and occasionally 
even score under our selfless and endearingly optimistic coach!   
Thank you for your monstrous effort this year U6 Monkeys, hope we can do this again next year!   
Players: Tyler Andreotti, Finn Corscadden, Elijah Devery, Valentino Di Battista, Lily Hather, Indi-Rose 
Hati, Indianna Hodges 
Coach:  Valerio Di Battista     Manager: Melissa Hather 

U6 Tigers (non-competition) 
The boys have continued to develop their skills throughout the year both individually and as a team. 
We saw some great passes, stops, and individual and team effort goals. It was great to see their 
enthusiasm for the games each week. Their skills and understanding of the game have progressed 
and it was encouraging to see new skills being learned at training and then played out in the games. 

Most importantly it was great to see their friendships grow and their encouragement towards each 
other and celebrations when someone scored a goal, even if it was the other team! 

Thanks to Peter for taking on the coaching duties and to all the parents for braving chilly training 
nights and even chillier Saturday morning games. 

Players: Harry Parsons, Saxon Kozlowski, Benjamin Kerkham, Jesse Wronski, Beau Gardiner, 
Caellum Garry, Tobey Bail 

Coach: Peter Wronski      Manager: Anna Bail 
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Thank you for your monstrous effort this year U6 Monkeys, hope we can do this again next year!   
Players: Tyler Andreotti, Finn Corscadden, Elijah Devery, Valentino Di Battista, Lily Hather, Indi-Rose 
Hati, Indianna Hodges 
Coach:  Valerio Di Battista     Manager: Melissa Hather 

U6 Tigers (non-competition) 
The boys have continued to develop their skills throughout the year both individually and as a team. 
We saw some great passes, stops, and individual and team effort goals. It was great to see their 
enthusiasm for the games each week. Their skills and understanding of the game have progressed 
and it was encouraging to see new skills being learned at training and then played out in the games. 

Most importantly it was great to see their friendships grow and their encouragement towards each 
other and celebrations when someone scored a goal, even if it was the other team! 

Thanks to Peter for taking on the coaching duties and to all the parents for braving chilly training 
nights and even chillier Saturday morning games. 

Players: Harry Parsons, Saxon Kozlowski, Benjamin Kerkham, Jesse Wronski, Beau Gardiner, 
Caellum Garry, Tobey Bail 

Coach: Peter Wronski      Manager: Anna Bail 
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U6 Wolves (non-competition) 

Wolves might hunt in packs but every member plays a role. This is what we saw in 2018 with the 
enthusiastic members of the Wolves as they honed their soccer skills and learned about working 
together. Feeling sorry for the prey (the ball, not the opposition) as these players develop in the years 
to come. Well done, Wolves!  
Players: Patrick Church, Hudson Denahy, Jonte Fairbairn, Max Farrell, Kai Justic, Samuel Mulligan, 
Henry Templeman 
Coach: Simon Justic     Manager: Sharon Fairbairn 

U6 Zebras (non-competition) 

Wow! what another wonderful season our little Zebras had. We gained a new player Paige to the team 
and she fitted in perfectly. Lots of improvement and working together much better as a team, and 
understanding the game with help from our amazing coach Dale! It’s lovely to see all the teams 
coming together, playing their friends and having a great time. Thanks to our parents and 
grandparents who come along to cheer the kids on, they love it. 
Players: Caleb Byrnes, Ruby Lister, Rafael Murray, Paige Rompel, Max Steinhoff, Mia Wade-Ferrell, 
Romilly Wade-Ferrel 
Coach: Dale Wade-Ferrell       Manager: Amy Lister 

U7 Alligators (non-competition) 

As an amazing 2018 season draws to a close it’s an exciting time for the Alligators! They are looking 
forward to moving up to the big fields next year: our little kids are growing up to be big kids so quick! 
Energised, enthusiastic, dedicated, seeking continuous improvement and having fun is the team of U7 
Alligators in 2018. The growth that each member of the team has shown this year has exceeded their 
own goals. The commitment that each of the Alligators have shown during training has been amazing 
with each team member wanting to learn more and more each session. Each of the team has different 
strengths and worked well to bring these strengths out of each other. 
As a coach it’s terrific to watch the training drills come to fruition on game day with the Alligators 
executing with precision and focus whilst the training sessions constantly run over time as extra focus 
areas were requested by the team. The sportsmanship that each team member has shown during and 
after each game with the other U7 teams has been tremendous and will assist them as new 
challenges arrive in 2019. 
Thank you to the parents of the Alligators for your support, dedication and patience with me and the 
Alligators this year. It certainly has been a rewarding experience to coach them. 
To all of the U7 players, coaches, managers & supporters thank you for making the U7 competition so 
great in 2018. 
Thanks to our team manager Natacha for your effort in 2018, we are looking forward to another in 
2019! 
Alligators you are inspiring and I’m extremely proud and honoured to have had the opportunity to 
coach you in 2018.  
A huge thanks much go to Rene and Dale for keeping the U7s updated with essential information 
each week during the season; also thank you to the entire team at Springwood United Football Club 
for making Saturdays at Summerhayes a great experience for everyone who ventured to the grounds. 

See you in 2019! 

Players: Myles Golby, Felix Kelly, Charlie Lyne, Darius Nanva, Lachlan Newport, Darcy Ryan 

Coach: Simon Lyne      Manager: Natacha Ryan 
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U7 Bears (non-competition) 

2018 has been another fabulous year for the U7 Bears.  It has been a pleasure to watch grins from ear 
to ear, week in week out.  Every player has been committed and itching to get back onto the field 
whenever they are on the sideline.  Their enthusiasm and team spirit have been a joy to watch.  It has 
been wonderful to see confidence improving and every player now passes the ball around to give 
everyone a chance to run up the field or score a goal.  Well done Bears!  We are immensely proud of 
you. 

Thank you to: all the parents and families for your support and for always helping out when needed; 
thank you John for your coaching assistance; thank you to the other teams for your great 
sportsmanship; and thank you to the SUFC coordinators that make this all possible. 

Players: Jonathan Bradshaw, Michael Broadhead, Jasper Engelhard, Luke Gabriel, Rhys Hale, 
Bronson Mills, Dexter Pachinger 

Coach: David Hicks       Manager: Michelle Engelhard 

U7 Dingoes (non-competition) 

The team grew out of U6 Dingoes and found some new enthusiastic members for the 2018 season. 
The Dingoes have made such wonderful progress as the season has developed individually and as a 
team.  

With skills continuing to develop, pace increasing and continuing to learn and enjoy, there were some 
wonderful ball skills, big kicks, great goals and lots of close calls, such massive commitment to the ball 
and game and laughing on the field and from the side line. 

With the amazing guidance, direction, patience and repetition from the coach there have been new 
skills, team work, game awareness and some interesting performances. The coach has done an 
incredible job with an endless amount of patience and has enjoyed seeing the players grow and shine. 

The support crew on the side line have been very helpful each week and with magic water, supply of 
oranges, relaxed approach to game outcomes and very supportive of each of the children. The whole 
team have done a wonderful job of developing their soccer skills, their coordination, confidence has 
blossomed and their understanding of the game continues to grow. 

Players: Alfie Lehn, Noah Cummins, Alexander Marks, Benjamin Verzitis, Connor Wilson, Kane 
Macleay, John Garth 

Coach: Todd Lehn      Manager: Stephanie Ford 

U7 Emus (non-competition) 

A great, fun year had by the Emus! 

With the majority of the team having not played football before, I was shocked by how well these kids 
managed to develop in their first season. Continued application will guarantee they go on improving in 
the years ahead. Big thanks to the parents and our manager Naomi for all their efforts this season. 
And lastly, thank you to the other Springwood teams and coaches who ensured the matches were 
free-flowing and played in the right spirit. 
Players: Alex Anderson, Noah Beer-Estall, Rafael Hakkoum, Aiden Lloyd-Cartwright, Liam O’Neil, 
Samuel Posford 

Coach: David Anderson     Manager: Naomi Hood 
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together. Feeling sorry for the prey (the ball, not the opposition) as these players develop in the years 
to come. Well done, Wolves!  
Players: Patrick Church, Hudson Denahy, Jonte Fairbairn, Max Farrell, Kai Justic, Samuel Mulligan, 
Henry Templeman 
Coach: Simon Justic     Manager: Sharon Fairbairn 

U6 Zebras (non-competition) 

Wow! what another wonderful season our little Zebras had. We gained a new player Paige to the team 
and she fitted in perfectly. Lots of improvement and working together much better as a team, and 
understanding the game with help from our amazing coach Dale! It’s lovely to see all the teams 
coming together, playing their friends and having a great time. Thanks to our parents and 
grandparents who come along to cheer the kids on, they love it. 
Players: Caleb Byrnes, Ruby Lister, Rafael Murray, Paige Rompel, Max Steinhoff, Mia Wade-Ferrell, 
Romilly Wade-Ferrel 
Coach: Dale Wade-Ferrell       Manager: Amy Lister 

U7 Alligators (non-competition) 

As an amazing 2018 season draws to a close it’s an exciting time for the Alligators! They are looking 
forward to moving up to the big fields next year: our little kids are growing up to be big kids so quick! 
Energised, enthusiastic, dedicated, seeking continuous improvement and having fun is the team of U7 
Alligators in 2018. The growth that each member of the team has shown this year has exceeded their 
own goals. The commitment that each of the Alligators have shown during training has been amazing 
with each team member wanting to learn more and more each session. Each of the team has different 
strengths and worked well to bring these strengths out of each other. 
As a coach it’s terrific to watch the training drills come to fruition on game day with the Alligators 
executing with precision and focus whilst the training sessions constantly run over time as extra focus 
areas were requested by the team. The sportsmanship that each team member has shown during and 
after each game with the other U7 teams has been tremendous and will assist them as new 
challenges arrive in 2019. 
Thank you to the parents of the Alligators for your support, dedication and patience with me and the 
Alligators this year. It certainly has been a rewarding experience to coach them. 
To all of the U7 players, coaches, managers & supporters thank you for making the U7 competition so 
great in 2018. 
Thanks to our team manager Natacha for your effort in 2018, we are looking forward to another in 
2019! 
Alligators you are inspiring and I’m extremely proud and honoured to have had the opportunity to 
coach you in 2018.  
A huge thanks much go to Rene and Dale for keeping the U7s updated with essential information 
each week during the season; also thank you to the entire team at Springwood United Football Club 
for making Saturdays at Summerhayes a great experience for everyone who ventured to the grounds. 

See you in 2019! 

Players: Myles Golby, Felix Kelly, Charlie Lyne, Darius Nanva, Lachlan Newport, Darcy Ryan 

Coach: Simon Lyne      Manager: Natacha Ryan 
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U7 Bears (non-competition) 

2018 has been another fabulous year for the U7 Bears.  It has been a pleasure to watch grins from ear 
to ear, week in week out.  Every player has been committed and itching to get back onto the field 
whenever they are on the sideline.  Their enthusiasm and team spirit have been a joy to watch.  It has 
been wonderful to see confidence improving and every player now passes the ball around to give 
everyone a chance to run up the field or score a goal.  Well done Bears!  We are immensely proud of 
you. 

Thank you to: all the parents and families for your support and for always helping out when needed; 
thank you John for your coaching assistance; thank you to the other teams for your great 
sportsmanship; and thank you to the SUFC coordinators that make this all possible. 

Players: Jonathan Bradshaw, Michael Broadhead, Jasper Engelhard, Luke Gabriel, Rhys Hale, 
Bronson Mills, Dexter Pachinger 

Coach: David Hicks       Manager: Michelle Engelhard 

U7 Dingoes (non-competition) 

The team grew out of U6 Dingoes and found some new enthusiastic members for the 2018 season. 
The Dingoes have made such wonderful progress as the season has developed individually and as a 
team.  

With skills continuing to develop, pace increasing and continuing to learn and enjoy, there were some 
wonderful ball skills, big kicks, great goals and lots of close calls, such massive commitment to the ball 
and game and laughing on the field and from the side line. 

With the amazing guidance, direction, patience and repetition from the coach there have been new 
skills, team work, game awareness and some interesting performances. The coach has done an 
incredible job with an endless amount of patience and has enjoyed seeing the players grow and shine. 

The support crew on the side line have been very helpful each week and with magic water, supply of 
oranges, relaxed approach to game outcomes and very supportive of each of the children. The whole 
team have done a wonderful job of developing their soccer skills, their coordination, confidence has 
blossomed and their understanding of the game continues to grow. 

Players: Alfie Lehn, Noah Cummins, Alexander Marks, Benjamin Verzitis, Connor Wilson, Kane 
Macleay, John Garth 

Coach: Todd Lehn      Manager: Stephanie Ford 

U7 Emus (non-competition) 

A great, fun year had by the Emus! 

With the majority of the team having not played football before, I was shocked by how well these kids 
managed to develop in their first season. Continued application will guarantee they go on improving in 
the years ahead. Big thanks to the parents and our manager Naomi for all their efforts this season. 
And lastly, thank you to the other Springwood teams and coaches who ensured the matches were 
free-flowing and played in the right spirit. 
Players: Alex Anderson, Noah Beer-Estall, Rafael Hakkoum, Aiden Lloyd-Cartwright, Liam O’Neil, 
Samuel Posford 

Coach: David Anderson     Manager: Naomi Hood 
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U7 Foxes (non-competition) 

On the soccer field you can dream big. There was nothing much stopping the Foxes as they 
developed their skills and entertained everyone else with their enthusiasm and determination. Thanks 
clever Foxes and their parents for a terrific season. Until next year 
Players: Miles Barker, Lachlan Keenan, Matilda Murray-Fulton, Matthew O’Brien, Jake Penn, Daniel 
Sterling-Levis, Elliot Wisman Santamaria 

Coach: Michael Wisman     Manager: Peter Keenan 

U7 Giraffes (non-competition) 

Well done boys! The U7 Giraffes had a great year.  It was the first season of soccer for many in the 
team, but you couldn’t tell that by the way they played.  
We saw a massive improvement over the year and by the end there was a real hunger for the ball and 
an awareness to look around for a teammate to pass to.  By the end of the year they were really 
playing as a team.  It will be good to see how the boys go when they step up to the larger team and 
larger field next year.   
Thanks all you Giraffes for a memorable year.  And thanks to all the parents!  Your support for the 
whole team, not just your own your kid, made for an enjoyable year.  And massive thanks goes to 
John Dickens who did all the mid-week coaching and much of the game-day coaching as well. 
Players: Liam Cairns, Rupert Dickens, Jonah Edwards, Levi Friedland-Jaccoud, Michael Howes, Max 
Fryer, Caleb Ritchie 

Coaches: John Dickens, Ian Fryer    Manager: Sharon Fryer  

U7 Iguanas (non-competition) 
I am super proud of the under 7s Iguanas’ first season. I’m immensely proud to see the boys progress 
as individuals and also to start playing as a team. Everyone came in with differing set of abilities and 
over the season they have learned and developed new skills.   
Training has not been without challenges, but it is so rewarding to see how they put their new skills 
into the game on match day.  The last four weeks of the season have been amazing to see everything 
start to come together. I’m hoping it gives us momentum and a great platform for the 2019 season! 
Everyone should be extremely proud both individually and collectively on the achievements made this 
year. 
I would also like to take the opportunity to give thanks: 
To all of the marvellous Iguanas parents for their dedication and support; not only their chauffeuring 
and attendance in the cold, but also the encouragement they have provided to the team in practice 
and on game day. 
To all the other teams, their parents, coaches and managers who have helped make the season all it 
has been. 
To SUFC, Simon Lyne, Rene Dempsey and Dale Wade-Ferrell thanks for your support and guidance 
for a fledgling coach during the season. I’m now looking forward to the opportunity to coach in 2019! 

Players: Zephaniah Edwards, Connor Leary, Cooper Leary, Hunter Linacre, Jake Quinn, Joel 
Thompson, Hugo Weissner 

Coach: Joanne Fielding      Manager: Tyana Linacre 
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U7 Lions (non-competition) 

What a great season it's been! 

We have a great team of girls who give it their best each week. We often have other coach’s/parents 
commenting on what a great team of girls we have and praised for the how much they have 
developed.  

We are really proud of how the girls played and competed each week. Each of the girls contributed to 
the team with their individual skills and they all played well together which was great to see. Our little 
pocket rockets Katie, Sienna and Ebony never let anyone stand in their way of making the breaks up 
the field to score goals. Georgie and Poppy grew so much as the season went on with a great grasp of 
the game, passing, positioning and defence. Mischa and Lilly showed strong defence putting their 
body on the line to clear the ball and with big kick-ins from the side to get us to good field positioning 
ready for scoring goals! 

We have so much spirit in our team, we huddle to chant out loudly “Go Lions!!” And celebrate our 
goals with cartwheels up the field! You girls should all be proud of yourselves, you really are a strong 
little football team. Well done on a great season, it was so much fun. 

Big thanks to Coach Marty who has done an amazing job. Also thanks to the mums, dads and family 
who supported the girls each week by cheering and encouraging them from the sideline.  

Players: Georgie Anderson, Ebony Beames, Katie Billiards, Sienna Bracegirdle, Lilly Chalice, Mischa 
Gardner-Gentles and Poppy Ryan 

Coach: Marty Billiards     Manager: Stacey Gentles 

U7 Monkeys (non-competition) 

2018 has been more great fun watching the boys develop their skills and ability. Lots of fun has been 
had at training and on gamedays, and each of the boys has shown good improvement throughout the 
season, as they learn more about the game. 

They now can’t wait to get out on the bigger field so they have more space and bigger goals! 

A huge thanks to the parents and families for all their support and encouragement through the season 
too, and also to the committee, for their hard work every week. 

Finally, big thanks to Mel in her role as manager, keeping the team running throughout the season and 
being a great support. 

Players: Myles Albury, Xavier Curley, Sebastian Hickey, Harry Hodges, Samuel Holdsworth, Lachlan 
Wright 

Coach: Keith Holdsworth     Manager: Melissa Hickey 

U7 Tigers (non-competition) 

Burning bright were the 2018 Tigers, sometimes the exuberant Tiggery kind but also the fast and 
dangerous kind. The Tigers spent the season learning more and more about teamwork and controlling 
the ball, getting themselves ready for the bigger field next year. Thanks parents for all your efforts to 
make every Saturday a blast for the kids. Go Tigers! 

Players: Eliza Brown, Luke Chapman, Arwen Gordon, Oliver Prince-Cutts, Hunter Rudd, Jasmine 
Siddiqi 

Coach: Tony Brown      Manager: Stacy Chapman 
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Thanks all you Giraffes for a memorable year.  And thanks to all the parents!  Your support for the 
whole team, not just your own your kid, made for an enjoyable year.  And massive thanks goes to 
John Dickens who did all the mid-week coaching and much of the game-day coaching as well. 
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over the season they have learned and developed new skills.   
Training has not been without challenges, but it is so rewarding to see how they put their new skills 
into the game on match day.  The last four weeks of the season have been amazing to see everything 
start to come together. I’m hoping it gives us momentum and a great platform for the 2019 season! 
Everyone should be extremely proud both individually and collectively on the achievements made this 
year. 
I would also like to take the opportunity to give thanks: 
To all of the marvellous Iguanas parents for their dedication and support; not only their chauffeuring 
and attendance in the cold, but also the encouragement they have provided to the team in practice 
and on game day. 
To all the other teams, their parents, coaches and managers who have helped make the season all it 
has been. 
To SUFC, Simon Lyne, Rene Dempsey and Dale Wade-Ferrell thanks for your support and guidance 
for a fledgling coach during the season. I’m now looking forward to the opportunity to coach in 2019! 
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We are really proud of how the girls played and competed each week. Each of the girls contributed to 
the team with their individual skills and they all played well together which was great to see. Our little 
pocket rockets Katie, Sienna and Ebony never let anyone stand in their way of making the breaks up 
the field to score goals. Georgie and Poppy grew so much as the season went on with a great grasp of 
the game, passing, positioning and defence. Mischa and Lilly showed strong defence putting their 
body on the line to clear the ball and with big kick-ins from the side to get us to good field positioning 
ready for scoring goals! 

We have so much spirit in our team, we huddle to chant out loudly “Go Lions!!” And celebrate our 
goals with cartwheels up the field! You girls should all be proud of yourselves, you really are a strong 
little football team. Well done on a great season, it was so much fun. 

Big thanks to Coach Marty who has done an amazing job. Also thanks to the mums, dads and family 
who supported the girls each week by cheering and encouraging them from the sideline.  

Players: Georgie Anderson, Ebony Beames, Katie Billiards, Sienna Bracegirdle, Lilly Chalice, Mischa 
Gardner-Gentles and Poppy Ryan 

Coach: Marty Billiards     Manager: Stacey Gentles 
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2018 has been more great fun watching the boys develop their skills and ability. Lots of fun has been 
had at training and on gamedays, and each of the boys has shown good improvement throughout the 
season, as they learn more about the game. 

They now can’t wait to get out on the bigger field so they have more space and bigger goals! 
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U7 Wolves (non-competition) 

Our Wolves came in to the club with no prior experience and only several of the players knowing each 
other from school. Our training sessions focussed on technique and basic game playing. At every step 
of the way they have surprised us with their passion during training and their equally excited attitudes 
on game day. They have come such a long way since week 1, improving every week – and are 
expressing a keenness to return next year with their football friends. 

A huge thanks to Coach Kenny for his participation in Saturday games as Game Leader, the boys 
(and parents!) have all benefited from his weekly pep talks!  

Players: Lucas Driver, Ethan Harris, Callum MacDonald, Callum Mackenzie, Jasper Peen, Floyd 
Smith 

Coach: Kenny MacDonald, Sean Smith and Sam Harris         Manager: Angela MacDonald 

U7 Zebras (non-competition) 

Well, another great year from the Zebras!!  

This year we had two debutantes in Blake and Bella, and although a bit nervous to begin with really 
found their feet as the year progressed with both receiving Player of Week a few times throughout the 
year. Jackson’s speed and skill level went from good to great, James’s power kick and control did the 
same, Liam’s defence was brilliant as always, Williams top passing and accuracy was always done 
with a smile from ear to ear and Isaac’s self-control with tackling and skill grew from last year in a 
game that he and the rest of the Zebras live to play!  Oh… and I loved coaching them (most of the 
time). See you next year!!  

Players: Isaac Abboud, James Denholm, Blake Maiden, William O’Neil, Liam O’Riordan, Jackson 
Paraiso, Arabella Stewart-Rowley 

Coach: Luke Abboud     Manager: Emma Abboud 

U8 Black (non-competition) 

The Springwood Under 8s team this season were a group of absolute firecrackers. Throughout the 
season and with excellent coaching and enthusiastic training sessions, the team has learnt how to 
play as a united force. Training sessions were made lots of fun by a great mix of games and learning 
skills. Parents vs Kids was a favourite, as was Rangers vs Aliens.  

The Blacks loved all the games they played, working as a determined team and never giving up until 
the whistle blew. As the season progressed we watched the team use a bit more strategy in their 
matches and find their positions. There were a heap of ripper goals and superb defending, and worth 
mentioning, some fancy footwork, great handstands and some magnificent dancing this season - 
#thefloss! 

We all can’t wait to see what this team can do next year! 

Thanks to all the teams we have played this season and of course the awesome SUFC organisers. 
See you next year!  

Players: Nicholas Down, Thomas Harris, Abel Howell, Koby Morgan, Zach Morgan, Caleb Paine-
Burke, Taro Pickham, Logan Rintoul, Angus Rogers 

Coach: Kristin Burke     Manager: Nicole Cunningham 
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U8 Blue (non-competition) 

Our U8 Blues have had a cracker of a season this year. Their football skills and teamwork went to 
another level on the bigger fields and playing against other clubs, with more space to move and create 
opportunities for each other. The kids loved their time in goals for the first time this year and 
individuals started developing some clear strengths in either the front or back line. The additional three 
players picked up this year slotted in seamlessly and further strengthened the depth of our team.  
Thank you to the Blues for making each week entertaining to watch, for supporting their teammates 
and to the parents, supporters and Springwood United for continuing to provide a great atmosphere 
and environment for our kids to play and enjoy their football. 
Players: Lucas Bernays, Emilie Dempsey, Oscar Doyle, Oscar Harrison, Iris Hirst, Archie Lamont, 
Layla Sawyer, Bobby Smoth, Mitchell Taylor, Angus Weir 

Coach: Robert Taylor     Manager: Jessica Taylor 

U8 Grey (non-competition) 

2018 has been a remarkably good year for the Under 8 Greys. Many of the team had not played 
together before so at our first few games much time was spent just getting to know each other and in 
sowing the seeds of friendship. From this it has been so satisfying to see them gain confidence in 
each other and build their own sense of a team.  
The focus for this group has been about consolidating basic skills whilst encouraging them in the 
fundamentals of playing as a team. As the season went on this became increasingly evident as they 
developed awareness of each other on the field, started to pass the ball, set up plays and most 
importantly, talked to each other. 
It was encouraging to see the overall improvement in individual skill levels and some of our players 
are starting to naturally gravitate towards their preferred position on the field, be it a striker or 
defender, with some showing budding goal-keeping skills. 
It was a tough but fair season. The games they lost were never by many and the wins they had were a 
great confidence boost and confirmation of the essential ability they all have as players of the game. 
The sense of confidence this team had with each other by the end of the season marked a huge leap 
of progress from our early trial games and stands them in great stead for 2019. 
Thanks especially to Anna for managing the team and also to Jess for coordinating all the Under 8s. 
Players: Harrison Brown, Adam Burnic, Erin DeBono, Oliver George, Finton Hazell, Charlie Reid, 
Hamish Richards, Aidan Seisun, Jack Wheeler, Zac Zalan-Pipe 

Coach: Tony Pipe      Manager: Anna McPherson 

U8 Maroon (non-competition) 

This year saw some movement on the team roster with a high-profile transfer to another team and the 
loss of one of our foundation players to BMX before season start. However, this opened up the salary 
cap which allowed star recruits Melody, Brendan, Harry, Chloe, Quinn and Lucas to come on board. 
This fresh line up complemented the remaining foundation players of Alana, Adele, Will and Jono. The 
team bonded quickly as we ramped up the skills and fitness training to accommodate the bigger field 
and longer game times. 
Half way through the season the team was shocked by the sudden departure of Lucas, who took 
himself on a season ending trip around Australia. Thanks to the shifty skills of the U8 Maroon’s 
Management team, we were able to poach key player Kaitlyn from another team, who filled the boots 
of Lucas without any loss in team performance. 
While the team suffered a string of defeats, the players held strong and supported each other like a 
true high performing team. I hope they all walk away feeling a sense of achievement, having learnt 
some new skills, made some new friends, and had fun doing it. 
Thanks again to the parents for playing their part; washing jerseys, cutting oranges on the sidelines, 
and providing the right encouragement when needed. 
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U7 Wolves (non-competition) 

Our Wolves came in to the club with no prior experience and only several of the players knowing each 
other from school. Our training sessions focussed on technique and basic game playing. At every step 
of the way they have surprised us with their passion during training and their equally excited attitudes 
on game day. They have come such a long way since week 1, improving every week – and are 
expressing a keenness to return next year with their football friends. 

A huge thanks to Coach Kenny for his participation in Saturday games as Game Leader, the boys 
(and parents!) have all benefited from his weekly pep talks!  

Players: Lucas Driver, Ethan Harris, Callum MacDonald, Callum Mackenzie, Jasper Peen, Floyd 
Smith 

Coach: Kenny MacDonald, Sean Smith and Sam Harris         Manager: Angela MacDonald 

U7 Zebras (non-competition) 

Well, another great year from the Zebras!!  

This year we had two debutantes in Blake and Bella, and although a bit nervous to begin with really 
found their feet as the year progressed with both receiving Player of Week a few times throughout the 
year. Jackson’s speed and skill level went from good to great, James’s power kick and control did the 
same, Liam’s defence was brilliant as always, Williams top passing and accuracy was always done 
with a smile from ear to ear and Isaac’s self-control with tackling and skill grew from last year in a 
game that he and the rest of the Zebras live to play!  Oh… and I loved coaching them (most of the 
time). See you next year!!  

Players: Isaac Abboud, James Denholm, Blake Maiden, William O’Neil, Liam O’Riordan, Jackson 
Paraiso, Arabella Stewart-Rowley 

Coach: Luke Abboud     Manager: Emma Abboud 

U8 Black (non-competition) 

The Springwood Under 8s team this season were a group of absolute firecrackers. Throughout the 
season and with excellent coaching and enthusiastic training sessions, the team has learnt how to 
play as a united force. Training sessions were made lots of fun by a great mix of games and learning 
skills. Parents vs Kids was a favourite, as was Rangers vs Aliens.  

The Blacks loved all the games they played, working as a determined team and never giving up until 
the whistle blew. As the season progressed we watched the team use a bit more strategy in their 
matches and find their positions. There were a heap of ripper goals and superb defending, and worth 
mentioning, some fancy footwork, great handstands and some magnificent dancing this season - 
#thefloss! 

We all can’t wait to see what this team can do next year! 

Thanks to all the teams we have played this season and of course the awesome SUFC organisers. 
See you next year!  

Players: Nicholas Down, Thomas Harris, Abel Howell, Koby Morgan, Zach Morgan, Caleb Paine-
Burke, Taro Pickham, Logan Rintoul, Angus Rogers 

Coach: Kristin Burke     Manager: Nicole Cunningham 
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U8 Blue (non-competition) 

Our U8 Blues have had a cracker of a season this year. Their football skills and teamwork went to 
another level on the bigger fields and playing against other clubs, with more space to move and create 
opportunities for each other. The kids loved their time in goals for the first time this year and 
individuals started developing some clear strengths in either the front or back line. The additional three 
players picked up this year slotted in seamlessly and further strengthened the depth of our team.  
Thank you to the Blues for making each week entertaining to watch, for supporting their teammates 
and to the parents, supporters and Springwood United for continuing to provide a great atmosphere 
and environment for our kids to play and enjoy their football. 
Players: Lucas Bernays, Emilie Dempsey, Oscar Doyle, Oscar Harrison, Iris Hirst, Archie Lamont, 
Layla Sawyer, Bobby Smoth, Mitchell Taylor, Angus Weir 

Coach: Robert Taylor     Manager: Jessica Taylor 

U8 Grey (non-competition) 

2018 has been a remarkably good year for the Under 8 Greys. Many of the team had not played 
together before so at our first few games much time was spent just getting to know each other and in 
sowing the seeds of friendship. From this it has been so satisfying to see them gain confidence in 
each other and build their own sense of a team.  
The focus for this group has been about consolidating basic skills whilst encouraging them in the 
fundamentals of playing as a team. As the season went on this became increasingly evident as they 
developed awareness of each other on the field, started to pass the ball, set up plays and most 
importantly, talked to each other. 
It was encouraging to see the overall improvement in individual skill levels and some of our players 
are starting to naturally gravitate towards their preferred position on the field, be it a striker or 
defender, with some showing budding goal-keeping skills. 
It was a tough but fair season. The games they lost were never by many and the wins they had were a 
great confidence boost and confirmation of the essential ability they all have as players of the game. 
The sense of confidence this team had with each other by the end of the season marked a huge leap 
of progress from our early trial games and stands them in great stead for 2019. 
Thanks especially to Anna for managing the team and also to Jess for coordinating all the Under 8s. 
Players: Harrison Brown, Adam Burnic, Erin DeBono, Oliver George, Finton Hazell, Charlie Reid, 
Hamish Richards, Aidan Seisun, Jack Wheeler, Zac Zalan-Pipe 

Coach: Tony Pipe      Manager: Anna McPherson 

U8 Maroon (non-competition) 

This year saw some movement on the team roster with a high-profile transfer to another team and the 
loss of one of our foundation players to BMX before season start. However, this opened up the salary 
cap which allowed star recruits Melody, Brendan, Harry, Chloe, Quinn and Lucas to come on board. 
This fresh line up complemented the remaining foundation players of Alana, Adele, Will and Jono. The 
team bonded quickly as we ramped up the skills and fitness training to accommodate the bigger field 
and longer game times. 
Half way through the season the team was shocked by the sudden departure of Lucas, who took 
himself on a season ending trip around Australia. Thanks to the shifty skills of the U8 Maroon’s 
Management team, we were able to poach key player Kaitlyn from another team, who filled the boots 
of Lucas without any loss in team performance. 
While the team suffered a string of defeats, the players held strong and supported each other like a 
true high performing team. I hope they all walk away feeling a sense of achievement, having learnt 
some new skills, made some new friends, and had fun doing it. 
Thanks again to the parents for playing their part; washing jerseys, cutting oranges on the sidelines, 
and providing the right encouragement when needed. 
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Thanks for a great year. 
Players: Adele Wade-Ferrell, Jonathon Flack, Alana Prior, William Iskov, Harry Price, Quinn Shanks, 
Chloe Blattman, Melody Osborne, Brendan Manning, Kaitlyn Hati, Lucas Priora 

Coach: Glen Wade-Ferrell      Manager: Brad Flack 

U8 Orange (non-competition) 

It was great to see the boys come back together as a team for another year. This year we had two 
new players join the team, with Ben and Leighton coming on board. This is the fourth year that I have 
coached the team with four of our boys being together since Under 5s. 

Team work, sportsmanship and confidence are three things that the boys have all embraced again this 
year, with all nine boys displaying their own strengths on and off the field. Each week all the boys 
would want to be striker and get up front to score goals. Even when they didn’t get their preferred 
positions everyone tried hard across the field. The boys also enjoyed being goal keeper, putting on the 
gloves and saving a few goals. 

At training older siblings would join in as part of the team with Pat (Ben’s Brother), Flynn, Zane (Jude’s 
Brothers), Peter (Nick’s Brother), Johnny (Timmy’s Brother) and Bailey (Leighton’s Brother) joining in. 
Pat (Liam’s Brother) was a great help to all the team as assistant coach and referee for all games we 
needed him. 

Across the team each boy displayed their individual strengths: 

Jude used his skills to keep the ball off the opposition and was always around the ball using his body 
to muscle the opposition away. With a handy left boot Jude found the goals on many occasions. 

Jack loved being up front taking shots at goals but mostly found himself running back to help out in the 
back line. Even with the bigger fields this year Jack could almost kick the entire length. 

Timmy was wonderful across the park showing great speed and a hunger for the ball. Timmy is light 
on his feet with corner kicks being a great strength. Timmy could get the ball to the goals most times. 

Liam also shows a hunger for the ball and since Under 5s Liam has always been physical on the field. 
Liam played well in every position with his speed and determination being one of his greatest assets. 

Asher showed focus and relished the opportunity to be a forward. Asher improved his soccer skills 
again this year with solid running and is developing into a great soccer player. Asher grasped the ‘2 to 
a throw-in’ and was able to put others into space. 

Uly muscled up this year and started to take the opposition on. Uly is developing into a good fullback 
who knows his way to the ball and up the sideline. Each year Uly’s kicks get bigger and stronger. 

Nick grew in confidence and his skills peaked at the end of the season. He showed great spirit on the 
field and as goal keeper and has a strong enthusiasm towards the game. Nick is a good competitor 
and team player. 

Ben is another strong runner within the team who covers a lot of the field during the game. Ben loves 
to have the ball at his feet and take the opposition on; he scored and set up many goals this year. 

Leighton has a good recognition of space on the field and would put himself in front of the opposition’s 
goals regularly. Another team member who likes to score goals and set up his team mates. 

All the boys had an exceptional season and developed their soccer skills and great friendships along 
the way. Our training drills of stuck-in-the-mud soccer style, sprints and half-field game were always 
fun, of course with a bit of dodge ball to finish off the night. 
As always thank you to all parents and grandparents who made this year possible. A big thank you to all the 
boys for turning up to play soccer and have a great time. 

Players: , Jude , Jack, Timmy, Liam, Asher, Uly, Nicholas, Ben, Leighton 

Coach: Michael Alderton     Manager: Jacqui Sherriff 
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U8 Red (non-competition) 

What a fantastic season for the U8 Reds!! What started off as a collection of individuals quickly 
transformed into a tight-knit team with great spirit. Only a handful of the players had played before and 
they shone through the season, while the newcomers picked up their skills really quickly, particularly 
their defending. By the midway point through the season, the players had established their best 
positions with Tom and Iszaac in attack, Maddie and Oliver in defence, and Isla, Kitty, Ellie, Josh, Ella 
and Hamish able all-rounders, helping the team out in a variety of positions. There was never a 
shortage of volunteers to be Goalkeeper either! 

The U8 Reds always played their games in the right spirit, enthusiastically thanking their opponents 
after the games. Friendships within the team developed as quickly as their skills and the team are 
already looking forward to their end of season party and to go again next season!! Go the Reds!! 

Thank you to the coaches, managers and parents, who all got involved in running the team 
(particularly the complex substitution systems ). A great team spirit on and off the pitch! 

Players: Iszaak Amesbury, Eleanor Bell, Isla Bullock, Joshua Clarke, Thomas Dobson, Maddie Dyer, 
Oliver Green, Ella McCall, Hamish Pereira, Kitty Wyld 

Coaches: Adam Bullock, David Wyld     Manager: Annie O’Toole 

U8 White (non-competition) 

What an amazing season of soccer, one that I am totally proud to be a part of.  

Firstly, I want to congratulate the boys on their efforts and commitment. They come to each training 
session with a hunger to learn new skills but more importantly, this season, they have truly discovered 
the importance of working as a team. They have had so much fun that they are now all signing up for 
summer soccer.  

In addition to the players, I would like to thank all the other people behind the scenes that are involved 
in making this season happen. Thank you John for volunteering to be the coach. Your patience and 
expertise has been vital in assisting these boys to grow and develop in this sport. Another huge 
thankyou to Leighton who attends every game and always steps in as an assistant coach when 
required. The boys have learnt a lot from you too. Lastly, I want to thank the parents for their support, 
for without you, we would not be the team we are today. Thank you to you all for being so helpful 
when it comes to BBQ duties and helping out with fruit and shirt rosters.  

Players: Ryan Andrews, Xander Feki, Lennon Hagan, Oscar Kirton, Hugo Koutsonikolis, Connor 
Leahey, Sebastian Pain, Eli Schroeder, Malachi Smith, Tyson Verriere 

Coach: John Leahey    Manager: Michelle Koutsonikolis 

U9 Black (non-competition) 

Thank you for another fun filled season! 

This season we welcomed back old players and gained a couple of new additions. This meant the 
boys had to share their time on the field, not getting as much game time as they were used too but 
they took this in their stride and welcomed the new players. They worked well together and again 
formed new friendships and gained new skills. All the boys bring their own uniqueness and individual 
personalities and skills to the team. Leo played well all over the park, Henry passed the ball with 
greater precision, Lachlan – our defensive player (5yrs in a row), Josh – shone as a great little goalie 
this season, Aiden – always on the go showing unbelievable energy, Boston was always reliable and 
in the right place, Carter – a great attacking player, Cameron – a good goalie with a fierce kick, Owen 
– growing as a good defensive player, Oli – shows great vision for the whole game, Ivan – great goal 
scorer who always puts the team first, and Charlie – building on his skills this season he demonstrated 
great grit and determination.  
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Thanks for a great year. 
Players: Adele Wade-Ferrell, Jonathon Flack, Alana Prior, William Iskov, Harry Price, Quinn Shanks, 
Chloe Blattman, Melody Osborne, Brendan Manning, Kaitlyn Hati, Lucas Priora 

Coach: Glen Wade-Ferrell      Manager: Brad Flack 

U8 Orange (non-competition) 

It was great to see the boys come back together as a team for another year. This year we had two 
new players join the team, with Ben and Leighton coming on board. This is the fourth year that I have 
coached the team with four of our boys being together since Under 5s. 

Team work, sportsmanship and confidence are three things that the boys have all embraced again this 
year, with all nine boys displaying their own strengths on and off the field. Each week all the boys 
would want to be striker and get up front to score goals. Even when they didn’t get their preferred 
positions everyone tried hard across the field. The boys also enjoyed being goal keeper, putting on the 
gloves and saving a few goals. 

At training older siblings would join in as part of the team with Pat (Ben’s Brother), Flynn, Zane (Jude’s 
Brothers), Peter (Nick’s Brother), Johnny (Timmy’s Brother) and Bailey (Leighton’s Brother) joining in. 
Pat (Liam’s Brother) was a great help to all the team as assistant coach and referee for all games we 
needed him. 

Across the team each boy displayed their individual strengths: 

Jude used his skills to keep the ball off the opposition and was always around the ball using his body 
to muscle the opposition away. With a handy left boot Jude found the goals on many occasions. 

Jack loved being up front taking shots at goals but mostly found himself running back to help out in the 
back line. Even with the bigger fields this year Jack could almost kick the entire length. 

Timmy was wonderful across the park showing great speed and a hunger for the ball. Timmy is light 
on his feet with corner kicks being a great strength. Timmy could get the ball to the goals most times. 

Liam also shows a hunger for the ball and since Under 5s Liam has always been physical on the field. 
Liam played well in every position with his speed and determination being one of his greatest assets. 

Asher showed focus and relished the opportunity to be a forward. Asher improved his soccer skills 
again this year with solid running and is developing into a great soccer player. Asher grasped the ‘2 to 
a throw-in’ and was able to put others into space. 

Uly muscled up this year and started to take the opposition on. Uly is developing into a good fullback 
who knows his way to the ball and up the sideline. Each year Uly’s kicks get bigger and stronger. 

Nick grew in confidence and his skills peaked at the end of the season. He showed great spirit on the 
field and as goal keeper and has a strong enthusiasm towards the game. Nick is a good competitor 
and team player. 

Ben is another strong runner within the team who covers a lot of the field during the game. Ben loves 
to have the ball at his feet and take the opposition on; he scored and set up many goals this year. 

Leighton has a good recognition of space on the field and would put himself in front of the opposition’s 
goals regularly. Another team member who likes to score goals and set up his team mates. 

All the boys had an exceptional season and developed their soccer skills and great friendships along 
the way. Our training drills of stuck-in-the-mud soccer style, sprints and half-field game were always 
fun, of course with a bit of dodge ball to finish off the night. 
As always thank you to all parents and grandparents who made this year possible. A big thank you to all the 
boys for turning up to play soccer and have a great time. 

Players: , Jude , Jack, Timmy, Liam, Asher, Uly, Nicholas, Ben, Leighton 

Coach: Michael Alderton     Manager: Jacqui Sherriff 
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U8 Red (non-competition) 

What a fantastic season for the U8 Reds!! What started off as a collection of individuals quickly 
transformed into a tight-knit team with great spirit. Only a handful of the players had played before and 
they shone through the season, while the newcomers picked up their skills really quickly, particularly 
their defending. By the midway point through the season, the players had established their best 
positions with Tom and Iszaac in attack, Maddie and Oliver in defence, and Isla, Kitty, Ellie, Josh, Ella 
and Hamish able all-rounders, helping the team out in a variety of positions. There was never a 
shortage of volunteers to be Goalkeeper either! 

The U8 Reds always played their games in the right spirit, enthusiastically thanking their opponents 
after the games. Friendships within the team developed as quickly as their skills and the team are 
already looking forward to their end of season party and to go again next season!! Go the Reds!! 

Thank you to the coaches, managers and parents, who all got involved in running the team 
(particularly the complex substitution systems ). A great team spirit on and off the pitch! 

Players: Iszaak Amesbury, Eleanor Bell, Isla Bullock, Joshua Clarke, Thomas Dobson, Maddie Dyer, 
Oliver Green, Ella McCall, Hamish Pereira, Kitty Wyld 

Coaches: Adam Bullock, David Wyld     Manager: Annie O’Toole 

U8 White (non-competition) 

What an amazing season of soccer, one that I am totally proud to be a part of.  

Firstly, I want to congratulate the boys on their efforts and commitment. They come to each training 
session with a hunger to learn new skills but more importantly, this season, they have truly discovered 
the importance of working as a team. They have had so much fun that they are now all signing up for 
summer soccer.  

In addition to the players, I would like to thank all the other people behind the scenes that are involved 
in making this season happen. Thank you John for volunteering to be the coach. Your patience and 
expertise has been vital in assisting these boys to grow and develop in this sport. Another huge 
thankyou to Leighton who attends every game and always steps in as an assistant coach when 
required. The boys have learnt a lot from you too. Lastly, I want to thank the parents for their support, 
for without you, we would not be the team we are today. Thank you to you all for being so helpful 
when it comes to BBQ duties and helping out with fruit and shirt rosters.  

Players: Ryan Andrews, Xander Feki, Lennon Hagan, Oscar Kirton, Hugo Koutsonikolis, Connor 
Leahey, Sebastian Pain, Eli Schroeder, Malachi Smith, Tyson Verriere 

Coach: John Leahey    Manager: Michelle Koutsonikolis 

U9 Black (non-competition) 

Thank you for another fun filled season! 

This season we welcomed back old players and gained a couple of new additions. This meant the 
boys had to share their time on the field, not getting as much game time as they were used too but 
they took this in their stride and welcomed the new players. They worked well together and again 
formed new friendships and gained new skills. All the boys bring their own uniqueness and individual 
personalities and skills to the team. Leo played well all over the park, Henry passed the ball with 
greater precision, Lachlan – our defensive player (5yrs in a row), Josh – shone as a great little goalie 
this season, Aiden – always on the go showing unbelievable energy, Boston was always reliable and 
in the right place, Carter – a great attacking player, Cameron – a good goalie with a fierce kick, Owen 
– growing as a good defensive player, Oli – shows great vision for the whole game, Ivan – great goal 
scorer who always puts the team first, and Charlie – building on his skills this season he demonstrated 
great grit and determination.  
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Thanks to the families who supported not only their child but the team each week by cheering and 
encouraging them from the sideline. 

A big thank you goes out to Steve for coaching again this year.  

Looking forward to playing on a bigger field next year. Well done boys! 

Players: Leonidas Anderson,  Henry Beames, Lachlan Billiards, Joshua  Croucher, Aiden Denton-
Boerger, Boston George,  Carter Huggins, Cameron James-New, Owen Jansons, Oliver Livingston, 
Ivan Mayorchak, Charlie Mays 

Coach: Steven Anderson     Manager: Alex Beames 

U9 Blue (non-competition) 

Firstly it was an enormous privilege to watch each of our team’s individual soccer skills grow and grow. 
As the season progressed our players naturally formed into a unified front attack or the crucial back 
line with midfield support. Our back line’s performance must include special mention to Josh and John, 
forming a formidable back line defence throughout the season. The midfield support they provided 
assisted the team’s set plays which proved the difference in winning or losing most matches. It was a 
testament to Andrew’s fantastic coaching skill and mentorship, that each of the players learnt to hold 
and play their positions, which gave the Blues an advantage against all opponents. The U9 Blues 
were able to blend an enviable mix of fun and team spirit during the season, to ensure they finished on 
a high, and confident in their new skills to progress in the sport. With 17 games played, the U9 Blues 
won 13 games, drew 2 and lost 2 – a remarkable and praiseworthy effort. Our top goal scorers for the 
season were Eddie Brown with 22 goals and Blake Gough with 23 goals.  

Thanks to all the U9 teams, managers and coaches as without you we don’t play. Thanks to the other 
clubs for their hospitality, referees and thanks always to SUFC, René Dempsey and Dale Wade-
Ferrell. 

Players: Kate McIlveen, Edward Brown, Micah Elia, John Lau, Blake Gough, Joshua Sach, Samuel 
Taylor, Jack Ralphs, Ruanii Claudino, Jaiden Marsh, Alex Dufty 

Coach: Andrew Elia       Manager: Sean Lau 

U9 Green (non-competition) 

I have enjoyed coaching the team again this year. The boys have improved in all areas of the game 
and continue to work well as a team. Most notably, this year has seen a more determined side that 
has developed as an attacking side, scoring more goals than in previous seasons. The boys are 
spreading out well on the field and are going to be well equipped to take on the larger field next 
season. I would like to thank all my players, their parents, the hard-working committee, and the 
opposition coaching staff and players for another fantastic year of football.  

I look forward to coaching again next year. 

Brendan, 

Players: Joshua Benaud, Max Briggs, Jack Buttriss, Oliver Cusack, Brodie Dufty, Ryan Ferguson, 
Xavier Johnson, Hugo Lewczak, Joel Machin, Talon Molony, Matthew Watson 

Coach: Brendan Cusack     Manager:  Alice Molony 

I am constantly being asked about individuals. The only way to win is as a 
team. Football is not about one or two or three star players.” 

Pelé 
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U9 Grey (non-competition) 

Springwood United U9 Grey had a great season. They took to the field with enthusiasm and 
sportsmanship every game. The core of the team has been playing together for a few years now, but 
this year we had a few new recruits who fitted in exceptionally well. The team really matured this year, 
they were a fantastic cohesive unit and were highly competitive in every game.  

The boys shared the field, all having time in each position. With the season behind us, the boys all 
have a good understanding of all the positions, I’m sure the boys have picked out their favourites, and 
of course the position they will play for the Socceroos!  

The team were so lucky to be coached by Pete, who the boys and parents respected and loved. All 
players improved their skills and passing this year under Pete’s guidance and really started to work as 
a team across the field. All went on the field with an attitude to do their best, but work as a team, with 
only words of encouragement both on the field and from the sidelines. Thank you to all parents for 
their continued support throughout the season. We thoroughly enjoyed watching the development of 
the U9 Greys this year.  

Players: Ethan Banks, Owen Croft, Cooper Donohue, Cooper Golby, Josiah Hawkins, Harrison Iles, 
Harvey Jones, Samuel Lister, Lachlan McAlpine, Brydan McLeod, Tom Withers 

Coach: Peter Murphy      Manager: Amy Iles 

U9 Purple (non-competition) 

A second season for the Purple Team meant that Wednesday training sessions were lead by Coach 
Steve Taylor and Assistant Coach Orlando Gilbert. We welcomed some new players and their families 
to the Purple Team this year and said goodbye to some, both at the commencement of the season 
and through the year.  

Training sessions allowed players to learn new skills, develop existing skills and develop a love of 
football. Our Assistant Coach also had opportunities to develop his skills and pass on his love of 
football. This year saw goalkeeper a much loved and fought over position with James, Lachlan, Hugo, 
Luke and Daniel all developing goal keeping skills.   

Isla worked hard developing her ball skills through the season, while Luke’s passes and runs 
developed and lengthened as the season developed. Hugo improved greatly in both his defence and 
attack skills, while also developing his skills as a goalkeeper. James, Lachlan and Cisco increasingly 
displayed their skill at being able to read player’s positions, which resulted in great ball play as well as 
defending and clearing the ball away from their own goal. Gabriella and Eleanor demonstrated both 
fantastic attacking and defending skills as well as passing the ball long distances. Tahj showed us his 
defending skills while furthering ball-passing skills to his fellow team members. Daniel has had a 
chance to develop his goalkeeping skills while improving his passing, defending and attacking. Prior to 
moving away we saw Liam improve his skills in both ball play and passing the ball to his team mates.   

The commitment of the parents (and the extended families) in helping out and turning up each week is 
very much appreciated, including their willingness to assist at the BBQ and canteen, as well as 
washing the team shirts and bringing an ongoing supply of half-time fruit.  

At the beginning of the season the parents were asked to bring their chair, coffee and sense of 
humour to each game. Once again they did so, along with their extended families and voices!  

Players: Eleanor Fortunat, Gabriella Hovelmann Cisco Borbely, Isla Field, Lachlan Kirscher, Luke 
Minard, Liam Murphy (moved away July 2018), Tahj Racklyeft, James Rafter, Hugo Strickland & 
Daniel Taylor 

Coach: Steve Taylor      Manager: Emma Strickland 
Assistant Coach: Orlando Gilbert 
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Thanks to the families who supported not only their child but the team each week by cheering and 
encouraging them from the sideline. 

A big thank you goes out to Steve for coaching again this year.  

Looking forward to playing on a bigger field next year. Well done boys! 

Players: Leonidas Anderson,  Henry Beames, Lachlan Billiards, Joshua  Croucher, Aiden Denton-
Boerger, Boston George,  Carter Huggins, Cameron James-New, Owen Jansons, Oliver Livingston, 
Ivan Mayorchak, Charlie Mays 

Coach: Steven Anderson     Manager: Alex Beames 

U9 Blue (non-competition) 

Firstly it was an enormous privilege to watch each of our team’s individual soccer skills grow and grow. 
As the season progressed our players naturally formed into a unified front attack or the crucial back 
line with midfield support. Our back line’s performance must include special mention to Josh and John, 
forming a formidable back line defence throughout the season. The midfield support they provided 
assisted the team’s set plays which proved the difference in winning or losing most matches. It was a 
testament to Andrew’s fantastic coaching skill and mentorship, that each of the players learnt to hold 
and play their positions, which gave the Blues an advantage against all opponents. The U9 Blues 
were able to blend an enviable mix of fun and team spirit during the season, to ensure they finished on 
a high, and confident in their new skills to progress in the sport. With 17 games played, the U9 Blues 
won 13 games, drew 2 and lost 2 – a remarkable and praiseworthy effort. Our top goal scorers for the 
season were Eddie Brown with 22 goals and Blake Gough with 23 goals.  

Thanks to all the U9 teams, managers and coaches as without you we don’t play. Thanks to the other 
clubs for their hospitality, referees and thanks always to SUFC, René Dempsey and Dale Wade-
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U9 Green (non-competition) 

I have enjoyed coaching the team again this year. The boys have improved in all areas of the game 
and continue to work well as a team. Most notably, this year has seen a more determined side that 
has developed as an attacking side, scoring more goals than in previous seasons. The boys are 
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Players: Joshua Benaud, Max Briggs, Jack Buttriss, Oliver Cusack, Brodie Dufty, Ryan Ferguson, 
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I am constantly being asked about individuals. The only way to win is as a 
team. Football is not about one or two or three star players.” 

Pelé 
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U9 Grey (non-competition) 

Springwood United U9 Grey had a great season. They took to the field with enthusiasm and 
sportsmanship every game. The core of the team has been playing together for a few years now, but 
this year we had a few new recruits who fitted in exceptionally well. The team really matured this year, 
they were a fantastic cohesive unit and were highly competitive in every game.  

The boys shared the field, all having time in each position. With the season behind us, the boys all 
have a good understanding of all the positions, I’m sure the boys have picked out their favourites, and 
of course the position they will play for the Socceroos!  

The team were so lucky to be coached by Pete, who the boys and parents respected and loved. All 
players improved their skills and passing this year under Pete’s guidance and really started to work as 
a team across the field. All went on the field with an attitude to do their best, but work as a team, with 
only words of encouragement both on the field and from the sidelines. Thank you to all parents for 
their continued support throughout the season. We thoroughly enjoyed watching the development of 
the U9 Greys this year.  

Players: Ethan Banks, Owen Croft, Cooper Donohue, Cooper Golby, Josiah Hawkins, Harrison Iles, 
Harvey Jones, Samuel Lister, Lachlan McAlpine, Brydan McLeod, Tom Withers 

Coach: Peter Murphy      Manager: Amy Iles 

U9 Purple (non-competition) 

A second season for the Purple Team meant that Wednesday training sessions were lead by Coach 
Steve Taylor and Assistant Coach Orlando Gilbert. We welcomed some new players and their families 
to the Purple Team this year and said goodbye to some, both at the commencement of the season 
and through the year.  

Training sessions allowed players to learn new skills, develop existing skills and develop a love of 
football. Our Assistant Coach also had opportunities to develop his skills and pass on his love of 
football. This year saw goalkeeper a much loved and fought over position with James, Lachlan, Hugo, 
Luke and Daniel all developing goal keeping skills.   

Isla worked hard developing her ball skills through the season, while Luke’s passes and runs 
developed and lengthened as the season developed. Hugo improved greatly in both his defence and 
attack skills, while also developing his skills as a goalkeeper. James, Lachlan and Cisco increasingly 
displayed their skill at being able to read player’s positions, which resulted in great ball play as well as 
defending and clearing the ball away from their own goal. Gabriella and Eleanor demonstrated both 
fantastic attacking and defending skills as well as passing the ball long distances. Tahj showed us his 
defending skills while furthering ball-passing skills to his fellow team members. Daniel has had a 
chance to develop his goalkeeping skills while improving his passing, defending and attacking. Prior to 
moving away we saw Liam improve his skills in both ball play and passing the ball to his team mates.   

The commitment of the parents (and the extended families) in helping out and turning up each week is 
very much appreciated, including their willingness to assist at the BBQ and canteen, as well as 
washing the team shirts and bringing an ongoing supply of half-time fruit.  

At the beginning of the season the parents were asked to bring their chair, coffee and sense of 
humour to each game. Once again they did so, along with their extended families and voices!  

Players: Eleanor Fortunat, Gabriella Hovelmann Cisco Borbely, Isla Field, Lachlan Kirscher, Luke 
Minard, Liam Murphy (moved away July 2018), Tahj Racklyeft, James Rafter, Hugo Strickland & 
Daniel Taylor 

Coach: Steve Taylor      Manager: Emma Strickland 
Assistant Coach: Orlando Gilbert 
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U9 Red (non-competition) 

The Under 9 Reds have had a brilliant season!  The players stepped up in a big way this season and 
played out of their skins!  It was a joy to see them working well as a team to score goals through their 
good positioning and passing, as well as defending their goals in the same way. 
Owen has enjoyed his first year with us.  He positions himself well and moves quickly to the ball to 
score goals, or to deflect play away from the opposition.  A very enthusiastic player who is great fun to 
watch! 
Liam finished the season on a high, scoring two goals in our final match.  He’s a great supporter of the 
team.  Always smiling, he’s out there to have fun and gives his all! 
Nathan is our most improved player this season.  His spirited attack on the ball and his dogged 
determination leads him all over the field.  As a goal keeper he defends brilliantly!   
Thomas positions himself well to score from team mates’ passes and boots.  Ever exuberant, he never 
misses an opportunity to express his joy.  An entertainer on the field who gives the spectators their 
money’s worth! 
Flynn is everywhere!  His speed ensures that he never misses an opportunity to upset the opposition 
and swing the game in our favour.  His positioning and passing is outstanding.  A zealous player 
indeed!  
Aden tackles with the best of them.  He bravely positions himself in the middle of the action and boots 
relentlessly until the ball is on its way.  Aden is constantly amused by the action. 
James K has enjoyed his first year with us.  A speedy and attacking player with a powerful boot which 
strikes fear into the hearts of the opposition and his team mates as well!   
James M’s ball control is incredible!  His dribbling and footwork bamboozling the opposition every 
time!  Backing up his team mates well, he tackles with the best of them!   
Robbie has taken to flying all around the field to attack the ball from every angle.  He pursues the ball 
relentlessly and takes it up to the opposition.  An awesome goal keeper to boot! 
Toby has proven himself to be an amazing all-rounder.  His quick thinking results in the right choice for 
the team every time – whether it’s passing, booting or kicking the ball to the side.  As a goal keeper he 
is legendary!! 
The Under 9 Reds immensely love the game, training and matches.  A fabulous group of boys who 
work, play and socialise well together. 
A huge thank you to our coach Robert!  His ability to provide fun and challenging training sessions is 
famous!  Our boys have gained so much this year from him. Thank you also to our reliable referee 
Tony, Nikki and Matt our expert launderers and to Liz our enthusiastic coach! 

Players: Owen Bishop, Liam Boys, Nathan Broadhead, Thomas Dawson, Flynn Engelhard, Aden 
Hather, James Klein, James Magner, Robbie Pigram, Toby Roediger 

Coach: Robert Pigram     Manager: Elizabeth Magner 
Assistant Coach and Referee: Tony Dawson 

U9 Yellow (non-competition) 

What a great season it has been for the Yellows!  All players have greatly improved their skills and 
learnt the importance of staying in their positions to work together as a team. Remarkably, all the boys 
were extra keen to have a go as goalie this year and their efforts definitely paid off with many goals 
saved! All the boys have maintained enthusiasm and good sportsmanship throughout the season. A 
huge thank you also to all the family and friends that have supported our team.        

Players: Samuel Ciereszko, Archie Dickens, Cillian Dunne, Jacob Gilchrist, Eli Jenner, Robert O’Brien, 
Owen Row, Liam Van Leerdam, Noah Weston-Cole, Lucas Winfield, Joshua Wright 

Coach: Tim Gilchrist     Manager: Fiona Winfield 
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U10G Purple (non-competition) 

The 2018 Season saw this beautiful team transition from the U8 Mixed Comp into the U10 Girls Comp. 
What a successful year they have had playing on the larger pitch.  

The girls’ spirit and determination has not faltered over the many years most of them have been 
playing together. One thing in particular stood out this year which is a credit to each and every player 
and their coaches: TEAMWORK! Whilst we still move the players around to have a go at every 
position, there’s been some definite progression within the team. The girls are discovering their 
strengths as individuals and playing together as a team to make the most of these. Gone are the days 
when a player’s main aim was to kick a goal. The U10G Purple team have this year learnt the 
technique of passing the ball and supporting each other by staying in their positions. As a result of this 
teamwork, some awesome goals have been scored this year. You may have heard the proud parents 
screaming on the sidelines, we have a very enthusiastic fan club. As usual, our defence can be quite 
frustrating for the opposition, the girls have a never-give-up attitude. 

A massive thank you to Tony for coaching. Your training sessions are so much fun and obviously 
teach the girls so many skills at the same time. It is a pleasure to watch the girls train and play 
together. Thanks to Rachael R for helping out also and for stepping in with training sessions whenever 
needed. 

Next year we’ll have another round of U10s. Looking forward to being one of the taller teams in the 
comp, maybe???? 

Players: Seda Amputch, Elysia Burchall, Lyla Douglas, Isabella O’Connell, Lexie Firth, Isobel 
Rowntree, Daniella Stanley, Daisy Haythornthwaite, Claudine Barclay, Annabella Sciberras, Madalynn 
Cooper, Zoe Mein 

Coach: Tony Firth      Manager: Rachael Stanley 
Assistant Coach: Rachael Rowntree 

We need to have women in more powerful positions that are making 
decisions, so when that 10-year-old girl is looking up and wondering, 

‘What can I do and what do I want to be when I get older?’ She has the 
opportunity to do and be whatever she wants.” 

Abby Wambach 

U10G White (non-competition)  

“What was I letting myself in for this season?” I said to myself after agreeing to coach for another year, 
but after the first coaching session I knew I had an exciting group of girls. Starting out as individuals 
who had never played together, with a mix of different talent and experience they have gone from 
strength to strength to become a solid team that were very hard to break down in defense and prolific 
in attack with balance in the middle. It’s been awesome watching the girl’s progress in their own skills, 
their ability to read the play, string some passes and more importantly become more confident in their 
play and to back themselves in their decisions. 

It’s always a bit tricky starting out the season and deciding how best to play the girls, but we soon 
settled into a routine where we would play in different positions every week. As the coach I didn’t want 
to pigeon-hole the girls and my philosophy for the season was to give them as much experience 
playing in every position on the fied as possible (even if they didn’t like it). As a very savvy group of 
quick learners our coaching sessions were soon paying off, the defense were outstanding, moving as 
one unit, covering and pushing up when on the attack. The midfielders always bossed the center of 
the field, winning the ball back and covering plenty of ground. Our strikers were equally as superb, 
with a keen eye for goal and always supporting the player with the ball and ready to pounce at any 
given moment. 
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Thanks to our super organised manager Mel in keeping us all informed this year.  

Thanks to our wonderful group of parents that were there cheering our team on each week and 
assisting with training. You’ve raised wonderful young Girls and should be very proud! 

Finally, thanks to the girls! It’s been an absolute pleasure this year and I feel extremely lucky to have 
coached such an intelligent, brilliant, funny and enthusiastic group of girls and Matildas of the future. I 
hope you enjoyed this season as much as I have. 

Players: Amelia Peake, Eydie Peake, Emmie Ryan, Charlie Ryan, Charlie Buchanan-Judd, Lottie 
DeBono, Chloe Sutton, Lainey Beames, Georgia Brown, Izzy Sommerville-McAlester, Elkie 
Okladnikov 

Coach: Robin Sutton      Manager: Mel Brown 

U10 Black (non-competition) 

Thank you to all the boys who have made up the Under 10 Black Football team for 2018. Preston, 
Frances and Liam joined the team during 2018, helping strengthen an already great little team. Many 
of the boys have been playing together since Under 5s. It has been a joy to watch everyone develop 
into spirited and talented individual players, working together to support each other as members of a 
team.  We continued to work on our field positions, passing and sometimes dance moves? throughout 
the season. We began the season with some tough games, but working together continued to improve 
every week. Thank you to Kate for managing the team. Thank you also to all the parents who have 
been so supportive throughout 2018 and during previous season giving your time and supporting me 
as I coached your boys. I look forward to seeing and hearing about all the boys’ sporting endeavours 
in the future. I hope you all continue to enjoy playing football in the future! 

Players: Seth Abel. Riley Basic, Joshua Budd, William Ford, Liam Keogh, Max Leach, Francis Marks, 
Preston Mamo, Hugh O’Connor, Alex Renneberg, Thomas Ward 

Coach: Lachlan Leach      Manager: Kate Ford 

U10 Blue (non-competition) 

The 2018 Season was another enjoyable year for the U10 Blues. A new experience again this season 
for the boys with a bigger playing field, two additional field players and bigger goals. Our focus this 
year was to simply further improve our positional awareness, to appreciate the concepts of teamwork, 
to keep the ball moving when in possession and to work hard to keep possession  

Positional rotation not only gave them all the experience of playing in every position but highlighted the 
importance and value that every position brings to a team. The boys should be proud of what they 
achieved this year. They played some wonderful football throughout the season, they worked hard and 
played for each other each week. 

This group of boys have been an absolute pleasure to coach. The energy they brought to every game, 
the focus and willingness to learn they brought to every training session, and the friendships that 
developed amongst themselves made this season another wonderful experience. 

A huge thanks to Mick for organising the team each week, running the subs and assisting during 
training sessions throughout the year. To Craig who again this season stepped up to referee our 
games – very much appreciated!!  

Finally, a huge thank you to the wonderful group of parents and supporters who were there to cheer 
on the boys each week. The support you showed the boys throughout the year is greatly appreciated. 

Players:  Cameron Dempsey, Macaulay Down, Charlie Hicks, Kayden Jeffers, Tom Larkin, Jack 
Leahey, Christopher Oliver, Harrison Stevens, Lachlan Todd, Harry Weeks, Luka Wheeler 

Coach: Peter Dempsey     Manager: Mick Down 
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U10 Green (non-competition) 

Our U10 Greens have had another fantastic soccer session. It has been a year of learning and growth. 
Our boys have been working on improving their passing and working as a team, and trying various 
positions, which has seen the boys begin to gravitate to their favoured spots on the field. We are very 
lucky to have a team of boys who all favour different positions, which makes their on-field performance 
strong, and very exciting to watch each week. 

At training, our boys are always developing their skills and love of the game. Some of the best 
highlights were kids versus parents' games at the end of some training sessions. Always entertaining!  

Thank you to our sideline crew, the parents, family and friends of the players who come along and 
cheer each week, and helping with the boys when coach and/or manager could not be there. Your 
time, and enthusiasm is always greatly appreciated. A big Thankyou to Coach Craig, who has been 
coaching the majority of these boys since they were in U5s!   

As we finish this season, we would like this opportunity to wish our boys the best of luck for 2019, and 
that it brings you everything you wished for. Thank you for all the wonderful memories, entertaining 
moments and soccer excitement we have all shared together.  

Players: Liam Clink, Jai Drew, Lachlan Hurley, Alexander Kerkham, Archie Livingston, Quinn Power, 
Benjamin Robinson, Bailey Rutten, Riley Sinclair, Blake Weinert, Hamish Weir 

Coach: Craig Weir      Manager: Tenille Weir 

U10 Maroon (non-competition) 

The U10 Maroons have had a fantastic season of football. This season has been about developing our 
understanding of the game and fielding a positional game with some set manoeuvres in order to get 
the upper hand.  

This year’s highlights include Matt who has definitely improved and runs a lot, Leonie’s ball skills are 
top class, Ewan who executes game plans perfectly, Noah and Luke who have been tenacity 
personified, Jamie and Christian with exquisite passing and the ability to push through defences, 
Jacob who puts his body on the line for the team, and Eadie who slotted right in like she's been in the 
team all her life. 

Gabriel and Oliver are our special award winners this season for their improvement and ability to be 
utilised in any field position. 

Most important of all is that we had a fun season and always played in the spirit of the game. Support 
from the sidelines came in droves. With grading on us next year I can see some of the team members 
deserve to grade up and everyone should be celebrated for their hard work and achievements.  

Players: Ewan Leslie, Christian Ramos-McNiel, Matthew Minard, Oliver Trinh, Jacob Pospischil, Jamie 
Sharp, Gabriel Devine, Leonie Ellis, Eadi Hazell, Luke Pospischil, Noah Francia 

Coach: Nick Devine       Manager: Rob Leslie 

U10 Orange (non-competition) 

U10 Orange – It was a good season and the boys have seen their skills develop considerably over the 
year. The coach’s focus was for the boys to play as a team and develop their skills as part of their 
move into next year’s grading format, and this was evident by season’s end. The boys seemed to work 
out where they play their best soccer, whether it be: defending at the back (Cooper, Noah, Toby), 
working in the midfield (Christian, Malaki and Liam), scoring great goals up front (Sam and Bowen) or 
showing great versatility as a rover over all the positions (Aadyn and Ben). Congratulations to Aadyn 
for the Best and Fairest Award which was well deserved. All the boys enjoyed the season and most 
importantly played their soccer in a commendable spirit. Well done boys!  
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that it brings you everything you wished for. Thank you for all the wonderful memories, entertaining 
moments and soccer excitement we have all shared together.  

Players: Liam Clink, Jai Drew, Lachlan Hurley, Alexander Kerkham, Archie Livingston, Quinn Power, 
Benjamin Robinson, Bailey Rutten, Riley Sinclair, Blake Weinert, Hamish Weir 

Coach: Craig Weir      Manager: Tenille Weir 

U10 Maroon (non-competition) 

The U10 Maroons have had a fantastic season of football. This season has been about developing our 
understanding of the game and fielding a positional game with some set manoeuvres in order to get 
the upper hand.  

This year’s highlights include Matt who has definitely improved and runs a lot, Leonie’s ball skills are 
top class, Ewan who executes game plans perfectly, Noah and Luke who have been tenacity 
personified, Jamie and Christian with exquisite passing and the ability to push through defences, 
Jacob who puts his body on the line for the team, and Eadie who slotted right in like she's been in the 
team all her life. 

Gabriel and Oliver are our special award winners this season for their improvement and ability to be 
utilised in any field position. 

Most important of all is that we had a fun season and always played in the spirit of the game. Support 
from the sidelines came in droves. With grading on us next year I can see some of the team members 
deserve to grade up and everyone should be celebrated for their hard work and achievements.  

Players: Ewan Leslie, Christian Ramos-McNiel, Matthew Minard, Oliver Trinh, Jacob Pospischil, Jamie 
Sharp, Gabriel Devine, Leonie Ellis, Eadi Hazell, Luke Pospischil, Noah Francia 

Coach: Nick Devine       Manager: Rob Leslie 

U10 Orange (non-competition) 

U10 Orange – It was a good season and the boys have seen their skills develop considerably over the 
year. The coach’s focus was for the boys to play as a team and develop their skills as part of their 
move into next year’s grading format, and this was evident by season’s end. The boys seemed to work 
out where they play their best soccer, whether it be: defending at the back (Cooper, Noah, Toby), 
working in the midfield (Christian, Malaki and Liam), scoring great goals up front (Sam and Bowen) or 
showing great versatility as a rover over all the positions (Aadyn and Ben). Congratulations to Aadyn 
for the Best and Fairest Award which was well deserved. All the boys enjoyed the season and most 
importantly played their soccer in a commendable spirit. Well done boys!  
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I have enjoyed my role managing this team and I offer many thanks to Chris for his friendship, tireless 
efforts and time coaching, and to all the parents for their support and contributions throughout the year 
and importantly for getting the boys to the games and training every week.  
Players: Bowen Batchelor, Liam Dale, Ben Harrison, Cooper Henderson, Aadyn Hoare, Malaki Keyes, 
Noah Rehutai, Tobius Ritchie, Christian Sophokleous, Sam Wright    

Coach: Chris Batchelor     Manager: John Harrison 

U10 Red (non-competition) 

U10 Red were an absolute joy to coach and watch and I could not be prouder of their efforts this year. 
Having coached this team for many years I could sense something was different about their attitude 
right from the very first training session; they were all focused on becoming the best players that they 
could be. They trained and played to the best of their ability every week and as a result they were able 
to consistently execute the fundamental components of playing in a team - positional play, support, 
passing and moving into space. Their vision when passing and ability to read the read play was 
excellent and this allowed them to keep the ball and enjoy prolonged periods of possession. 

Knowing that they’d be graded in 2019, we agreed that it was time for each of them to settle into 
positions that suited their natural talents and instincts. As coincidences go, each of the girls settled 
into defensive roles, whereas the boys were naturally suited to the midfield and attacking roles. I think 
that opposition teams often underestimated the speed and strength of our defence and were 
bamboozled by the level of skill and shooting prowess as we attacked. We were also fortunate to 
unearth a very competent and confident regular goalkeeper. 

Thank you Carolyn for managing the side this year. We are all in debt to your magnificent 
organisational skills.  

Thank you to those who were able to assist with training and on game days - siblings and parents, 
particularly Brad.  

To all the parents - your happy, wonderful kids are a product of their homes. Thank you for always 
being positive and supportive. Good luck to everyone in the coming years.  

Players: Annalise Blattman, Leo Borg, Cooper Brown, Edward Carr, Amelia Crouch, Noah Edwards, 
Lachlan Konwerski, Kiahna Koutsonikolis, Olivia Prior, Patrick Smith, Lola Wyld 

Coach: Heath Borg      Manager: Carolyn Edwards  

U10 Yellow (non-competition) 

Team Yellow had a sharp increase in skill levels and confidence after the first few weeks of the 
season. Phoenix in goal was regularly cheered by the opposition supporters for saving a shot. Quinn 
always made clever decisions in defence while sending the ball well up field with his huge clearing 
kicks. Matthew looked like he was running twice as fast as last year in attack and also stuck like glue 
to his opposite player in defence. Felix seemed to be everywhere on the field scrambling in defence 
and dashing down the sideline in attack. Joseph was our players’ player for his tireless effort for the 
team and once again showed his amazing ability to win the ball in nearly every tackle. Nathan stopped 
countless goals as our last defender to the delight of the team. Angus showed brilliant ball skills and 
organised the team at training until an injury cut short his season. Cameron played for the first time 
this season and earned his most improved title through hard work and tireless effort on the field. 
Micah  was busy in both defence and attack and was our leading goalscorer. Zac sent the ball flying 
from corners and penalties and controlled the midfield very well. 
Well done Yellows on a great year! 
Players: Phoenix Andrews, Quinn Fryer, Matthew Hawkes, Felix Hurley, Joseph Jacob, Nathan Keith, 
Angus Laws, Cameron Mulligan, Micah Roberts, Zackaria Siddiqi 

Coach: Luke Roberts     Manager: Sarah Roberts 
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U11/1 Black (non-competition) 

A formative year with grading for the first time and a break from teams which have been together since 
Under 5s. A time of change for all the boys. The team has had a successful season adapting to the 
changes and new team mates as well as competitive games week in, week out. With only one sub at 
full strength the boy’s fitness has improved with some assistance from upgrades for our other teams. 
We even had a guest appearance from Matt Ryan fresh from the 2018 World Cup! 

Benji was a danger with the power in his kicks occasionally troubling the opposition keeper from a goal 
kick, Lucas and Will are always competing with their natural positions in the backs providing strength 
in defence, Frano and Jeremy compete for every ball in the middle of the park winning more than their 
fair share and giving nothing less than 100% every game, Aiden is a safe pair of hands in goals (when 
not recovering from broken fingers suffered off the field) and has enjoyed more time in the field while 
recovering, Lachlan can strike with either foot and loves nothing more than being in attack 
mesmerising defences, Justin and Bailey fill in anywhere with skill in all positions and effort to match, 
and Ollie has some sublime touches in the middle of the park controlling the play. While the boys are 
obviously starting to move towards the positions they favour, they played in all positions throughout 
the year and continued to develop skills across the park. There was nothing better than watching 
some amazing movement, crisp passing and team work as the ball was moved out of defence into an 
attacking position. And lastly super coach Dale was tireless with the boys and was hard to keep off the 
field – sometimes having more game time than the boys :o) 

Thanks to all the parents – positive energy, great support and always a volunteer for the shirts and 
fruit. Thanks to Nick and our other Div 1 team for the joint weekly training. Some great depth in this 
age group. 

Players: Benji Synott, Will Wier, Jeremy Taylor, Lachlan Dempsey, Justin Brooker, Bailey Stevens, 
Aiden Wade-Ferrel, Lucas Sawyer, Frano Hirst, Ollie Scurr 

Coach: Dale Wade-Ferrel     Manager:  Greg Sawyer 

U11/1 White (non-competition) 

James, Brendan, Caleb, Rhett, Peter, Fin, Macklin, Oscar, William and Jacob all came together after 
their first year of grading. They are a great bunch of boys all with good skills and more importantly 
great enthusiasm. There was a big focus on playing as a team with the boys moving around various 
positions every game – including in goals. Both as a team and as individuals they had some great 
inspirational moments and games. We had games where they all played out of their more natural 
position and were beaten hands down – but they always remembered that game and would never let 
the coach forget! They were all pushed individually in positions they did not want to play but performed 
very well in, and this was recognised by teammates. The team would shine when facing equal or 
better competition and many times beat a more favoured side. Some of their best goals started in the 
back and went through 5 or 6 players before hitting the back of the net. They were rewarded by 
moving up a grade half way through the season. Skills, team play and enthusiasm all improved 
throughout the season to all the boys’ credit. I look forward to seeing them progress next year.  

Players: James Croucher, Brendan Golby, Caleb Goman, Rhett Goman, Jacob Kelly, Peter Koulouris, 
Finn McCaffery, Macklin Miall, Oscar Mills, William Taylor  

Coach: Nicholas Miall     Manager: Glen McCaffery 

U11/2 (non-competition) 

We have had a great year of soccer this year. While most of the team had played together before, the 
addition of Owen, Jordan and Max added extra quality and friendship. The team was originally put into 
Division 3 but was moved into Division 2 after remaining undefeated. We came up against some tough 
opposition and some opposition coaches that forgot they were dealing with 10 year olds, but our boys 
always kept their integrity, enthusiasm and determination.  
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I have enjoyed my role managing this team and I offer many thanks to Chris for his friendship, tireless 
efforts and time coaching, and to all the parents for their support and contributions throughout the year 
and importantly for getting the boys to the games and training every week.  
Players: Bowen Batchelor, Liam Dale, Ben Harrison, Cooper Henderson, Aadyn Hoare, Malaki Keyes, 
Noah Rehutai, Tobius Ritchie, Christian Sophokleous, Sam Wright    

Coach: Chris Batchelor     Manager: John Harrison 
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U10 Red were an absolute joy to coach and watch and I could not be prouder of their efforts this year. 
Having coached this team for many years I could sense something was different about their attitude 
right from the very first training session; they were all focused on becoming the best players that they 
could be. They trained and played to the best of their ability every week and as a result they were able 
to consistently execute the fundamental components of playing in a team - positional play, support, 
passing and moving into space. Their vision when passing and ability to read the read play was 
excellent and this allowed them to keep the ball and enjoy prolonged periods of possession. 

Knowing that they’d be graded in 2019, we agreed that it was time for each of them to settle into 
positions that suited their natural talents and instincts. As coincidences go, each of the girls settled 
into defensive roles, whereas the boys were naturally suited to the midfield and attacking roles. I think 
that opposition teams often underestimated the speed and strength of our defence and were 
bamboozled by the level of skill and shooting prowess as we attacked. We were also fortunate to 
unearth a very competent and confident regular goalkeeper. 

Thank you Carolyn for managing the side this year. We are all in debt to your magnificent 
organisational skills.  

Thank you to those who were able to assist with training and on game days - siblings and parents, 
particularly Brad.  

To all the parents - your happy, wonderful kids are a product of their homes. Thank you for always 
being positive and supportive. Good luck to everyone in the coming years.  
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Lachlan Konwerski, Kiahna Koutsonikolis, Olivia Prior, Patrick Smith, Lola Wyld 

Coach: Heath Borg      Manager: Carolyn Edwards  

U10 Yellow (non-competition) 

Team Yellow had a sharp increase in skill levels and confidence after the first few weeks of the 
season. Phoenix in goal was regularly cheered by the opposition supporters for saving a shot. Quinn 
always made clever decisions in defence while sending the ball well up field with his huge clearing 
kicks. Matthew looked like he was running twice as fast as last year in attack and also stuck like glue 
to his opposite player in defence. Felix seemed to be everywhere on the field scrambling in defence 
and dashing down the sideline in attack. Joseph was our players’ player for his tireless effort for the 
team and once again showed his amazing ability to win the ball in nearly every tackle. Nathan stopped 
countless goals as our last defender to the delight of the team. Angus showed brilliant ball skills and 
organised the team at training until an injury cut short his season. Cameron played for the first time 
this season and earned his most improved title through hard work and tireless effort on the field. 
Micah  was busy in both defence and attack and was our leading goalscorer. Zac sent the ball flying 
from corners and penalties and controlled the midfield very well. 
Well done Yellows on a great year! 
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U11/1 Black (non-competition) 

A formative year with grading for the first time and a break from teams which have been together since 
Under 5s. A time of change for all the boys. The team has had a successful season adapting to the 
changes and new team mates as well as competitive games week in, week out. With only one sub at 
full strength the boy’s fitness has improved with some assistance from upgrades for our other teams. 
We even had a guest appearance from Matt Ryan fresh from the 2018 World Cup! 

Benji was a danger with the power in his kicks occasionally troubling the opposition keeper from a goal 
kick, Lucas and Will are always competing with their natural positions in the backs providing strength 
in defence, Frano and Jeremy compete for every ball in the middle of the park winning more than their 
fair share and giving nothing less than 100% every game, Aiden is a safe pair of hands in goals (when 
not recovering from broken fingers suffered off the field) and has enjoyed more time in the field while 
recovering, Lachlan can strike with either foot and loves nothing more than being in attack 
mesmerising defences, Justin and Bailey fill in anywhere with skill in all positions and effort to match, 
and Ollie has some sublime touches in the middle of the park controlling the play. While the boys are 
obviously starting to move towards the positions they favour, they played in all positions throughout 
the year and continued to develop skills across the park. There was nothing better than watching 
some amazing movement, crisp passing and team work as the ball was moved out of defence into an 
attacking position. And lastly super coach Dale was tireless with the boys and was hard to keep off the 
field – sometimes having more game time than the boys :o) 

Thanks to all the parents – positive energy, great support and always a volunteer for the shirts and 
fruit. Thanks to Nick and our other Div 1 team for the joint weekly training. Some great depth in this 
age group. 

Players: Benji Synott, Will Wier, Jeremy Taylor, Lachlan Dempsey, Justin Brooker, Bailey Stevens, 
Aiden Wade-Ferrel, Lucas Sawyer, Frano Hirst, Ollie Scurr 

Coach: Dale Wade-Ferrel     Manager:  Greg Sawyer 

U11/1 White (non-competition) 

James, Brendan, Caleb, Rhett, Peter, Fin, Macklin, Oscar, William and Jacob all came together after 
their first year of grading. They are a great bunch of boys all with good skills and more importantly 
great enthusiasm. There was a big focus on playing as a team with the boys moving around various 
positions every game – including in goals. Both as a team and as individuals they had some great 
inspirational moments and games. We had games where they all played out of their more natural 
position and were beaten hands down – but they always remembered that game and would never let 
the coach forget! They were all pushed individually in positions they did not want to play but performed 
very well in, and this was recognised by teammates. The team would shine when facing equal or 
better competition and many times beat a more favoured side. Some of their best goals started in the 
back and went through 5 or 6 players before hitting the back of the net. They were rewarded by 
moving up a grade half way through the season. Skills, team play and enthusiasm all improved 
throughout the season to all the boys’ credit. I look forward to seeing them progress next year.  

Players: James Croucher, Brendan Golby, Caleb Goman, Rhett Goman, Jacob Kelly, Peter Koulouris, 
Finn McCaffery, Macklin Miall, Oscar Mills, William Taylor  

Coach: Nicholas Miall     Manager: Glen McCaffery 

U11/2 (non-competition) 

We have had a great year of soccer this year. While most of the team had played together before, the 
addition of Owen, Jordan and Max added extra quality and friendship. The team was originally put into 
Division 3 but was moved into Division 2 after remaining undefeated. We came up against some tough 
opposition and some opposition coaches that forgot they were dealing with 10 year olds, but our boys 
always kept their integrity, enthusiasm and determination.  
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The team was an absolute pleasure to watch every week as their skills and teamwork improved and 
they always gave 100%. 

Players: Owen Adorini, Beau Atkins, Jordan Banks, Angus Byrne, Max Campaner, Alexander 
Hovelmann, Max Klein, Felix Mann, Ashton McLeod, Lachlan Spencer, Seth Weston-Cole  

Coach: Eduardo Campaner     Manager: Adele Reid 

U11/3 (non-competition) 

Our 2018 competition was a very successful season. Most teams we played were bigger, stronger, 
faster and more technically adept than our team. But our players were able to rise to their roles and 
work together very effectively as a unit. We were consistently first to the ball, passed well, had a 
strong level of fitness and players were determined to keep trying and do their best at all times.  

Maddison was sensational in the middle and defensively, always trying her best. She was able to push 
crucial passes and clear the ball at critical moments. She is an outstanding tackler and always 
managed to get in hard on the opposition to win the ball.  

Maxy has a relentless work ethic. He kept position and showed constant grit to press the opposition 
and apply pressure on the ball. Maxy was super quick off the mark and quick to release the ball. He 
has fantastic positional awareness to be in the right place at the right time. 

Robson has a strong technical ability to control and work the ball. He has an outstanding capacity to 
smash the ball over and in to crucial spots to open up and create opportunities over and over again. 
Robbie gets into position and calls for the ball to present options.  

Angus has the ability to create crucial passes and score sensational goals at key moments in the 
game. He demonstrated strong determination and talented quick turns and pass throughs to work the 
ball for our advantage. He had consistent strong shots and his confidence improved with every game.  

William J was a constant threat up front. He was always waiting to pounce and patiently held position. 
He worked hard to press the defenders, gain control and turn under pressure to create chances, 
opportunities and goals.  

Luke is so solid, strong and adaptable in any position, including keeper. This provided confidence that 
spread to everyone. He is appropriately aggressive on the ball and knows when to challenge and time 
his offence moves. He is strong with clearing the line, and strategic and clever with the pass outs.  

Anthony is a rock and has a very strong awareness on the field. He is confident in his positioning and 
ability to work the ball, take a player and pull off those critical passes, especially up front. He works 
hard up and down the field, and has strong throw-ins.  

Taylor is a rocket off the mark, with a strong ability to win the ball with relentless tackling and strong 
awareness to cover the opposition’s attack. He never gives up and is able to draw players and to 
make good passes and through balls.  

William C is able to play any position well. He has a fantastic work ethic and tries his best for every 
second he is on the field. He presses the opposition and constantly looks for opportunities to exploit. 
He backs himself and is a strong team player. 

Players: Taylor Mason, Luke Harrison, Anthony Vittozzi, Angus Briggs, Robson Cole, Madison 
Jenkins, William Jones, William Crighton, Zachary Jenner and Maximus Anderson 

Coach: Trev Mason      Manager: Helen Mason 

“Success is no accident. It is hard work, perseverance, learning, studying, 
sacrifice and most of all, love of what you are doing or learning to do.” 

Pele 
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U11/6 (non-competition) 

One of the memorable achievements of this team has been the collective good sportsmanship 
displayed. From a bunch of individual strangers at the beginning of the season, to a well formed and 
supportive group of team players, it has been a pleasure to watch the development and maturity of the 
team grow over this time.  

Many new skills have been gained, including accurate ball passing, establishing firm positions on field, 
reading the game, and setting up plays for each other. This is in no small effort due to the dedication 
of our coach Marty who has done a fantastic job of guiding the team during weekly training sessions 
and from the sidelines of each game. 

As ‘newbie’ managers, we would like to thank both players and parents for your support and patience 
while we learnt the ropes, and for your willingness to take on additional tasks when the need arose. 
Your enthusiasm and dedication for the game was always evident and made our role easy and 
enjoyable. 

Players: Alexander Billiards, William Cusack, Harry Ghata, Finn Hanvey, Thomas Iskov, Jett Lawson, 
Riley Power, Jack Reynolds, Jack Savage, Oliver Savage, Zac Stanley 

Coach: Marty Billiards   Manager: Sarah Iskov and Leanne Hanvey 

U11/7 (non-competition) 

This season saw eleven boys meet for the first time to form a team and play soccer. The focus was to 
build team camaraderie, develop the boys’ skills and have fun on the way. 

Hugh - A solid midfielder/defender always on the move. Able to tackle anyone coming at him. 

Max - A strong midfielder with a never-say-die attitude and would always listen to his coach. 

Miles - An adaptable player, constantly moving and reading the play, always looking for the opening 
through to the strikers. 

Brendan - A powerful defender/goalkeeper, displaying leadership skills in the back line. A well-
rounded player. 

Hamish - A great defender who was brilliant at attacking the ball. 

William - A consistent player always putting in 100%. Full of determination and energy. 

Oliver - When he wasn’t dancing, he was a very good player and goalkeeper. 

Jared - A very effective forward who would always push for that goal we needed. 

Lochlan - A quick and skilful player who could get past many defenders. His accuracy on goal was 
commendable. 

Rory - The player who rarely was in position however was very versatile and made up for it with his 
determination and skill. 

Harrison - A tough defender who has the spirit to keep going no matter what happens. He showed 
great improvement throughout the season. 

I enjoyed coaching the team and appreciate all the support given to me. 

Thank you to Shimona, our Manager, you did a great job. Thanks to Mark, our Assistant Coach, for 
helping throughout the season and being the lead in the Parents versus Kids games. Thanks to all the 
parents and Ken for your unwavering encouragement of the team. 

Players: Hugh Diver, Max Friedland-Jaccoud, Miles Latham, Brendan McMasters, Hamish Milligan, 
William Mudge, Oliver Neill, Jared Shanks, Lochlan Wilkins, Rory Cole, Harrison Flook  

Coach: Adam Richardson     Manager: Shimona Neal 
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work together very effectively as a unit. We were consistently first to the ball, passed well, had a 
strong level of fitness and players were determined to keep trying and do their best at all times.  

Maddison was sensational in the middle and defensively, always trying her best. She was able to push 
crucial passes and clear the ball at critical moments. She is an outstanding tackler and always 
managed to get in hard on the opposition to win the ball.  
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smash the ball over and in to crucial spots to open up and create opportunities over and over again. 
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William J was a constant threat up front. He was always waiting to pounce and patiently held position. 
He worked hard to press the defenders, gain control and turn under pressure to create chances, 
opportunities and goals.  

Luke is so solid, strong and adaptable in any position, including keeper. This provided confidence that 
spread to everyone. He is appropriately aggressive on the ball and knows when to challenge and time 
his offence moves. He is strong with clearing the line, and strategic and clever with the pass outs.  
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hard up and down the field, and has strong throw-ins.  

Taylor is a rocket off the mark, with a strong ability to win the ball with relentless tackling and strong 
awareness to cover the opposition’s attack. He never gives up and is able to draw players and to 
make good passes and through balls.  

William C is able to play any position well. He has a fantastic work ethic and tries his best for every 
second he is on the field. He presses the opposition and constantly looks for opportunities to exploit. 
He backs himself and is a strong team player. 
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team grow over this time.  

Many new skills have been gained, including accurate ball passing, establishing firm positions on field, 
reading the game, and setting up plays for each other. This is in no small effort due to the dedication 
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and from the sidelines of each game. 
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Hugh - A solid midfielder/defender always on the move. Able to tackle anyone coming at him. 
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through to the strikers. 
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Hamish - A great defender who was brilliant at attacking the ball. 

William - A consistent player always putting in 100%. Full of determination and energy. 

Oliver - When he wasn’t dancing, he was a very good player and goalkeeper. 

Jared - A very effective forward who would always push for that goal we needed. 

Lochlan - A quick and skilful player who could get past many defenders. His accuracy on goal was 
commendable. 

Rory - The player who rarely was in position however was very versatile and made up for it with his 
determination and skill. 

Harrison - A tough defender who has the spirit to keep going no matter what happens. He showed 
great improvement throughout the season. 

I enjoyed coaching the team and appreciate all the support given to me. 

Thank you to Shimona, our Manager, you did a great job. Thanks to Mark, our Assistant Coach, for 
helping throughout the season and being the lead in the Parents versus Kids games. Thanks to all the 
parents and Ken for your unwavering encouragement of the team. 
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Junior Female Football Coordinator Report 

This has been a hard season for our junior teams and their coaches and managers.  Rather than turn 
players away we had low numbers in each team and an expectation that we would have some late 
comers to bolster the numbers.  Late registrations had occurred over the previous seasons and we 
expected the same again.  They never eventuated this season. and as a result, we had a lot of teams 
that played short of players this season on a regular basis.   Sorry we did not get it right this season 
and a big thanks to the coaches and managers for all the work they put in to get as many players as 
possible on the field each week.  A big thanks to the players who still came of the field each week with 
smiles – though often very tired ones.      

What it will mean going forward is that we will have to have greater minimum numbers in our teams 
next season and we will need to turn players away rather than spread our players too thin.  So next 
season please register early if you do not want to miss out. Registrations open online early January. 

We still remain one of the biggest Clubs in the competition for female football and we had the highest 
number of female teams in junior girls competitions amongst all the clubs.  Even with many teams 
playing short our first division teams generally finished in the top half of their competition.  A big 
positive this season is that we had more female coaches and some female assistant coaches.  It is 
hoped that more female players will get involved in coaching going forward.     

So, enjoy the off season and I encourage you to get to a W-League game with your daughters in the 
off season.  This season for the Western Sydney Wanderers there will be two double-header games 
(where the women play before the men’s game) and four home games at Marconi Stadium.    

Hopefully next year will be a big year for female football in this country as our national team, the 
Matildas, attempts to win the World Cup in France.  In the warm-up they will again be playing at 
Penrith so try and get along and support them.   

Steven Nicholson 

Junior Female Football Coordinator 
Springwood United Football Club 

“I am a member of a team, and I rely on the team, I defer to it and sacrifice 
for it, because the team, not the individual, is the ultimate champion. 

Mia Hamm, US Women’s National Soccer Team 1987 – 2004 
FIFA Women’s World Cup champion (twice) 
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Junior Female Competition Team Reports 
U12G/1 – 3rd 

This season looked like a two horse race between our team and Glenmore Park.  Then Emu Plains 
came up from Division 2 and proved a real force making it a three horse race.  In the end we were the 
ones finishing third.  With one exception we were competitive in every game.  The standard of the 
three top teams was very high this year and in any other year a team as good as ours might have 
won.  We struggled to get 11 on the field each week with only 12 in our squad and a big thanks to 
Isobel (U10G/1), Maddie (U11/2), Matilda, Alexanna and Bethany (U12G/2) for helping out.  
Unfortunately there were only two regular season games where scheduling allowed us to borrow from 
the U12G/2.  We had only one “season” ending injury and that was in one of our last games when 
Neave was fouled and broke her arm.  We really missed her for the rest of the season. 

Thanks to the coaches who coached these girls in previous years. You did a great job.  The transition 
from U10G non-competition on a smaller field to a bigger field is often difficult but these girls adjusted 
really well.  The girls were playing a really attractive style of football from game one. They played a 
strong passing game – something they had obviously been taught before this season.   

While we did not have a designated keeper at the beginning of the season, Grace, with hard work and 
a bit of keeper training,  grew into that position during the season and was our go-to keeper in the big 
games.  She really showed up in those games and some of her saves this season were brilliant.   It 
was also encouraging to see almost all of the girls scoring goals and we did not miss a beat when 
Mikayla, our leading goal scorer, was away for several weeks.  Special mention to Katelyn and Lani 
who had a great first season of competition football.  The girls should be proud of the style of football 
they played and the spirit that they played it in.   Hopefully they will be back to learn more.  I look 
forward to seeing how these girls develop in the years to come as footballers and young women.   

Thanks to the parents for getting their kids to training and games and for putting nets up almost every 
second week.  Thanks also for the half time food, barbecue duty, canteen duty and general support.  
Thanks to Mel, who enthusiastically embraced the role of manager, for all her hard work throughout 
the season.     

Last but not least thanks to my U16G1 players Georgia, Ellie and Bella for helping with the girls and 
assisting me with the coaching.  Ellie deserves special mention as she was on the sidelines of almost 
every game (mostly 9am) as well as at training.  I am sure it made the season much more enjoyable 
and beneficial for the girls.   

Players: Montana Barry, Ysobel Chalice, Makayla Crouch, Neive Debono, Katelyn Ellis, Lani Gleeson, 
Jessica Gomez, Chloe Johnston, Taya Moore, Caitlin Morel-Butterworth, Grace Smith, Mia Watson  
Coach: Steven Nicholson                                                                                Manager: Melanie Barry 

U12G/2 – 6th 

The Under 12 Girls Division 2 team struggled with numbers and played every game significantly 
undermanned BUT every game was played with heart, determination and with a smile! 

Coached by the awesome Scotty Holder the girls improved their soccer skills immensely and learnt the 
number one lesson “Have Fun.”  

The goals that were scored were celebrated as a team and with such a wonderful bunch of girls and 
parents it was joyful season to be a part of. 

Each girl worked so hard and are all to be commended for their commitment and sportsmanship. 
Hopefully 2019 will bring on even greater season. 

Players: Lani Amputch, Evie Bullock, Holly Christie, Nisha Dunn-Hill, Charlie Gorham, Alexanna 
Gould-Towns, Danielle Hodges, Matilda Holder, Maddison Machon, Taliyha Organ-Frost, Alexis 
Owen, Bethany Paul  
Coach: Scott Holder      Manager: Katherine Machon 
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Junior Female Football Coordinator Report 
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playing short our first division teams generally finished in the top half of their competition.  A big 
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So, enjoy the off season and I encourage you to get to a W-League game with your daughters in the 
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(where the women play before the men’s game) and four home games at Marconi Stadium.    
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Matildas, attempts to win the World Cup in France.  In the warm-up they will again be playing at 
Penrith so try and get along and support them.   
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Junior Female Competition Team Reports 
U12G/1 – 3rd 

This season looked like a two horse race between our team and Glenmore Park.  Then Emu Plains 
came up from Division 2 and proved a real force making it a three horse race.  In the end we were the 
ones finishing third.  With one exception we were competitive in every game.  The standard of the 
three top teams was very high this year and in any other year a team as good as ours might have 
won.  We struggled to get 11 on the field each week with only 12 in our squad and a big thanks to 
Isobel (U10G/1), Maddie (U11/2), Matilda, Alexanna and Bethany (U12G/2) for helping out.  
Unfortunately there were only two regular season games where scheduling allowed us to borrow from 
the U12G/2.  We had only one “season” ending injury and that was in one of our last games when 
Neave was fouled and broke her arm.  We really missed her for the rest of the season. 

Thanks to the coaches who coached these girls in previous years. You did a great job.  The transition 
from U10G non-competition on a smaller field to a bigger field is often difficult but these girls adjusted 
really well.  The girls were playing a really attractive style of football from game one. They played a 
strong passing game – something they had obviously been taught before this season.   

While we did not have a designated keeper at the beginning of the season, Grace, with hard work and 
a bit of keeper training,  grew into that position during the season and was our go-to keeper in the big 
games.  She really showed up in those games and some of her saves this season were brilliant.   It 
was also encouraging to see almost all of the girls scoring goals and we did not miss a beat when 
Mikayla, our leading goal scorer, was away for several weeks.  Special mention to Katelyn and Lani 
who had a great first season of competition football.  The girls should be proud of the style of football 
they played and the spirit that they played it in.   Hopefully they will be back to learn more.  I look 
forward to seeing how these girls develop in the years to come as footballers and young women.   

Thanks to the parents for getting their kids to training and games and for putting nets up almost every 
second week.  Thanks also for the half time food, barbecue duty, canteen duty and general support.  
Thanks to Mel, who enthusiastically embraced the role of manager, for all her hard work throughout 
the season.     

Last but not least thanks to my U16G1 players Georgia, Ellie and Bella for helping with the girls and 
assisting me with the coaching.  Ellie deserves special mention as she was on the sidelines of almost 
every game (mostly 9am) as well as at training.  I am sure it made the season much more enjoyable 
and beneficial for the girls.   

Players: Montana Barry, Ysobel Chalice, Makayla Crouch, Neive Debono, Katelyn Ellis, Lani Gleeson, 
Jessica Gomez, Chloe Johnston, Taya Moore, Caitlin Morel-Butterworth, Grace Smith, Mia Watson  
Coach: Steven Nicholson                                                                                Manager: Melanie Barry 

U12G/2 – 6th 

The Under 12 Girls Division 2 team struggled with numbers and played every game significantly 
undermanned BUT every game was played with heart, determination and with a smile! 

Coached by the awesome Scotty Holder the girls improved their soccer skills immensely and learnt the 
number one lesson “Have Fun.”  

The goals that were scored were celebrated as a team and with such a wonderful bunch of girls and 
parents it was joyful season to be a part of. 

Each girl worked so hard and are all to be commended for their commitment and sportsmanship. 
Hopefully 2019 will bring on even greater season. 

Players: Lani Amputch, Evie Bullock, Holly Christie, Nisha Dunn-Hill, Charlie Gorham, Alexanna 
Gould-Towns, Danielle Hodges, Matilda Holder, Maddison Machon, Taliyha Organ-Frost, Alexis 
Owen, Bethany Paul  
Coach: Scott Holder      Manager: Katherine Machon 
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U14G/1 Black – 3rd 

The 2018 soccer season commenced by competing against the competition favourites, short on 
numbers and overcome by exhaustion unfortunately resulting in a loss for the girls. Their willingness 
and team spirit would see the girls overcome several hurdles and form the bond which they would 
eventually all share.  

Several weeks in would see the de-registration of a team member and the appointment of Bella. Mid-
season would see the appointment of a new coach and would see the girls train two nights a week. 
Tuesday nights would see a selection of goodies brought to training to bring the best out of the girls 
and build on the bond on which they had already become accustom to.  

As the tournament progressed their talents improved, as well as had a lot of fun along the way. 

“We played against very good teams and did well, which gave us a lot of confidence going into our 
season.”  

“The games were hard, and all of the teams were good. We had our ups and downs on the field. We 
played well, though. All the games were intense.” 

“The journey was awesome. We had a lot of fun playing games, cracking jokes, and doing whatever. 
The team really bonded.”  

Players: Maddison Budd, Lola Edmondson, Bella McSpadden, Molly Jones, Evey McLaren, Ella Irvine, 
Ella Lynch, Chloe Kitching, Kayley O'Reilly, Annie Smith, Holly Mcilveen, Isabella Bonnici. 

Coach: Jason Bonnici      Manager: Michelle O’Reilly 

U14G/1 White – 5th  

A tough year for the girls this year, saw them placed in Div 1 and short on players. 
Did this stop them? NO WAY. 

This team of young ladies are an absolute pleasure to coach. They turn up every Saturday with smiles 
on their faces,  ready for any challenge that lay ahead.  
They showed determination, confidence, sportsmanship and maturity beyond their years.  
They made great friendships with lots of talking (until they got on the field). Then I had to beg them to 
talk to each other.  
Opposition teams enjoyed playing against them and always commented on what a fantastic team they 
were on the field.  
The one game that stood out for me the most, was when as a team it was decided to have a draw 
against a team who had not won a game all season.  Watching the girls having fun with the other team 
and the excitement from both teams when the final whistle blew, is a game I will always remember.  
This group of girls is to be commended for the team sportsmanship they show. 
A big thank you also to the Parents,  Grandparents and families for cheering the girls on every 
Saturday.  
A special thank you to Blue Mountains Ugg Boots for sponsoring us again this year.  
The biggest asset to our team is our fantastic manager Carla, she always has everything and 
everyone organised and made my job a breeze. Thanks Carla.  
And last but not least a huge thank you to Kate and Chyna for washing our jerseys every week.  

Congratulations Girls.  You are SUPER STARS to me. 

Players: Sia-Rose Campbell, Tallyne Cassar, Rebecca Hand, Audrey Haynes, Roxy Howell, Nyah 
Hutchings, Isabelle Iversen, Elizabeth Kerkham, Eliza Manners, Chyna Moore, Anastasia Sawyer, 
Charli Settree, Holly White 

Coach: Megan Gilchrist      Manager: Carla Sawyer  
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U14G/3 – 6th  

2018 season, what a fun year we had with a great team of players, always smiling lose, draw or win. It 
took the girls most of the first round to find their game with a few big scores not going our way, that 
soon change and while we did finish 6th in the division with the games becoming very exciting and 
with most finishing as a draw or us only going down by one goal.  This is a great achievement for a 
team of young players that are a mix of returning and new players; most of the girls will be still eligible 
to play under 14 again next year.  The team came together to and stood up to be counted improving in 
each of the three rounds, securing a win in the championship round. 

Players: 

Jasmine Bes – Always has something nice to say while doing her job on the wing 

Ashley Crighton – Miss Versatile playing Striker, Midfield, Keeper and back when needed 

Abigail Davidson – Our power kicker, learning how to use body shape and touch to distribute the ball  

Tiarna Devine – Our dancing winger, making some great runs from out wide 

Clara Glinkski – Pocket rocket always pressuring the opposition  

Chole Harrington – Very consistent,  ready to step up when needed 

Leksi Kinnunen – Miss Midfielder,  learning to do what she did in the backs better in the midfield 

Rose Priora  - Focused,   always looking to create opportunities up the front 

Alkira Ritoul – Watch out here she comes,  our left back making the saves 

Kate Roberts – Strength, keeping our keeper safe in centre back,  

Amy Rowntree – Smiling wing back, went from strength to strength. 

Isabella Trinajstic – Calm and focus, strong player in the backs and midfield  

Harriet Wilkinson – Our little speedstar covering so much ground each game  

We thank our squad of keepers, Chloe, Rose, Kate, Issy, Jaz, Ashley and Abi 

Coach: Cheryl Lynch     Manager: Jemma Rowntree 

U16G/1 – 4th   

Relationally we had a great team of girls this year – they got on really well and came together as a 
team well with a range of personalities.  At times we played football that would have had us finish 
second in the competition but we ended up finishing fourth.  Consistency was what we struggled with 
all season – playing well for 70 minutes a game and doing that consistently game after game.  We 
also struggled with the 9am starts and being awake in the first half.  

It was a hard competition with the teams that were initially bottom of the division improving greatly 
during the season.  In the end the Championship series final was between the teams finishing 3rd and 
5th in the regular season.  Congratulations to Blue Mountains on winning – we played some great 
games against them this season.  None better than our Nepean Cup night game where we came from 
2 nil down to lose 4-3 in extra time.  It was a highlight of this team that we could fight back when we 
were down.  Previously we had come back from being three-nil down after five minutes.  

The highlight of the season was our game during the school holidays against the top team Colo.  You 
would think with 15 players we would not struggle to put a team on the field but that week we had only 
six available and we had to borrow from the U14G/1 (thanks to those girls who were awesome Kaylie, 
Ella and Ella).   We lost 4 nil but it could easily have been 3-1 as a shot hit the cross bar and bounced 
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on their faces,  ready for any challenge that lay ahead.  
They showed determination, confidence, sportsmanship and maturity beyond their years.  
They made great friendships with lots of talking (until they got on the field). Then I had to beg them to 
talk to each other.  
Opposition teams enjoyed playing against them and always commented on what a fantastic team they 
were on the field.  
The one game that stood out for me the most, was when as a team it was decided to have a draw 
against a team who had not won a game all season.  Watching the girls having fun with the other team 
and the excitement from both teams when the final whistle blew, is a game I will always remember.  
This group of girls is to be commended for the team sportsmanship they show. 
A big thank you also to the Parents,  Grandparents and families for cheering the girls on every 
Saturday.  
A special thank you to Blue Mountains Ugg Boots for sponsoring us again this year.  
The biggest asset to our team is our fantastic manager Carla, she always has everything and 
everyone organised and made my job a breeze. Thanks Carla.  
And last but not least a huge thank you to Kate and Chyna for washing our jerseys every week.  

Congratulations Girls.  You are SUPER STARS to me. 
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U14G/3 – 6th  

2018 season, what a fun year we had with a great team of players, always smiling lose, draw or win. It 
took the girls most of the first round to find their game with a few big scores not going our way, that 
soon change and while we did finish 6th in the division with the games becoming very exciting and 
with most finishing as a draw or us only going down by one goal.  This is a great achievement for a 
team of young players that are a mix of returning and new players; most of the girls will be still eligible 
to play under 14 again next year.  The team came together to and stood up to be counted improving in 
each of the three rounds, securing a win in the championship round. 

Players: 

Jasmine Bes – Always has something nice to say while doing her job on the wing 

Ashley Crighton – Miss Versatile playing Striker, Midfield, Keeper and back when needed 

Abigail Davidson – Our power kicker, learning how to use body shape and touch to distribute the ball  

Tiarna Devine – Our dancing winger, making some great runs from out wide 

Clara Glinkski – Pocket rocket always pressuring the opposition  

Chole Harrington – Very consistent,  ready to step up when needed 

Leksi Kinnunen – Miss Midfielder,  learning to do what she did in the backs better in the midfield 

Rose Priora  - Focused,   always looking to create opportunities up the front 

Alkira Ritoul – Watch out here she comes,  our left back making the saves 

Kate Roberts – Strength, keeping our keeper safe in centre back,  

Amy Rowntree – Smiling wing back, went from strength to strength. 

Isabella Trinajstic – Calm and focus, strong player in the backs and midfield  

Harriet Wilkinson – Our little speedstar covering so much ground each game  

We thank our squad of keepers, Chloe, Rose, Kate, Issy, Jaz, Ashley and Abi 

Coach: Cheryl Lynch     Manager: Jemma Rowntree 

U16G/1 – 4th   

Relationally we had a great team of girls this year – they got on really well and came together as a 
team well with a range of personalities.  At times we played football that would have had us finish 
second in the competition but we ended up finishing fourth.  Consistency was what we struggled with 
all season – playing well for 70 minutes a game and doing that consistently game after game.  We 
also struggled with the 9am starts and being awake in the first half.  

It was a hard competition with the teams that were initially bottom of the division improving greatly 
during the season.  In the end the Championship series final was between the teams finishing 3rd and 
5th in the regular season.  Congratulations to Blue Mountains on winning – we played some great 
games against them this season.  None better than our Nepean Cup night game where we came from 
2 nil down to lose 4-3 in extra time.  It was a highlight of this team that we could fight back when we 
were down.  Previously we had come back from being three-nil down after five minutes.  

The highlight of the season was our game during the school holidays against the top team Colo.  You 
would think with 15 players we would not struggle to put a team on the field but that week we had only 
six available and we had to borrow from the U14G/1 (thanks to those girls who were awesome Kaylie, 
Ella and Ella).   We lost 4 nil but it could easily have been 3-1 as a shot hit the cross bar and bounced 
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out and then it was sent back in with another shot hitting the upright and going along the goal line (but 
not in).  Colo then caught us on the counter and a 3-0 game became 4-0.  It was the best of losses 
because previously Colo had beaten us by 10 and we had a full team then (and reserves).   

Thanks to all the girls for playing with such a great spirit during the season.  Most can play U16s again 
next year so I look forward to seeing you again.  To those moving on to other codes, work or just 
Sunday sleep-ins I wish you all the best.   

Thanks to all the parents who put up nets almost every second week, did the barbecue duty and 
canteen duty, washed shirts and provided half time food and thanks to our hard working manager 
Jenny who pulled it all together each week.    

Last but not least thanks to Angel for assisting me with the coaching this season, getting alongside the 
girls and doing a great job while I was overseas.   

Players: Lila Bishop, Jordan Chambers, Chloe Chapman, Indigo Franklin, Cassidy George, Evalina 
Hahn, April Neale, Rachael Rowntree, Holly Skinner, Ellie Smith, Georgia Sroczynski, Kayla Stevens, 
Isabella Valle, Ellie Watson, Alexandra Whitfield  

Coach: Steven Nicholson      Manager: Jennefer Whitfield 

“I’m attracted to soccer’s capacity for beauty. When well played, the game 
is a dance with a ball.”  

Eduardo Galeano, Uruguayan football journalist 
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Junior Team Coordinator Report 2018 

2018 was an extremely busy season across the Junior Mixed/Boys’ teams with big numbers turning 
out. While the results and final standings were mixed, a big shout out to all the players, coaches, 
managers, parents and supports for the impeccable manner in which they represented our club. It was 
a pleasure to watch our teams play both home and away and witness only positivity and passionate 
support. 

A special mention to the Under 11 group who across all six teams had fantastic seasons. Some of the 
games witnessed at this age group were of a very high quality and we look forward to watching this 
group over the coming years as they progress into competition football. Well done to all the coaches 
and managers of this group. 

The Under 12s – 16s all did well and some were agonisingly close to success both in the regular 
season and the finals. Thank you to all our wonderful coaches and managers for your efforts, it is 
greatly appreciated. 

The star performers in this group this season were the Under 17s with both the Div1 and Div2 teams 
winning their Grand Finals after two heart-stopping penalty shoot-outs. The Div1 has had plenty of 
success in past seasons and despite changes in personnel and coach they once again got the job 
done. Well done to Michael Jeffery, Marian Davey and the boys. The Div2 made massive strides from 
the previous season and showed what a great team unit they are in the decider. Terrific work by Sean 
Leehy, Renee Richardson and the team. 

Finally thank you to the Management and Football committees. It was my first year in the role and your 
support was fantastic while I fumbled around early on getting my head around the job. Special 
mentions to Damon, Dale and Annette for the wonderful jobs they do to help our junior teams. 

See you all next season so we can do it all again. 

Trevor Cox 

Junior Football Coordinator 
Springwood United Football Club 
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2018 was an extremely busy season across the Junior Mixed/Boys’ teams with big numbers turning 
out. While the results and final standings were mixed, a big shout out to all the players, coaches, 
managers, parents and supports for the impeccable manner in which they represented our club. It was 
a pleasure to watch our teams play both home and away and witness only positivity and passionate 
support. 

A special mention to the Under 11 group who across all six teams had fantastic seasons. Some of the 
games witnessed at this age group were of a very high quality and we look forward to watching this 
group over the coming years as they progress into competition football. Well done to all the coaches 
and managers of this group. 

The Under 12s – 16s all did well and some were agonisingly close to success both in the regular 
season and the finals. Thank you to all our wonderful coaches and managers for your efforts, it is 
greatly appreciated. 

The star performers in this group this season were the Under 17s with both the Div1 and Div2 teams 
winning their Grand Finals after two heart-stopping penalty shoot-outs. The Div1 has had plenty of 
success in past seasons and despite changes in personnel and coach they once again got the job 
done. Well done to Michael Jeffery, Marian Davey and the boys. The Div2 made massive strides from 
the previous season and showed what a great team unit they are in the decider. Terrific work by Sean 
Leehy, Renee Richardson and the team. 

Finally thank you to the Management and Football committees. It was my first year in the role and your 
support was fantastic while I fumbled around early on getting my head around the job. Special 
mentions to Damon, Dale and Annette for the wonderful jobs they do to help our junior teams. 

See you all next season so we can do it all again. 

Trevor Cox 

Junior Football Coordinator 
Springwood United Football Club 
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Junior Competition Team Reports 
U12/1 – 2nd 

The boys had to overcome the teething problems that occur with a new team, which included a 
journey of growth in being respectful, being committed and having trust in themselves and as a team, 
so the boys could be as successful as possible in their training and game play.  
The boys have shown signs of improvement and should continue to develop their individual and team 
skills which will allow them to all become better players. They finished a solid 2nd after the competition 
rounds, however secured a 3rd place during the finals playoffs. 
Thank you to the other players who through the season upgraded into Div 1, very much appreciated. 
A special thanks to Mark Tandy who was always enthusiastic and passionate about bringing out the 
best in the players, finding their natural playing style/positions and always aiming to maximise the 
effort of the team during the games. 
Thank you to those parents who always got behind the team, showing their support and 
encouragement.  And also thank you to the hard working club volunteers and Committee, without 
whom this season would not have been the overall success it was. 
Players: Addison Bradshaw, Cooper Budd, Jordan Campbell, Ashton Dobson, Jasper Douglas, 
Lachlan Golby, Owen Long, Liam Murphy, Zane Palmer, Jonathan Peters, Orion Pick, Brooklyn 
Ritchie, Louis Short, Will Tandy, Gabriel Valle 

Coach: Mark Tandy      Manager: Steve Peters 

U12/3 – 4th 

Having a large turnover of players from last season, and after a shaky start to the season we built 
ourselves into a very competitive team. All the boys really applied themselves at training from the first 
session together, with the hard work paying off as we climbed the comp ladder, finishing a close 4th in 
the regular season, and a very close 3rd in the playoffs. 
Most pleasing from a coach’s point of view is the trust they showed in each other's ability and the 
confidence they built from seeing all their hard work pay off in our team work on the weekends. We 
went into the championship rounds full of confidence, being very unlucky to miss out on a Final spot 
by a single goal in the for-and-against. Our last game saw us dominate the division winner in a game 
the Wentworth Falls coach said his team were very lucky not to lose by 2 or 3 goals. As disappointed 
as they were on missing out on the Final, I'm sure they left the pitch that day 12 inches taller. 
Each boy can look back at his season and know they helped make the year the success it was. We 
carried no passengers, with each boy trying their hardest to play their role and influence the outcome 
of the game.  
You can't coach a positive attitude into someone, and with these boys I didn't need to. Among many 
good moments, my favourite memory from the season was seeing Tate Firth score to draw 2-2 with 
Pitt Town. The goal came from a corner with the last kick of the game, and was a result of a number of 
training sessions practicing dead ball set ups. To see the confidence they gained from that moment 
was amazing. We scored in nearly every game after that from corners, unfortunately the one game we 
couldn't was the last against Wentworth Falls. 
A big thank you to the parents for putting their trust in me to guide such an outstanding group of young 
men. The respect they showed their team mates, the opposition, and the match officials each week 
made me very proud to call myself their coach. It has been a privilege to lead them. 
Each and every one of the boys are credit to our club, their parents, and most importantly to 
themselves. 
Players: Nathan Bemrose, Patrick Dawson, Oliver Dickens, Caleb Dougherty, Declan Edmondson, 
Luke Edwards, Daniel Horton, Tate Firth, Zachary Gonzalez, Regan Huggins, Rory Jenner, Luke 
Roorda, Ryan Turner, Lachlan Waters 

Coach: Robert Higgins     Manager: Craig Huggins 
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U12/5 – 9th 

After a rough start to the season in a widely divergent ten-team comp, the valiant U12/5s started to 
pull their game together by mid-season with some close scores and valuable points on the board. The 
last game, though a loss, saw three balls in the net against a formidable opponent! Well done, U12s – 
the fun is in the journey (we hope). 

Players: Bodie Bennett, Thomas Cole, Jordan Devaney, William Happell, Liam Harrison, Lachlan 
Hildon, Ronan Hurley, William Hurley, Lindsay Lauer, Aiden Machon, Jacob Mendham, Rory Phelan, 
Antonio Todarello, Samuel Todd  

Coach: Vincent Hurley      Manager: Donna Hildon  

U13/1 – 4th 

The under 13/1s came together again from a strong season the year before. The season would prove 
to be tougher than last year and we had as many wins as losses and a few draws. With a few injuries 
throughout the season at key times all the boys stepped up to play in positions where they were 
needed. We ended up finishing 4th on the table but with a strong finals campaign we were looking 
really good, but just missed out on the final by one goal difference. 

The boys play showed they could control the ball from one end of the field to the other. 

Emanuel Borg –  Staunch defender who took on players twice his size. 
Ethan Dempsey – Was solid in the middle and helped control the flow of play. 
Texas Down –  Reliable in any position he was asked to play, never gave up. 
Samuel Ford –  Strong in goals pulling off some brilliant saves. 
Jaxon Fraser –  With speed to burn Jaxon scored some cracking goals. 
Harry Gilchrist –  Controlled the back line well until injury kept him sidelined. 
Joel Golder –  Joel’s ability to read the play set up some attacking plays but also saved some of 

the games for us in defence. 
Finlay Hahn –  Was able to fill in anywhere on the field with some good goals. 
Declan O’Riordan – Never gave up and did some fantastic goal line saves. 
Oliver Rizzuti –  Always dependable and solid in the back. 
Thomas Rizzuti –  Like his brother,  strong in the backs and had some important games in goals.  
Lachlan Smith –  A great passing game and worked well in the middle of the field. 
Cameron Trotter –  Scored some great goals and his setup plays really improved. 
Alex Wright –  Mr Consistent.  Scored some very classy goals and set up some big plays.  

Coach: Chris Gilchrist     Manager: Richard Ford 

"Some people believe football is a matter of life and death, I am very 
disappointed with that attitude. I can assure you it is much, much more 

important than that." 
Bill Shankly 
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Junior Competition Team Reports 
U12/1 – 2nd 

The boys had to overcome the teething problems that occur with a new team, which included a 
journey of growth in being respectful, being committed and having trust in themselves and as a team, 
so the boys could be as successful as possible in their training and game play.  
The boys have shown signs of improvement and should continue to develop their individual and team 
skills which will allow them to all become better players. They finished a solid 2nd after the competition 
rounds, however secured a 3rd place during the finals playoffs. 
Thank you to the other players who through the season upgraded into Div 1, very much appreciated. 
A special thanks to Mark Tandy who was always enthusiastic and passionate about bringing out the 
best in the players, finding their natural playing style/positions and always aiming to maximise the 
effort of the team during the games. 
Thank you to those parents who always got behind the team, showing their support and 
encouragement.  And also thank you to the hard working club volunteers and Committee, without 
whom this season would not have been the overall success it was. 
Players: Addison Bradshaw, Cooper Budd, Jordan Campbell, Ashton Dobson, Jasper Douglas, 
Lachlan Golby, Owen Long, Liam Murphy, Zane Palmer, Jonathan Peters, Orion Pick, Brooklyn 
Ritchie, Louis Short, Will Tandy, Gabriel Valle 

Coach: Mark Tandy      Manager: Steve Peters 

U12/3 – 4th 

Having a large turnover of players from last season, and after a shaky start to the season we built 
ourselves into a very competitive team. All the boys really applied themselves at training from the first 
session together, with the hard work paying off as we climbed the comp ladder, finishing a close 4th in 
the regular season, and a very close 3rd in the playoffs. 
Most pleasing from a coach’s point of view is the trust they showed in each other's ability and the 
confidence they built from seeing all their hard work pay off in our team work on the weekends. We 
went into the championship rounds full of confidence, being very unlucky to miss out on a Final spot 
by a single goal in the for-and-against. Our last game saw us dominate the division winner in a game 
the Wentworth Falls coach said his team were very lucky not to lose by 2 or 3 goals. As disappointed 
as they were on missing out on the Final, I'm sure they left the pitch that day 12 inches taller. 
Each boy can look back at his season and know they helped make the year the success it was. We 
carried no passengers, with each boy trying their hardest to play their role and influence the outcome 
of the game.  
You can't coach a positive attitude into someone, and with these boys I didn't need to. Among many 
good moments, my favourite memory from the season was seeing Tate Firth score to draw 2-2 with 
Pitt Town. The goal came from a corner with the last kick of the game, and was a result of a number of 
training sessions practicing dead ball set ups. To see the confidence they gained from that moment 
was amazing. We scored in nearly every game after that from corners, unfortunately the one game we 
couldn't was the last against Wentworth Falls. 
A big thank you to the parents for putting their trust in me to guide such an outstanding group of young 
men. The respect they showed their team mates, the opposition, and the match officials each week 
made me very proud to call myself their coach. It has been a privilege to lead them. 
Each and every one of the boys are credit to our club, their parents, and most importantly to 
themselves. 
Players: Nathan Bemrose, Patrick Dawson, Oliver Dickens, Caleb Dougherty, Declan Edmondson, 
Luke Edwards, Daniel Horton, Tate Firth, Zachary Gonzalez, Regan Huggins, Rory Jenner, Luke 
Roorda, Ryan Turner, Lachlan Waters 

Coach: Robert Higgins     Manager: Craig Huggins 
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U12/5 – 9th 

After a rough start to the season in a widely divergent ten-team comp, the valiant U12/5s started to 
pull their game together by mid-season with some close scores and valuable points on the board. The 
last game, though a loss, saw three balls in the net against a formidable opponent! Well done, U12s – 
the fun is in the journey (we hope). 

Players: Bodie Bennett, Thomas Cole, Jordan Devaney, William Happell, Liam Harrison, Lachlan 
Hildon, Ronan Hurley, William Hurley, Lindsay Lauer, Aiden Machon, Jacob Mendham, Rory Phelan, 
Antonio Todarello, Samuel Todd  

Coach: Vincent Hurley      Manager: Donna Hildon  

U13/1 – 4th 

The under 13/1s came together again from a strong season the year before. The season would prove 
to be tougher than last year and we had as many wins as losses and a few draws. With a few injuries 
throughout the season at key times all the boys stepped up to play in positions where they were 
needed. We ended up finishing 4th on the table but with a strong finals campaign we were looking 
really good, but just missed out on the final by one goal difference. 

The boys play showed they could control the ball from one end of the field to the other. 

Emanuel Borg –  Staunch defender who took on players twice his size. 
Ethan Dempsey – Was solid in the middle and helped control the flow of play. 
Texas Down –  Reliable in any position he was asked to play, never gave up. 
Samuel Ford –  Strong in goals pulling off some brilliant saves. 
Jaxon Fraser –  With speed to burn Jaxon scored some cracking goals. 
Harry Gilchrist –  Controlled the back line well until injury kept him sidelined. 
Joel Golder –  Joel’s ability to read the play set up some attacking plays but also saved some of 

the games for us in defence. 
Finlay Hahn –  Was able to fill in anywhere on the field with some good goals. 
Declan O’Riordan – Never gave up and did some fantastic goal line saves. 
Oliver Rizzuti –  Always dependable and solid in the back. 
Thomas Rizzuti –  Like his brother,  strong in the backs and had some important games in goals.  
Lachlan Smith –  A great passing game and worked well in the middle of the field. 
Cameron Trotter –  Scored some great goals and his setup plays really improved. 
Alex Wright –  Mr Consistent.  Scored some very classy goals and set up some big plays.  

Coach: Chris Gilchrist     Manager: Richard Ford 

"Some people believe football is a matter of life and death, I am very 
disappointed with that attitude. I can assure you it is much, much more 

important than that." 
Bill Shankly 
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U13/3 – 8th 
Sometimes you win, sometimes you learn.  2018 has been a learning experience.  The young men in 
the U13/3s can hold their heads high with the effort, camaraderie and friendship they displayed.  This 
was a team who were eager to show up each week and no matter the result, got along as mates and 
looked ahead to the next game. They played their last game of the season as if they were the 
championship winning team, and in our book that makes them a champion team.  The team really 
represented what is great about football. 

Adrian Hancock was again great as coach, putting so much effort and time into training and game day.  
Fantastic support and encouragement of every member of the team.  Unfortunately, Adrian lost his 
father in May and had to spend a couple of weeks in Queensland however he was never far away.  
The boys showed their respect with black arm bands in two games. 

It goes without saying that when you have great children you have a great set of parents supporting 
and guiding them.   The parent body has been brilliant. Everyone contributed from shirt washing, fruit 
preparation, bbq/canteen support, marshalling, net assembling and assistant coaching/manager 
support.  You name it, this parent group where there to help.   Thank you. 

To the boys: 
If the team had a motto I believe it would be something like No matter whether it was a win or a loss 
the U13/3’s loved to Floss.  Fortnite has a lot to be responsible for!! 

Ryan “Speedy” An U:  A solid season. Ryan has a mean turn of speed and was on attackers before 
they realised. 
Jeremy “Jezza” Barker: Solid midfield and defender and always let the opposition know he is not one 
to be messed with. 
Charlie “The Rock” Barrett.  Rock solid in defence could always be counted on to clear the ball from 
the back of the field.  
Cameron “Cam” Bodkin:  Not able to play the full season, great contributor to the team. Even came to 
support when not able to play. 
Oliver “Oli” Carr:  Always positive, gives 100% and encouraging his team mates. Takes the opposition 
on and wins!    
Mason “Mase” Cooper: Deceptively quick catching opposition unawares as he runs past them putting 
the ball in the back of the net. Top goal scorer for the team. 
Nicolas “Nic” Del Carmen:  Non-stop effort and solid player.  Had a great season.   
Max “Maxy”Hancock-Collins: Good season and one of the important awesome back four   
Joel “Harrier” Harriden: Great season killer long-range kicking and starred from the front or as the 
sweeper.  
Max “Action” Jackson: Nonstop action man…clever ball skills and incisive runs.     
Sean “Who wants the Ball?” Konwerski: A great contributor to the team, lifts the team spirit stays 
positive and plays everywhere.   
Liam “Lucky” Lawlor: Slippery with his ball skills and kept defenders guessing.  
Brayden “Bray” Lawson: Always punches above his weight and always contributes with a positive 
outlook and word of encouragement. 
Declan “Dec” Power: Joined us from the U12’s to be with his mates.  Seamlessly fitted in and had a 
great season. 
Ryan “Coach” Taylor: Super passionate about football, always ready to give advice and encouraging 
his team mates. Great keeping and midfield play. 

Players: Ryan An U, Jeremy Barker, Charlie Barrett, Cameron Bodkin, Oliver Carr, Mason Cooper, 
Nicolas Del Carmen, Max Hancock-Collins, Joel Harriden, Max Jackson, Sean Konwerski, Liam 
Lawlor, Brayden Lawson, Declan Power, Ryan Taylor 

Coach: Adrian Hancock                                                                                   Manager: Peter Lawlor 
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U14/1 – 3rd  

Champion players do not always make a champion team, that is not to say that these boys were not 
talented in their own right, however when these talents were orchestrated it emulated a Beethoven 
symphony.  The goalkeeper, defence, midfield and attack all beating the sound of the same drum and 
playing the chords in unison; a crescendo of skill conducted by the maestro of football and his trusted 
under-study.  And when the final movement was played, it aroused a standing ovation for an encore in 
appreciation for the skill that had formed into a champion team. 

The preceding paragraph provides a nutshell version, albeit doused in metaphors, on what was a 
fantastic season. The core group players who returned from last season were welded together with a 
bunch of boys who bolstered strength across the pitch, fusing quickly into formidable opponents.  With 
the team’s sights set clearly on a high overall position on the competition ladder, they did not 
disappoint.  The commitment was evident to see as they not only challenged but overcame their 
adversaries, posing a serious threat for overall honours.  In a tight arm-wrestle at the top of the 
competition ladder, the team were locked on points to finish as runners-up, only to be denied by the 
slimmest of goal differences despite having a superior record for the least number of goals scored 
against them.  Thank you boys for providing your coaches and parents an exciting season to be 
remembered. 
The appreciation extends further to Josh and Jeremy, whose commitment, dedication, guidance and 
mentoring in their role as coaches were a final example to this group of boys.  The team’s progression 
was evident to all under your stewardship.  Well done!  And to our wonderful group of parents, thank 
you for supporting your sons and being a part of their growth and development as football players and 
supporting the team each Saturday.  Look forward to seeing you all next season. 
Players: Hamish Dillon, Vaughan Dugdale, Brady Leehy, Jomei Love, Isaac Mason, Declan McKay, 
Dylan O'Flanagan, Ethan Power, Jayden Tapuska, Lachlan Tarleton, Jack Thomas, Owen Webster, 
Samuel Williams, Reuben Young  
Coach: Joshua Jacka and Jeremy Hume   Manager: Sean Leehy 

U14/2 Black – 5th  
2018 proved to be an exciting and rewarding year for our team. The commitment and tenacity of the 
team made us a competitive force amongst the Nepean competition. We encountered many close 
games this year, which put us 5th on the ladder overall. The boys put in their best effort each week and 
always arrived with a positive attitude to ensure an exciting outcome was achieved on the field.  
Due to unfortunate circumstances in the championship round, the boys were unable to capture a win 
but never gave up until the final whistle blow.  
The team enjoyed each other’s company and matured as players and young men. They were led by 
their Captain, Ben Mallin, whose passion for fair and just play reigned supreme. We unfortunately lost 
our key goal scorer, Oliver Weeks, due to a house move. Oliver was definitely missed and left us with 
a stunning finish to his season scoring five goals in his last game. Our team also played in the Nepean 
Cup, giving a fantastic effort in extra time against a top of the table team. Although we did not win the 
game, we could not have asked for more from the boys.  
We would like to thank our younger players who stepped up in times of need to fill spaces in our team. 
It is greatly appreciated. 
Also, thank you to Trevor Cox and his company Sul Dig for your sponsorship. Besides providing us 
with support each week, Trevor also provided the team with training shirts and bibs. 
We want to thank everyone who has supported our team this year and thank the boys for their efforts 
and positive attitude each week. We have enjoyed being part of this team immensely and look forward 
to the 2019 season.  
Regards, Kylie Knott. 
Players: Harry Bernays, Conor Cox, Wilson Douglas, Riley Fryer, Joshua Harrison, Jordan Hather, 
Joel Knott, Ben Mallin, Jack Mein, Saxon Penberthy, Daniel Salisbury, Oliver Short, Bryce Skinner, 
Oliver Weeks. 
Coach: Jonathan Mallin        Manager: Kylie Knott 
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U13/3 – 8th 
Sometimes you win, sometimes you learn.  2018 has been a learning experience.  The young men in 
the U13/3s can hold their heads high with the effort, camaraderie and friendship they displayed.  This 
was a team who were eager to show up each week and no matter the result, got along as mates and 
looked ahead to the next game. They played their last game of the season as if they were the 
championship winning team, and in our book that makes them a champion team.  The team really 
represented what is great about football. 

Adrian Hancock was again great as coach, putting so much effort and time into training and game day.  
Fantastic support and encouragement of every member of the team.  Unfortunately, Adrian lost his 
father in May and had to spend a couple of weeks in Queensland however he was never far away.  
The boys showed their respect with black arm bands in two games. 

It goes without saying that when you have great children you have a great set of parents supporting 
and guiding them.   The parent body has been brilliant. Everyone contributed from shirt washing, fruit 
preparation, bbq/canteen support, marshalling, net assembling and assistant coaching/manager 
support.  You name it, this parent group where there to help.   Thank you. 

To the boys: 
If the team had a motto I believe it would be something like No matter whether it was a win or a loss 
the U13/3’s loved to Floss.  Fortnite has a lot to be responsible for!! 

Ryan “Speedy” An U:  A solid season. Ryan has a mean turn of speed and was on attackers before 
they realised. 
Jeremy “Jezza” Barker: Solid midfield and defender and always let the opposition know he is not one 
to be messed with. 
Charlie “The Rock” Barrett.  Rock solid in defence could always be counted on to clear the ball from 
the back of the field.  
Cameron “Cam” Bodkin:  Not able to play the full season, great contributor to the team. Even came to 
support when not able to play. 
Oliver “Oli” Carr:  Always positive, gives 100% and encouraging his team mates. Takes the opposition 
on and wins!    
Mason “Mase” Cooper: Deceptively quick catching opposition unawares as he runs past them putting 
the ball in the back of the net. Top goal scorer for the team. 
Nicolas “Nic” Del Carmen:  Non-stop effort and solid player.  Had a great season.   
Max “Maxy”Hancock-Collins: Good season and one of the important awesome back four   
Joel “Harrier” Harriden: Great season killer long-range kicking and starred from the front or as the 
sweeper.  
Max “Action” Jackson: Nonstop action man…clever ball skills and incisive runs.     
Sean “Who wants the Ball?” Konwerski: A great contributor to the team, lifts the team spirit stays 
positive and plays everywhere.   
Liam “Lucky” Lawlor: Slippery with his ball skills and kept defenders guessing.  
Brayden “Bray” Lawson: Always punches above his weight and always contributes with a positive 
outlook and word of encouragement. 
Declan “Dec” Power: Joined us from the U12’s to be with his mates.  Seamlessly fitted in and had a 
great season. 
Ryan “Coach” Taylor: Super passionate about football, always ready to give advice and encouraging 
his team mates. Great keeping and midfield play. 

Players: Ryan An U, Jeremy Barker, Charlie Barrett, Cameron Bodkin, Oliver Carr, Mason Cooper, 
Nicolas Del Carmen, Max Hancock-Collins, Joel Harriden, Max Jackson, Sean Konwerski, Liam 
Lawlor, Brayden Lawson, Declan Power, Ryan Taylor 

Coach: Adrian Hancock                                                                                   Manager: Peter Lawlor 
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U14/1 – 3rd  

Champion players do not always make a champion team, that is not to say that these boys were not 
talented in their own right, however when these talents were orchestrated it emulated a Beethoven 
symphony.  The goalkeeper, defence, midfield and attack all beating the sound of the same drum and 
playing the chords in unison; a crescendo of skill conducted by the maestro of football and his trusted 
under-study.  And when the final movement was played, it aroused a standing ovation for an encore in 
appreciation for the skill that had formed into a champion team. 

The preceding paragraph provides a nutshell version, albeit doused in metaphors, on what was a 
fantastic season. The core group players who returned from last season were welded together with a 
bunch of boys who bolstered strength across the pitch, fusing quickly into formidable opponents.  With 
the team’s sights set clearly on a high overall position on the competition ladder, they did not 
disappoint.  The commitment was evident to see as they not only challenged but overcame their 
adversaries, posing a serious threat for overall honours.  In a tight arm-wrestle at the top of the 
competition ladder, the team were locked on points to finish as runners-up, only to be denied by the 
slimmest of goal differences despite having a superior record for the least number of goals scored 
against them.  Thank you boys for providing your coaches and parents an exciting season to be 
remembered. 
The appreciation extends further to Josh and Jeremy, whose commitment, dedication, guidance and 
mentoring in their role as coaches were a final example to this group of boys.  The team’s progression 
was evident to all under your stewardship.  Well done!  And to our wonderful group of parents, thank 
you for supporting your sons and being a part of their growth and development as football players and 
supporting the team each Saturday.  Look forward to seeing you all next season. 
Players: Hamish Dillon, Vaughan Dugdale, Brady Leehy, Jomei Love, Isaac Mason, Declan McKay, 
Dylan O'Flanagan, Ethan Power, Jayden Tapuska, Lachlan Tarleton, Jack Thomas, Owen Webster, 
Samuel Williams, Reuben Young  
Coach: Joshua Jacka and Jeremy Hume   Manager: Sean Leehy 

U14/2 Black – 5th  
2018 proved to be an exciting and rewarding year for our team. The commitment and tenacity of the 
team made us a competitive force amongst the Nepean competition. We encountered many close 
games this year, which put us 5th on the ladder overall. The boys put in their best effort each week and 
always arrived with a positive attitude to ensure an exciting outcome was achieved on the field.  
Due to unfortunate circumstances in the championship round, the boys were unable to capture a win 
but never gave up until the final whistle blow.  
The team enjoyed each other’s company and matured as players and young men. They were led by 
their Captain, Ben Mallin, whose passion for fair and just play reigned supreme. We unfortunately lost 
our key goal scorer, Oliver Weeks, due to a house move. Oliver was definitely missed and left us with 
a stunning finish to his season scoring five goals in his last game. Our team also played in the Nepean 
Cup, giving a fantastic effort in extra time against a top of the table team. Although we did not win the 
game, we could not have asked for more from the boys.  
We would like to thank our younger players who stepped up in times of need to fill spaces in our team. 
It is greatly appreciated. 
Also, thank you to Trevor Cox and his company Sul Dig for your sponsorship. Besides providing us 
with support each week, Trevor also provided the team with training shirts and bibs. 
We want to thank everyone who has supported our team this year and thank the boys for their efforts 
and positive attitude each week. We have enjoyed being part of this team immensely and look forward 
to the 2019 season.  
Regards, Kylie Knott. 
Players: Harry Bernays, Conor Cox, Wilson Douglas, Riley Fryer, Joshua Harrison, Jordan Hather, 
Joel Knott, Ben Mallin, Jack Mein, Saxon Penberthy, Daniel Salisbury, Oliver Short, Bryce Skinner, 
Oliver Weeks. 
Coach: Jonathan Mallin        Manager: Kylie Knott 
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U14/2 White – 7th 

This was definitely a season of two halves for the Whites. It took us a while to find our feet in Division 
2 - after starting with a draw, we quickly found ourselves on the wrong side of some big scorelines, 
and we were worried it might be a very long season! To the boys’ credit, though, they never lost heart 
and, thanks to their persistence and the hard work done in training by our coach, David, with 
assistance from Mick Walton, we managed a huge turnaround, picking up a couple of wins, and 
pulling off draws against teams who had beaten us in earlier rounds.  

Late in the season, things got tricky again as injuries made it hard to field a full team, but even when 
defeated, we were complimented by match officials and opposing coaches on the team spirit and the 
boys’ positive attitude. 

In the Championship Tournament, we finished strongly with a win, a draw and a loss in our final three 
games – a much better finish than seemed possible at the start. David and I are so proud of all that 
the team accomplished and couldn’t have asked for a better group of boys to work with.  

Thanks are also due to all the parents for their support and assistance, with special mentions for Mel 
and Kel (half-time fruit supplies and so much more), Mick (training), Peter (our go-to marshal) and of 
course everyone who helped with laundry duties!  

Looking forward to season 2019! 

Players: Hallam Baker, Jye Cooke, Angus Durie-Fox, Lachlan Goodman, Benjamin Jenner, Thomas 
Kirchner, David McMaster, Diesel Moore, Nathan Press, Joshua Robinson, Conna Taylor, Nathan 
Treble, Kane Walton, Cameron Waters, Dylan Watt 

Coach: David Waters     Manager: Marcus Baker 

U15/1 – 8th  

After having a developmental year in 2017, the boys came back firing all cannons on re-entering 
division 1 this year. As all the parents would agree with me, luck was still not on our side, with only 2 
games all season being played with a full-strength side from the first whistle to the end whistle, with 
some players receiving some serious injuries and requiring extensive recovery times. However, the 
lads never gave up and entered into every game with commitment and passion, displaying why we are 
a division 1 team. Both coaches are extremely impressed with how far the team has come in the past 
three years and this group of lads are a pleasure to coach and watch. 

Big shout out to the parents, for which we have never had an issue and are always supportive of us. 
Special mention to Brendan Luchetti, our manager, who even stepped into the role of coach on 
occasion when one of us couldn’t make a training session or game. Also a big thanks to our U15 div 3 
guys that stepped up frequently to help us out, huge effort! 

Finally, to the lads. Always a pleasure coaching you boys and we both have had a lot of fun in 
watching you play and mature into fine young gentlemen. Thanks for the season fellas! 

Players: Gabriel Bagatella, Jaiden Bes, Riley Burgess, Leo Campaner, Ollie Davidson, Sam Edwards, 
Travis Gapes, Alex Gismondo, Joseph Iversen, Miles Lidster, Eamonn Luchetti, Owen Miller, Ethan 
Szmytka, Ben Tracey. 

Coaches: Michael Robson and Mitchell Robson    Manager: Brendan Luchetti 
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U15/3 – 2nd  

This year nine team members had played together. We welcomed seven new members, also a new 
coach, Jack, for 2018. The beginning was a bit of a push to bring everything together. After the first 
few games, all could see that this team had great potential. Credit must go to the boys here, it was not 
long before we all saw how these young men encouraged and supported each other. 

Dominic  A very versatile player, front or back, nice foot work and vison. 
Zachary  1 of 2 keepers, very safe, nice foot work on the ball. 
Caleb Never stops, one end of the field to the other, good scoring ability, 110% every 

game. 
Lyam Captain. Very strong in defence, good anticipation on what is happening in attack. 
Ryan  Strong on the ball, good all over, very strong in defence. All-rounder. 
Louis  Good in defence, team player, his body on the line every game. 
Mitchell  Great speed. Great scoring ability. Solid team member. 
Jack Good foot work. Good at holding in mid field and pushing attack. Strong in the 

mid. 
Deyne  1 of 2 keepers, very safe, nice hands. Good in mid field. 
Benjamin  Very strong on the ball. Very good defender. 
Kaseko  VG defender, cool and calm, speed, has time on the ball. 
James  Very strong on the ball, makes it look easy. Cool and calm. VG scoring ability. 
Liam  Able to look forward in attack. VG team player. Great long kick. 
Matthew  Good mid field. VG at moving the ball forward. 
AJ  Very solid in defence, makes sure everyone is on the same page. Will not stop. 
Rhys Never stops, always pushing defence and attack. Can score a goal any time. VG 

team player. 

Big thanks to Ian Ward and Michelle Jones (managers), who looks after everyone, makes sure 
everyone is on the same page. Coach Jack Hutchinson, who for someone so young, got the boys 
really pushing hard, on what they can do as a team. To all the parents, thanks for the great support, 
really is a great team effort on your behalf.  

Matthew Grayson, Coach. 

Players: Dominic Bailey, Zachary Carvasiglia, Caleb Frost, Lyam Grayson, Ryan Hanrahan, Louis 
Heritage, Mitchell Holt, Jack Hunter, Deyne Jones, Benjamin Keith, Kaseko Mgaza, James Orme, 
Liam Turnbull, Matthew Ward, Andrew Williams, Rhys Williams 

Coaches: Jack Hutchinson and Matthew Grayson  Managers: Ian Ward and Michelle Jones 

U16/2 – 4th  

The 2018 season started of with a new look team of boys who were ready to play for each other and 
enjoy the season. While the season started off with a bang, inconsistency cost the team points to 
lesser opposition and a spot in the end of season final. 

The boys embraced a new style of play and if they remain together next season I believe it will come 
to fruition on a more regular basis. They demonstrated this in their last finals game where they beat 
the best footballing team in the comp 4-1. 

Thankyou to the boys for an enjoyable (and occasionally frustrating) season. A special thankyou to 
Kim for her management of not only the team but also the coach. Thankyou also goes to the parents 
and Daniel Sparkes who assisted in training and coaching when I was not available and to all parents 
for your support. 
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U14/2 White – 7th 

This was definitely a season of two halves for the Whites. It took us a while to find our feet in Division 
2 - after starting with a draw, we quickly found ourselves on the wrong side of some big scorelines, 
and we were worried it might be a very long season! To the boys’ credit, though, they never lost heart 
and, thanks to their persistence and the hard work done in training by our coach, David, with 
assistance from Mick Walton, we managed a huge turnaround, picking up a couple of wins, and 
pulling off draws against teams who had beaten us in earlier rounds.  

Late in the season, things got tricky again as injuries made it hard to field a full team, but even when 
defeated, we were complimented by match officials and opposing coaches on the team spirit and the 
boys’ positive attitude. 

In the Championship Tournament, we finished strongly with a win, a draw and a loss in our final three 
games – a much better finish than seemed possible at the start. David and I are so proud of all that 
the team accomplished and couldn’t have asked for a better group of boys to work with.  

Thanks are also due to all the parents for their support and assistance, with special mentions for Mel 
and Kel (half-time fruit supplies and so much more), Mick (training), Peter (our go-to marshal) and of 
course everyone who helped with laundry duties!  

Looking forward to season 2019! 

Players: Hallam Baker, Jye Cooke, Angus Durie-Fox, Lachlan Goodman, Benjamin Jenner, Thomas 
Kirchner, David McMaster, Diesel Moore, Nathan Press, Joshua Robinson, Conna Taylor, Nathan 
Treble, Kane Walton, Cameron Waters, Dylan Watt 

Coach: David Waters     Manager: Marcus Baker 

U15/1 – 8th  

After having a developmental year in 2017, the boys came back firing all cannons on re-entering 
division 1 this year. As all the parents would agree with me, luck was still not on our side, with only 2 
games all season being played with a full-strength side from the first whistle to the end whistle, with 
some players receiving some serious injuries and requiring extensive recovery times. However, the 
lads never gave up and entered into every game with commitment and passion, displaying why we are 
a division 1 team. Both coaches are extremely impressed with how far the team has come in the past 
three years and this group of lads are a pleasure to coach and watch. 

Big shout out to the parents, for which we have never had an issue and are always supportive of us. 
Special mention to Brendan Luchetti, our manager, who even stepped into the role of coach on 
occasion when one of us couldn’t make a training session or game. Also a big thanks to our U15 div 3 
guys that stepped up frequently to help us out, huge effort! 

Finally, to the lads. Always a pleasure coaching you boys and we both have had a lot of fun in 
watching you play and mature into fine young gentlemen. Thanks for the season fellas! 

Players: Gabriel Bagatella, Jaiden Bes, Riley Burgess, Leo Campaner, Ollie Davidson, Sam Edwards, 
Travis Gapes, Alex Gismondo, Joseph Iversen, Miles Lidster, Eamonn Luchetti, Owen Miller, Ethan 
Szmytka, Ben Tracey. 

Coaches: Michael Robson and Mitchell Robson    Manager: Brendan Luchetti 
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U15/3 – 2nd  

This year nine team members had played together. We welcomed seven new members, also a new 
coach, Jack, for 2018. The beginning was a bit of a push to bring everything together. After the first 
few games, all could see that this team had great potential. Credit must go to the boys here, it was not 
long before we all saw how these young men encouraged and supported each other. 

Dominic  A very versatile player, front or back, nice foot work and vison. 
Zachary  1 of 2 keepers, very safe, nice foot work on the ball. 
Caleb Never stops, one end of the field to the other, good scoring ability, 110% every 

game. 
Lyam Captain. Very strong in defence, good anticipation on what is happening in attack. 
Ryan  Strong on the ball, good all over, very strong in defence. All-rounder. 
Louis  Good in defence, team player, his body on the line every game. 
Mitchell  Great speed. Great scoring ability. Solid team member. 
Jack Good foot work. Good at holding in mid field and pushing attack. Strong in the 

mid. 
Deyne  1 of 2 keepers, very safe, nice hands. Good in mid field. 
Benjamin  Very strong on the ball. Very good defender. 
Kaseko  VG defender, cool and calm, speed, has time on the ball. 
James  Very strong on the ball, makes it look easy. Cool and calm. VG scoring ability. 
Liam  Able to look forward in attack. VG team player. Great long kick. 
Matthew  Good mid field. VG at moving the ball forward. 
AJ  Very solid in defence, makes sure everyone is on the same page. Will not stop. 
Rhys Never stops, always pushing defence and attack. Can score a goal any time. VG 

team player. 

Big thanks to Ian Ward and Michelle Jones (managers), who looks after everyone, makes sure 
everyone is on the same page. Coach Jack Hutchinson, who for someone so young, got the boys 
really pushing hard, on what they can do as a team. To all the parents, thanks for the great support, 
really is a great team effort on your behalf.  

Matthew Grayson, Coach. 

Players: Dominic Bailey, Zachary Carvasiglia, Caleb Frost, Lyam Grayson, Ryan Hanrahan, Louis 
Heritage, Mitchell Holt, Jack Hunter, Deyne Jones, Benjamin Keith, Kaseko Mgaza, James Orme, 
Liam Turnbull, Matthew Ward, Andrew Williams, Rhys Williams 

Coaches: Jack Hutchinson and Matthew Grayson  Managers: Ian Ward and Michelle Jones 

U16/2 – 4th  

The 2018 season started of with a new look team of boys who were ready to play for each other and 
enjoy the season. While the season started off with a bang, inconsistency cost the team points to 
lesser opposition and a spot in the end of season final. 

The boys embraced a new style of play and if they remain together next season I believe it will come 
to fruition on a more regular basis. They demonstrated this in their last finals game where they beat 
the best footballing team in the comp 4-1. 

Thankyou to the boys for an enjoyable (and occasionally frustrating) season. A special thankyou to 
Kim for her management of not only the team but also the coach. Thankyou also goes to the parents 
and Daniel Sparkes who assisted in training and coaching when I was not available and to all parents 
for your support. 
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Players: Aaron Stubbs, Aleksandrs Titovs (Sasha),Alex Roorda, Ethan Clarke, Isaac Frost, Joshua 
Taylor, Jack Sparkes, Joshua Sneesby, Lachlan Reid, Lachlan Simpson, Liam Stratford, Logan 
Heron, Matt Samuelson, Orlando Gilbert, Tom Ford 

Coach: Ian Stubbs      Manager: Kim Stubbs 

U17/1 – 2nd  

Though the majority of this team were in the Div 1 team last season, there were some new faces who 
joined the squad. There was a new coach. There was a new manager. With one player new to the 
club, one player returning from the Association League and one player returning from a number of 
years in NSW Premier League added to the playing squad it was hoped that the team was 
strengthened and could build on the results of the last few years. I must admit that I was a bit nervous 
when I took on the role of coach this year as the team had been quite successful for a number of 
years and I wasn’t sure if my coaching philosophy would gel with the boys and allow continued 
success. It didn’t take long for me to realise though that not only did it gel with the team, but they as a 
group were flourishing. 

This year we had a focus on skill and player development, team play and maintaining discipline and 
focus on the field. I feel we successfully achieved this and believe this helped contribute to the 
wonderful season the team had. We started the season strongly with a come from behind win against 
St Clair (4-3) and proceeded to build our team play, and to execute the basics well. There were many 
great performances throughout the season. We had multiple hat trick scorers, numerous games where 
we kept the opposition scoreless and we developed a style of play that even invited our defenders to 
be scoring goals. A most memorable game was our round 1 State Cup game against Rouse Hill. We 
gave them no time or space on the ball and dominated the entire game, cruising to an emphatic 8-1 
win. 

In the Grand Final we came up against the undefeated minor premiers – Glenmore Park. We were the 
only team this season to take point off them during the regular season and the game showed why both 
teams were the top two teams in the competition. After conceding during the first half, the boys fought 
back to level the score during the second half and it remained 1-1 through to the end of extra time. In 
the penalty shootout Jordan saved the third penalty, our first 4 penalty kicks were converted and 
Glenmore’s 5th kick sailed over the bar giving us a 4-3 win and the Championship. 

A big thankyou needs to go out to all of the parents (and family) who welcomed me as coach and 
assisted and supported the team throughout the year. To our sponsor Metro Petroleum, thanks for 
your continued support of the team. Also a big thanks to Marian who did a splendid job as manager, 
making my role as coach so much easier. Thanks finally to the players. Your dedication to training, to 
the games, in adapting to my coaching style and philosophy and the support you gave one another 
was amazing throughout the entire season. You thoroughly deserve the success you achieved this 
season.  

Players: Oliver Clancy, Andrew Davey, Jordan De Stoop, Aidan Dugdale, Jack Hawkins, Cameron 
Jeffery, Thomas Keith, Max Peters, Riley Sophokleous, Riley Thompson, Byron Thompson, Connor 
Thorpe, Jarrod Wilson 

Coach: Michael Jeffery     Manager: Marian Davey 
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U17/2 – 5th  

When the curtains were drawn to end the season, the boys were left standing on the stage to an 
arousing applause for their final performance. Leading up to this point were months of dress 
rehearsals which was brought to a crescendo on the last Sunday in August. 

What does this all mean?  Well, after the cast was selected, there was a unanimous decision made on 
the direction the season should take and its final production.  The brotherhood was formed with an 
unequivocal desire to succeed in 2018. 

It is one thing to talk-the-talk of wanting to play in a final, it is another to then walk-the-walk for it to 
become a reality. However, walk-the-walk they did. The team’s final resting place on the competition 
ladder was no reflection on how they performed in what was a very tight contest with very little 
separating the teams. The team was in a strong position to finish first coming into the second last 
match, however fortune swayed in the direction of competition winners Hazelbrook off the back of a 
forfeit which prevented us wearing the crown. Not to be outdone, the lads dusted themselves off 
believing that they were by no means finished for the season. After proceeding through their semifinal 
matches undefeated, it was time to set the record straight with Hazelbrook in the final. After the scores 
were locked in at 1-1 at the end of extra time, the lads sealed victory winning the penalty shoot-out. 
Objective achieved. 

These are a fine group of young men who worked together for the common cause, never letting go of 
their beliefs on what they wanted to achieve. It was a pleasure and an honour to be a part of this 
journey to witness their never-say-die attitude and commitment.   

Thank you to our ever efficient manager Renee, for her devotion throughout the season.  Thank you to 
the parents and army of extended family and friends who assisted in making our finals win a memory 
to cherish.  I look forward to catching up with you next season. 

Players: Jimmy Alexander, Kit-Meng Balnave, Liam Devaney, Preston Dinning, Jeffrey Gismondo, 
Caleb Grima, Joseph Goodall, Caleb Lawlor, Lachlan Leehy, Benjamin Lewsley, Lachlan Reeves, 
Adam Richardson, Aengus Sherrif, Aidan Willis, Adisen Wright. 

Coach: Sean Leehy                         Manager: Renee Richardson 

““In football, the result is an imposter. You can do things really, really well 
but not win. There’s something greater than the result, more lasting: a 

legacy.” 
Xavi 
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Heron, Matt Samuelson, Orlando Gilbert, Tom Ford 

Coach: Ian Stubbs      Manager: Kim Stubbs 

U17/1 – 2nd  

Though the majority of this team were in the Div 1 team last season, there were some new faces who 
joined the squad. There was a new coach. There was a new manager. With one player new to the 
club, one player returning from the Association League and one player returning from a number of 
years in NSW Premier League added to the playing squad it was hoped that the team was 
strengthened and could build on the results of the last few years. I must admit that I was a bit nervous 
when I took on the role of coach this year as the team had been quite successful for a number of 
years and I wasn’t sure if my coaching philosophy would gel with the boys and allow continued 
success. It didn’t take long for me to realise though that not only did it gel with the team, but they as a 
group were flourishing. 

This year we had a focus on skill and player development, team play and maintaining discipline and 
focus on the field. I feel we successfully achieved this and believe this helped contribute to the 
wonderful season the team had. We started the season strongly with a come from behind win against 
St Clair (4-3) and proceeded to build our team play, and to execute the basics well. There were many 
great performances throughout the season. We had multiple hat trick scorers, numerous games where 
we kept the opposition scoreless and we developed a style of play that even invited our defenders to 
be scoring goals. A most memorable game was our round 1 State Cup game against Rouse Hill. We 
gave them no time or space on the ball and dominated the entire game, cruising to an emphatic 8-1 
win. 

In the Grand Final we came up against the undefeated minor premiers – Glenmore Park. We were the 
only team this season to take point off them during the regular season and the game showed why both 
teams were the top two teams in the competition. After conceding during the first half, the boys fought 
back to level the score during the second half and it remained 1-1 through to the end of extra time. In 
the penalty shootout Jordan saved the third penalty, our first 4 penalty kicks were converted and 
Glenmore’s 5th kick sailed over the bar giving us a 4-3 win and the Championship. 

A big thankyou needs to go out to all of the parents (and family) who welcomed me as coach and 
assisted and supported the team throughout the year. To our sponsor Metro Petroleum, thanks for 
your continued support of the team. Also a big thanks to Marian who did a splendid job as manager, 
making my role as coach so much easier. Thanks finally to the players. Your dedication to training, to 
the games, in adapting to my coaching style and philosophy and the support you gave one another 
was amazing throughout the entire season. You thoroughly deserve the success you achieved this 
season.  

Players: Oliver Clancy, Andrew Davey, Jordan De Stoop, Aidan Dugdale, Jack Hawkins, Cameron 
Jeffery, Thomas Keith, Max Peters, Riley Sophokleous, Riley Thompson, Byron Thompson, Connor 
Thorpe, Jarrod Wilson 

Coach: Michael Jeffery     Manager: Marian Davey 
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U17/2 – 5th  

When the curtains were drawn to end the season, the boys were left standing on the stage to an 
arousing applause for their final performance. Leading up to this point were months of dress 
rehearsals which was brought to a crescendo on the last Sunday in August. 

What does this all mean?  Well, after the cast was selected, there was a unanimous decision made on 
the direction the season should take and its final production.  The brotherhood was formed with an 
unequivocal desire to succeed in 2018. 

It is one thing to talk-the-talk of wanting to play in a final, it is another to then walk-the-walk for it to 
become a reality. However, walk-the-walk they did. The team’s final resting place on the competition 
ladder was no reflection on how they performed in what was a very tight contest with very little 
separating the teams. The team was in a strong position to finish first coming into the second last 
match, however fortune swayed in the direction of competition winners Hazelbrook off the back of a 
forfeit which prevented us wearing the crown. Not to be outdone, the lads dusted themselves off 
believing that they were by no means finished for the season. After proceeding through their semifinal 
matches undefeated, it was time to set the record straight with Hazelbrook in the final. After the scores 
were locked in at 1-1 at the end of extra time, the lads sealed victory winning the penalty shoot-out. 
Objective achieved. 

These are a fine group of young men who worked together for the common cause, never letting go of 
their beliefs on what they wanted to achieve. It was a pleasure and an honour to be a part of this 
journey to witness their never-say-die attitude and commitment.   

Thank you to our ever efficient manager Renee, for her devotion throughout the season.  Thank you to 
the parents and army of extended family and friends who assisted in making our finals win a memory 
to cherish.  I look forward to catching up with you next season. 

Players: Jimmy Alexander, Kit-Meng Balnave, Liam Devaney, Preston Dinning, Jeffrey Gismondo, 
Caleb Grima, Joseph Goodall, Caleb Lawlor, Lachlan Leehy, Benjamin Lewsley, Lachlan Reeves, 
Adam Richardson, Aengus Sherrif, Aidan Willis, Adisen Wright. 

Coach: Sean Leehy                         Manager: Renee Richardson 

““In football, the result is an imposter. You can do things really, really well 
but not win. There’s something greater than the result, more lasting: a 

legacy.” 
Xavi 
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Senior Women’s Football Report 

We had a rough start to the year with our All Age Womens teams struggling to get enough numbers. 
We managed to pull through and get enough players to start the season off with a bang. As we 
progressed into the season we lost a fair few players from all our AAW teams to season-ending 
injuries; our Division 1 and Division 3 team had some rough weeks playing most of the time with 9 or 
10 players and on the odd occasion even just 8 players borrowing players when we could. Even with 
the struggle for numbers all our teams pushed through coming off with quite a few wins so, proud of 
our teams. 

An extra note to add, super proud of our All Age Women Division 6 team who played their best even 
though finishing the competition in 6th place they flew through the championship tournament making 
their way into the Grand Final!! The final game the team played so well, saving some cracker goals 
and putting the young Jamison team through their paces. The ladies went down 1-0 but keeping 
Jamison out till right near the end of the game. Super proud of the ladies from Division 6!  

I would also like to thank the following players for being a part of the Nepean Cup team, from AAW/1 
Laura, Nat, Georgia, Lauren, Brooke, Maddie, Kathryn, Alex, Bree, Maya and myself (Angel), from 
AAW/3 Nat, Madi and Melissa, from AAW/4 Jane and from AAW/6 Cheryl and Siobhan. We played our 
first game against an Intermediates Division 1 team and came out with a win!! In the second game our 
opposition team forfeited, we then progressed into the semifinal to play the Emu Plains AAW/1 team. 
On game night we had 8 fully fit players and 3 who played what they could while Emu had 16 fully fit 
players. This made the game tough for our Nepean Cup team, but we played an amazing game 
scoring the first goal of the game; we held them out for as long as we could, letting in 2 goals at the 
end of the game with our 8 players left standing on the field. Super proud of our team and thank you 
for being a part of the team! 

As a part of my role I helped in the bulk of the organisation of the Female Football Gala Night run by 
SUFC. This was a great night used to engage all female football players from SUFC from U5s through 
to AAW. The night was fun and engaging to all players and thank you to the other committee members 
for your assistance in the night. We hope to grow this event in following years and incorporate other 
clubs into the female football gala night.  

I would like to thank the Players, Coaches, Managers and Families of our four All Age Womens teams 
for working with me in my new role as Senior Women’s Coordinator this year and for a great season, 
and hope to see you all back next year. 

Angel Lynch 

Senior Womens Football Coordinator 
Springwood United Football Club 
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Senior Female Competition Team Reports 

AAW/1 – 5th 

2018 saw a major change to AAW Div 1, with only five remaining from 2017 after many years together. 
After a slow start to registrations,  players began to join the team and we started the season with team 
of 13, a good mix of youth and experience.  Ten minutes into game 1 and two players were out for the 
season.  And so it continued, with players coming and going through injury or life journey, and a core 
group of women playing quality football in good spirit.  

The team worked well together, focusing our play on defending as one, and keeping possession to set 
up attacking opportunities.  Sometimes it worked well and sometimes not so well.  Overall though, the 
team played the most enjoyable football to watch, and always kept their spirits high.  Thank you to 
each of you for an enjoyable season as coach. 

Our goal keeper, Laura, kept with exceptional prowess, well supported by our core backline, Georgia, 
Alex, Natalie and Lauren, all of whom played with strength and skill.  Our midfield combination of 
Maddie, Kathryn and Bree worked well to help play out from the back and set up our attacking options, 
with Angel, Tayla and Maya always seeking out attacking runs, whilst working with the backs and 
midfield. 

Brooke, Caitlin and Libby all player well for the games they were able to play, as did Maisie and so 
would have Chiara if injury did not get in the way.   

Is was great to see the development of confidence across all the girls, and development of their game 
as a team.  Particularly good to see players playing out of their historical positions and improving their 
football in the process.  I truly hope to see all back next year, to continue to develop their game and 
enjoy their football.  

Players: Caitlin Bass, Maya Brooks, Georgia Dunham, Angelique Lynch, Chiara Major, Natalie 
Meehan, Taylah Monks, Alex Reiter, Elizabeth Rheinberger, Brooke Sayers, Kathryn Sheerman, 
Madeleine Todhunter, Laura Tredinnick, Breony Webb, Lauren Wilson 

Coach: Iain Lynch    Manager: Angelique Lynch, Janice Monks 

AAW/3 – 3rd 

Eventually we were given the green light to go ahead as we had managed to register 12 players. The 
girls started the season very strong, and for a team that had not all played together before and rarely 
trained, they played extremely well and were on a winning streak. Unfortunately due to injury we lost 2 
of our players, and each week the girls played short. Our best game was when the girls played with 9 
players, and came away with a 5 - 1 win against Pitt Town, the girls never gave up, well done girls. 
The girls finished the season third on the table which was a great result. I would like to thank all of 
you  Brodie, Brooke, Jess, Kaitlinn, Kasey, Lily, Madi, Melissa, Mikayla, Molly, Natalie and Summer for 
being such a lovely group of girls, it was a pleasure to manage the team. Also thank you to Jimmy for 
coaching this season, your time and effort was greatly appreciated.  

Players:  Jessica Cambourn, Melissa Frost, Natalie Frost, Brodie Hancock, Brooke Kay Vaughan, 
Molly Kay Vaughan, Kasey Krywinski, Summer Mabon, Mikayla Robertson, Kaitlinn Rutland, Madison 
Sroczynski, Lily Stubbs  

Coach: Jim Millar       Manager: Samantha Rutland 

I have never once dribbled the whole field and scored a goal by myself.” 
Abby Wambach 
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Senior Women’s Football Report 

We had a rough start to the year with our All Age Womens teams struggling to get enough numbers. 
We managed to pull through and get enough players to start the season off with a bang. As we 
progressed into the season we lost a fair few players from all our AAW teams to season-ending 
injuries; our Division 1 and Division 3 team had some rough weeks playing most of the time with 9 or 
10 players and on the odd occasion even just 8 players borrowing players when we could. Even with 
the struggle for numbers all our teams pushed through coming off with quite a few wins so, proud of 
our teams. 

An extra note to add, super proud of our All Age Women Division 6 team who played their best even 
though finishing the competition in 6th place they flew through the championship tournament making 
their way into the Grand Final!! The final game the team played so well, saving some cracker goals 
and putting the young Jamison team through their paces. The ladies went down 1-0 but keeping 
Jamison out till right near the end of the game. Super proud of the ladies from Division 6!  

I would also like to thank the following players for being a part of the Nepean Cup team, from AAW/1 
Laura, Nat, Georgia, Lauren, Brooke, Maddie, Kathryn, Alex, Bree, Maya and myself (Angel), from 
AAW/3 Nat, Madi and Melissa, from AAW/4 Jane and from AAW/6 Cheryl and Siobhan. We played our 
first game against an Intermediates Division 1 team and came out with a win!! In the second game our 
opposition team forfeited, we then progressed into the semifinal to play the Emu Plains AAW/1 team. 
On game night we had 8 fully fit players and 3 who played what they could while Emu had 16 fully fit 
players. This made the game tough for our Nepean Cup team, but we played an amazing game 
scoring the first goal of the game; we held them out for as long as we could, letting in 2 goals at the 
end of the game with our 8 players left standing on the field. Super proud of our team and thank you 
for being a part of the team! 

As a part of my role I helped in the bulk of the organisation of the Female Football Gala Night run by 
SUFC. This was a great night used to engage all female football players from SUFC from U5s through 
to AAW. The night was fun and engaging to all players and thank you to the other committee members 
for your assistance in the night. We hope to grow this event in following years and incorporate other 
clubs into the female football gala night.  

I would like to thank the Players, Coaches, Managers and Families of our four All Age Womens teams 
for working with me in my new role as Senior Women’s Coordinator this year and for a great season, 
and hope to see you all back next year. 

Angel Lynch 

Senior Womens Football Coordinator 
Springwood United Football Club 
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Senior Female Competition Team Reports 

AAW/1 – 5th 

2018 saw a major change to AAW Div 1, with only five remaining from 2017 after many years together. 
After a slow start to registrations,  players began to join the team and we started the season with team 
of 13, a good mix of youth and experience.  Ten minutes into game 1 and two players were out for the 
season.  And so it continued, with players coming and going through injury or life journey, and a core 
group of women playing quality football in good spirit.  

The team worked well together, focusing our play on defending as one, and keeping possession to set 
up attacking opportunities.  Sometimes it worked well and sometimes not so well.  Overall though, the 
team played the most enjoyable football to watch, and always kept their spirits high.  Thank you to 
each of you for an enjoyable season as coach. 

Our goal keeper, Laura, kept with exceptional prowess, well supported by our core backline, Georgia, 
Alex, Natalie and Lauren, all of whom played with strength and skill.  Our midfield combination of 
Maddie, Kathryn and Bree worked well to help play out from the back and set up our attacking options, 
with Angel, Tayla and Maya always seeking out attacking runs, whilst working with the backs and 
midfield. 

Brooke, Caitlin and Libby all player well for the games they were able to play, as did Maisie and so 
would have Chiara if injury did not get in the way.   

Is was great to see the development of confidence across all the girls, and development of their game 
as a team.  Particularly good to see players playing out of their historical positions and improving their 
football in the process.  I truly hope to see all back next year, to continue to develop their game and 
enjoy their football.  

Players: Caitlin Bass, Maya Brooks, Georgia Dunham, Angelique Lynch, Chiara Major, Natalie 
Meehan, Taylah Monks, Alex Reiter, Elizabeth Rheinberger, Brooke Sayers, Kathryn Sheerman, 
Madeleine Todhunter, Laura Tredinnick, Breony Webb, Lauren Wilson 

Coach: Iain Lynch    Manager: Angelique Lynch, Janice Monks 

AAW/3 – 3rd 

Eventually we were given the green light to go ahead as we had managed to register 12 players. The 
girls started the season very strong, and for a team that had not all played together before and rarely 
trained, they played extremely well and were on a winning streak. Unfortunately due to injury we lost 2 
of our players, and each week the girls played short. Our best game was when the girls played with 9 
players, and came away with a 5 - 1 win against Pitt Town, the girls never gave up, well done girls. 
The girls finished the season third on the table which was a great result. I would like to thank all of 
you  Brodie, Brooke, Jess, Kaitlinn, Kasey, Lily, Madi, Melissa, Mikayla, Molly, Natalie and Summer for 
being such a lovely group of girls, it was a pleasure to manage the team. Also thank you to Jimmy for 
coaching this season, your time and effort was greatly appreciated.  

Players:  Jessica Cambourn, Melissa Frost, Natalie Frost, Brodie Hancock, Brooke Kay Vaughan, 
Molly Kay Vaughan, Kasey Krywinski, Summer Mabon, Mikayla Robertson, Kaitlinn Rutland, Madison 
Sroczynski, Lily Stubbs  

Coach: Jim Millar       Manager: Samantha Rutland 

I have never once dribbled the whole field and scored a goal by myself.” 
Abby Wambach 
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AAW/4 – 5th 

2018 proved to be a challenging year for the AAW4s with a number of player changes and an 
assortment of injuries resulting in the team often playing without subs or short. But even with all the 
obstacles thrown our way, we headed into each game with a “never say die” determination to give it 
our best and win. And if a win wasn’t possible, we’d give them a game to remember by never giving 
up, making them work hard for every goal scored. 

Highlights from the season include two games played within the final weeks of the comp. On one 
occasion we beat Henry Lawson (who were in 4th place) 4-0 with only 9 players. Our coach recorded 
afterwards that we had played with great passing and passion throughout the game. Another highlight 
game was against St Clair (3rd Place). With only 9 players, we held them to a 0-0 draw. There was a 
last-minute attempt at goal (so close it would make you cry!) and by the end, everyone had played 
themselves to a standstill. 

The AAW4s are an eclectic bunch, ranging in age from 18-48, with varying degrees of life experiences 
and soccer skills. Our training sessions were sporadic throughout the season and our pre-game warm 
ups (consisting of a quick chat, a light jog to the other side of the field, before a run to the loo as the 
ref’s whistle blew) drove our coach Ken crazy and lulled our competitors into a false sense of security. 
But more than anything it was the camaraderie that comes from being in a team with these amazing 
women that I enjoyed the most this year. The support, friendship and humorous banter on the field no 
matter the score is what makes the AAW4s such a great team to be a part of and I can’t wait for next 
year! 

Players: Laura Buggy, Simone Chapple, Melanie Dighton, Karen Dufty, Megan Gilchrist, Niamh 
Hanrahan, Bree Hinchey-Holley, Jade Kralj, Michele Kralj, Jane Manners, Sheree McRae, Melinda 
Morris, Sarah Reynolds, Donna Walker  

Coach: Ken Dufty    Managers: Sarah Reynolds and Karen Dufty 

AAW/6 – 6th 

What an amazing team, played with gusto. They were the epitome of great sportsmanship, with 
evidence of not even a yellow card the entire season!! 

And ended their season as Grand Final runners up. Well done ladies, it was an absolute pleasure to 
be a part of this team. 

Players: Gabrielle Barton, Michelle Christie, Rachel Collyer, Sue Dunn, Stacey Gentles, Eva 
Gerencer, Rebecca Harris, Siobhan Harrison, Annette Harrop, Chelsea Jones, Cheryl Lynch, Sharon 
Morgan, Donna Patterson, Julia Richardson, Louise Sutcliffe, Ingrid Wells 

Coach: Michelle O’Flanagan      Manager: Sue Dunn 

“My boyfriend told me to choose between him and soccer … I’m really 
gonna miss him!” 

Anonymous 
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Senior Male Competition Team Reports 

Intermediate Mens Div 1 White – 4th 
The Intermediate Men Div 1 White comprised a broad mix of players: Tom, Ben, Liam, Karl and 
Marcus from last years 17/1s, Adam joining from SMBC 17/1s, Lachlan and Zac from IM Div 2, Callum 
and Jordan from IM Div 1, Nick returning from injury, with Caleb and Daniel joining from other clubs.  
Ben and James joined the team halfway through the year after supporting our Div 1 Black team, whilst 
they continued to recruit players. 

Changing commitments in work, HSC, university and a gap year holiday posed numerous challenges 
to developing a style of play, as did a changing of coaches.  After my guidance through the pre-
season, David Suggett took on the role as coach and asked the team to challenge their normal, to play 
a controlled and tactical style of football, based on good possession and quick passing movements.  
The team displayed great skill and competitiveness across their games, were challenged by physical 
strength (sometimes excessive) and speed of older teams, and developed a great team game.  When 
they were on form, and playing with confidence, the boys would dominate possession and play an 
exciting brand of football.   

The team finished a commendable 4th in their competition and despite the challenges, always finished 
their games positively, maintaining their own brand of football at all times.  Thanks to the 17/1s players 
who helped out through the year and 1 or 2 of the IM Div 2 also. 

Players: Tom Lynch, Ben Paul, Liam Dawe, Karl Gethin-Damon, Marcus Harrison, Adam Bosch, Zac 
Grima, Lachlan Thomas, Caleb Zoutenek, Daniel Smith, Nick Pasilow, Jordan Ryan, Callum Ryan, 
Ben Ong, James Sherriff. 

Coach: David Suggett, Iain Lynch   Manager: Tom Lynch, Marcus Harrison 

Intermediate Mens Div 1 Black – 9th  
Thanks to the team for sticking with it over a trying season.  

Lessons from the season:  

Win more : Dry the shirts on the line! : Don't believe everything they write about you : Worry when you 
read the words ‘football administration.’ 

Players: Daniel Bosley, Daniel Bradshaw, Dean Camilleri, Liam Clifford, Tom Falconer, Oliver Freame, 
Toby Frost, Samuel Heritage, Ryan Leehy, Leon Lynch, Luke Porter, Jackson Saunders, Scott Sharp, 
Isaac Smith, Thomas Stephens, Louis Tebay, Morgan Westley, Jordon Zikking  

Coach: Clive Bradshaw     Manager: Daniel Bradshaw 

Intermediate Mens Div 2 – 4th  

Overall the team played great hard fought football this year and always gave everything till the final 
whistle. As a team we scored 96 goals for the season with Adam Hancock scoring 40 of the 96 goals – 
made life hell for the oppositions’ defence. Josh Smith got amongst the scoring and unselfishly 
provided the most assists for the team. Joshua Jacka controlled the ball well, always supported the 
attack and set up some great attacking plays. Jeremy Hume covered a lot of ground and was involved 
in just about every play this year. Mitch Hawes and Liam Carvasiglia provided good speed and control 
out wide and Max Ong was a force to be reckoned with in the centres. Brendan Kazarian, Ryan 
Nightingale and Callum Mackay provided strength and commitment on the field and were always my 
go-to players when I needed to turn the screws a little harder on opposing teams. Sam Lockwood 
continuously put his body on the line as goal keeper and was instrumental in the team achieving the 
3rd best defensive record this year. Tim Hurley assisted in goal at times but really impressed with his 
long range shots at goal which on most occasions found the back of the net. Jarrah Tuckerman 
always gave it everything in both attack and defence at several times changed the play in our favour. 
Ko Boser was a solid wall of defence, he threw his body on the line and was able to gain possession 
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AAW/4 – 5th 

2018 proved to be a challenging year for the AAW4s with a number of player changes and an 
assortment of injuries resulting in the team often playing without subs or short. But even with all the 
obstacles thrown our way, we headed into each game with a “never say die” determination to give it 
our best and win. And if a win wasn’t possible, we’d give them a game to remember by never giving 
up, making them work hard for every goal scored. 

Highlights from the season include two games played within the final weeks of the comp. On one 
occasion we beat Henry Lawson (who were in 4th place) 4-0 with only 9 players. Our coach recorded 
afterwards that we had played with great passing and passion throughout the game. Another highlight 
game was against St Clair (3rd Place). With only 9 players, we held them to a 0-0 draw. There was a 
last-minute attempt at goal (so close it would make you cry!) and by the end, everyone had played 
themselves to a standstill. 

The AAW4s are an eclectic bunch, ranging in age from 18-48, with varying degrees of life experiences 
and soccer skills. Our training sessions were sporadic throughout the season and our pre-game warm 
ups (consisting of a quick chat, a light jog to the other side of the field, before a run to the loo as the 
ref’s whistle blew) drove our coach Ken crazy and lulled our competitors into a false sense of security. 
But more than anything it was the camaraderie that comes from being in a team with these amazing 
women that I enjoyed the most this year. The support, friendship and humorous banter on the field no 
matter the score is what makes the AAW4s such a great team to be a part of and I can’t wait for next 
year! 

Players: Laura Buggy, Simone Chapple, Melanie Dighton, Karen Dufty, Megan Gilchrist, Niamh 
Hanrahan, Bree Hinchey-Holley, Jade Kralj, Michele Kralj, Jane Manners, Sheree McRae, Melinda 
Morris, Sarah Reynolds, Donna Walker  

Coach: Ken Dufty    Managers: Sarah Reynolds and Karen Dufty 

AAW/6 – 6th 

What an amazing team, played with gusto. They were the epitome of great sportsmanship, with 
evidence of not even a yellow card the entire season!! 

And ended their season as Grand Final runners up. Well done ladies, it was an absolute pleasure to 
be a part of this team. 

Players: Gabrielle Barton, Michelle Christie, Rachel Collyer, Sue Dunn, Stacey Gentles, Eva 
Gerencer, Rebecca Harris, Siobhan Harrison, Annette Harrop, Chelsea Jones, Cheryl Lynch, Sharon 
Morgan, Donna Patterson, Julia Richardson, Louise Sutcliffe, Ingrid Wells 

Coach: Michelle O’Flanagan      Manager: Sue Dunn 

“My boyfriend told me to choose between him and soccer … I’m really 
gonna miss him!” 

Anonymous 
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Senior Male Competition Team Reports 

Intermediate Mens Div 1 White – 4th 
The Intermediate Men Div 1 White comprised a broad mix of players: Tom, Ben, Liam, Karl and 
Marcus from last years 17/1s, Adam joining from SMBC 17/1s, Lachlan and Zac from IM Div 2, Callum 
and Jordan from IM Div 1, Nick returning from injury, with Caleb and Daniel joining from other clubs.  
Ben and James joined the team halfway through the year after supporting our Div 1 Black team, whilst 
they continued to recruit players. 

Changing commitments in work, HSC, university and a gap year holiday posed numerous challenges 
to developing a style of play, as did a changing of coaches.  After my guidance through the pre-
season, David Suggett took on the role as coach and asked the team to challenge their normal, to play 
a controlled and tactical style of football, based on good possession and quick passing movements.  
The team displayed great skill and competitiveness across their games, were challenged by physical 
strength (sometimes excessive) and speed of older teams, and developed a great team game.  When 
they were on form, and playing with confidence, the boys would dominate possession and play an 
exciting brand of football.   

The team finished a commendable 4th in their competition and despite the challenges, always finished 
their games positively, maintaining their own brand of football at all times.  Thanks to the 17/1s players 
who helped out through the year and 1 or 2 of the IM Div 2 also. 

Players: Tom Lynch, Ben Paul, Liam Dawe, Karl Gethin-Damon, Marcus Harrison, Adam Bosch, Zac 
Grima, Lachlan Thomas, Caleb Zoutenek, Daniel Smith, Nick Pasilow, Jordan Ryan, Callum Ryan, 
Ben Ong, James Sherriff. 

Coach: David Suggett, Iain Lynch   Manager: Tom Lynch, Marcus Harrison 

Intermediate Mens Div 1 Black – 9th  
Thanks to the team for sticking with it over a trying season.  

Lessons from the season:  

Win more : Dry the shirts on the line! : Don't believe everything they write about you : Worry when you 
read the words ‘football administration.’ 

Players: Daniel Bosley, Daniel Bradshaw, Dean Camilleri, Liam Clifford, Tom Falconer, Oliver Freame, 
Toby Frost, Samuel Heritage, Ryan Leehy, Leon Lynch, Luke Porter, Jackson Saunders, Scott Sharp, 
Isaac Smith, Thomas Stephens, Louis Tebay, Morgan Westley, Jordon Zikking  

Coach: Clive Bradshaw     Manager: Daniel Bradshaw 

Intermediate Mens Div 2 – 4th  

Overall the team played great hard fought football this year and always gave everything till the final 
whistle. As a team we scored 96 goals for the season with Adam Hancock scoring 40 of the 96 goals – 
made life hell for the oppositions’ defence. Josh Smith got amongst the scoring and unselfishly 
provided the most assists for the team. Joshua Jacka controlled the ball well, always supported the 
attack and set up some great attacking plays. Jeremy Hume covered a lot of ground and was involved 
in just about every play this year. Mitch Hawes and Liam Carvasiglia provided good speed and control 
out wide and Max Ong was a force to be reckoned with in the centres. Brendan Kazarian, Ryan 
Nightingale and Callum Mackay provided strength and commitment on the field and were always my 
go-to players when I needed to turn the screws a little harder on opposing teams. Sam Lockwood 
continuously put his body on the line as goal keeper and was instrumental in the team achieving the 
3rd best defensive record this year. Tim Hurley assisted in goal at times but really impressed with his 
long range shots at goal which on most occasions found the back of the net. Jarrah Tuckerman 
always gave it everything in both attack and defence at several times changed the play in our favour. 
Ko Boser was a solid wall of defence, he threw his body on the line and was able to gain possession 
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when we needed it the most. Ash Corne and Bailey Ellis were the heart and soul of our defence and 
both players proved that defenders can score goals. Both Ash and Bailey scored some cracking long 
range goals. Thank you to everyone that supported us and I hope to see you all next year. 

Players: Joshua Jacka (C), Jerermy Hume (VC), Ko Boser (VC), Liam Carvasiglia, Ashley Corne, 
Bailey Ellis, Adam Hancock, Mitch Hawes, Tim Hurley, Brendan Kazarian, Sam Lockwood, Callum 
Mackay, Ryan Nightingale, Max Ong, Josh Smith, Jarrah Tuckerman 

Coach: Graeme Ellis      Manager: Ken Nightingale 

AAM/2 – 3rd  
Another eventful year for the All Age 2's. The team was competitive throughout the year winning over 
half of their games in a challenging competition. The team had a great start to the season winning the 
majority of the first round, injuries and holidays meant the team won a single game in the second 
round. Overall the season was a step in the right direction with the team playing a passing style of 
game which resulted in a number of spectacular goals.  
Players: Pat Bartush, Stuart Cooke, Ash Dickson, Marc Elysee, Luke Hall, Mitch Lynch, Jayden 
Magennis, Lucas Magennis, Mitchell Manzo, Zac McIlvride, Alex O'Connor, Ciaran Rooney, Josh 
Sayers, Oli Smith, Callum Stopford 
Coach: Ciaran Rooney      Manager: Pat Bartush 

AAM/5 – 9th 
No report submitted.  
Players: Mitchell Brown, David Dempsey, Caolan Durkin, Eoin Durkin (Coach), Jarad Ferrara, Mark 
Ferrara, Luke Frost, Christopher Hodge, Timothy Jarrett, Daniel Keyes, Bradley Lawton, Jarrod 
McGrouther, Jason Mitchell, Russell Perkins, Stephen Pickering, Mitchell Robson (Coach), Matthew 
Schofield, Karl Sidley, Scott Swindle, Matthew Witton (Manager), Luke Woods  
Coach: Eoin Durkin and Mitchell Robson    Manager: Matthew Witton 

AAM/7 – 5th 
No report submitted. 
Players: Nathan Brokman (Manager), Bradley Conway, Freddie Fletcher, Adam Gascoigne-Cohen, 
Tim Gillett, Geoff Harris, Aaron Heffernan, Jordann Lever, Andrew McEwan (Coach), Grant Melville, 
Jake Melville, Lyndon Moss, Adam Parsons, Daniel Perkins, Benjamin Sneesby, Paul Sneesby, Ian 
Stubbs, Jack Ticehurst, Alex Todd, Aaron Toner  
Coach: Andrew McEwan     Manager: Nathan Brokman 

AAM/11 – 3rd 
With another season wrapped up there is not much to say except well done on a huge improvement to 
our game. We were unfortunate not to make it to the grand final this year after just missing out on 
taking victory from the top team in the semi final with a 2-1 loss. The boys put in a phenomenal effort 
this season, employing some new strategies and adjusting our tactics to suit the strengths of each and 
every player. 

I’d like to thank everybody that showed up to the games to participate each week, whether to play or 
to show some support from the sideline. I’d also like to thank Dave for his continued effort as team 
manager to help bring us together so that we can grow stronger as a team.   

Well done, lads! Next season is OURS! 

Players: Geoff Bailey, Tim Borg, David De Chelard, Morgan Drake, Mark Eller-Turner, Stuart Fox, 
Benjamin Frazer, Kynan Hopkins, Allan Hung, Timothy Hunter, Daniel Jagiello, Andrew Jones, Chris 
Mackenzie, Giles McLoughlin, Mark McLoughlin, Sean McLoughlin, Jack Mills, Marc Munro, Luke 
Smith  

Coach: Luke Smith       Manager: David De Chelard 
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O35/1 White – Premiers 

With a few new faces this year the team looked stronger on paper than last year and the results so far 
have proved this. With their extremely skilful possession-based football they thoroughly entertained 
their supporters, often attracting audiences from adjoining fields with some wonderful goals. 

Going throughout the year Undefeated and without so much as dropping a point, 84 goals for and only 
conceding 4. The boys went on to win the Grand Final and then on to eliminate the Friday Night Comp 
Winners, Band Club, to again get the privilege to represent Springwood United FC and the Nepean 
Association in this year’s Champion of Champions. 

After last year’s disappointment of being beaten in the Champion of Champions Final, the team now 
look forward to again testing themselves against the best teams NSW has to offer. They do 
understand the difficult task ahead but are hopeful with some good footy and a bit of luck we will again 
be competitive. 

Players: Leigh A'Court, Joshua Buggy, Tim Carey, Kaan Davies, Peter Dempsey, Michael Haberman, 
Robert Haberman, Matthew Halse, Anthony Hartshorn, Tim Hayman, Peter Henderson, Timothy Kelly, 
Brian Rojas, Jason Sciberras, Stephen Seymour, Craig Small (Captain), Evan Stanford 

Coach: Stephen Seymour     Manager: William Seymour 

O35/1 Black – 4th  

The off-season saw a number of players deemed ‘surplus to requirements’ and released from the 
squad. The rebuilding resulted in a worldwide search for fresh old talent yet it was in the local favelas 
of Concord and Blaxland where our new recruits with their youthful athleticism were poached. 

A new coach was employed. Supreme Leader Marshall Kim Jong-Crispy made his dislike for the team 
clear by twice declaring the squad to be dissolved prior to a ball even being kicked. The local press 
reported that life member Tom Goudis only returned to Springwood after he failed his medical at an 
un-named club in the Hazelbrook region. 

Regardless, the pre-season confusion gave way to a successful ‘preliminary round’ with 5 wins from 7 
games. A number of veteran players consulted the club psychologist reporting mysterious emotions. 
They were subsequently diagnosed with a new condition called ‘optimism’. Hence, despite our pre-
season insistence that we weren’t ever playing in Division One again, we entered a 12 team Division 
One competition on the back of some neat victories, usually with less than 11 players on the pitch.  

The fine football continued during the competition proper and had we been able to field a full team we 
may have found ourselves higher up the table. However, with some mid-season recruits allowing us to 
occasionally have substitutes, with four games remaining there was an outside chance of reaching the 
lofty position of second. This dream was to be shattered in the dying seconds against Jamisontown. 
Our goalkeeper and long standing committee member is well known across the district for his 
countless hours of volunteer work. However, on this occasion his charity was unexpected as he 
allowed the opposition a simple equaliser and hence earned himself the name, Chris “The Gift” 
Gilchrist. 

There was the usual array of highlights and lowlights, a notable one being Trev dancing towards goal 
at Cranebrook making it clearer as to why his motto is “no pirouette, no party.” When the ball went into 
the goal against Glenmore Park there was conjecture around whether it was an own goal or should be 
credited to Craig. It was referred to the “Dubious Goals Committee” who returned the verdict that yes, 
it was a goal and yes, Craig is dubious. 

Six wins and 2 draws from the 11 games in Division One saw us finish 4th in what was an outstanding 
and enjoyable season. Big thanks to Christian and Craig for running the show. Supreme Leader has 
organised a canyoning trip rather than a boozy weekend away to celebrate the season. If we have not 
returned by Presentation Day, please alert our loved ones at Blue Mountains FC, Over 35 Div 1. 
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when we needed it the most. Ash Corne and Bailey Ellis were the heart and soul of our defence and 
both players proved that defenders can score goals. Both Ash and Bailey scored some cracking long 
range goals. Thank you to everyone that supported us and I hope to see you all next year. 

Players: Joshua Jacka (C), Jerermy Hume (VC), Ko Boser (VC), Liam Carvasiglia, Ashley Corne, 
Bailey Ellis, Adam Hancock, Mitch Hawes, Tim Hurley, Brendan Kazarian, Sam Lockwood, Callum 
Mackay, Ryan Nightingale, Max Ong, Josh Smith, Jarrah Tuckerman 

Coach: Graeme Ellis      Manager: Ken Nightingale 

AAM/2 – 3rd  
Another eventful year for the All Age 2's. The team was competitive throughout the year winning over 
half of their games in a challenging competition. The team had a great start to the season winning the 
majority of the first round, injuries and holidays meant the team won a single game in the second 
round. Overall the season was a step in the right direction with the team playing a passing style of 
game which resulted in a number of spectacular goals.  
Players: Pat Bartush, Stuart Cooke, Ash Dickson, Marc Elysee, Luke Hall, Mitch Lynch, Jayden 
Magennis, Lucas Magennis, Mitchell Manzo, Zac McIlvride, Alex O'Connor, Ciaran Rooney, Josh 
Sayers, Oli Smith, Callum Stopford 
Coach: Ciaran Rooney      Manager: Pat Bartush 

AAM/5 – 9th 
No report submitted.  
Players: Mitchell Brown, David Dempsey, Caolan Durkin, Eoin Durkin (Coach), Jarad Ferrara, Mark 
Ferrara, Luke Frost, Christopher Hodge, Timothy Jarrett, Daniel Keyes, Bradley Lawton, Jarrod 
McGrouther, Jason Mitchell, Russell Perkins, Stephen Pickering, Mitchell Robson (Coach), Matthew 
Schofield, Karl Sidley, Scott Swindle, Matthew Witton (Manager), Luke Woods  
Coach: Eoin Durkin and Mitchell Robson    Manager: Matthew Witton 

AAM/7 – 5th 
No report submitted. 
Players: Nathan Brokman (Manager), Bradley Conway, Freddie Fletcher, Adam Gascoigne-Cohen, 
Tim Gillett, Geoff Harris, Aaron Heffernan, Jordann Lever, Andrew McEwan (Coach), Grant Melville, 
Jake Melville, Lyndon Moss, Adam Parsons, Daniel Perkins, Benjamin Sneesby, Paul Sneesby, Ian 
Stubbs, Jack Ticehurst, Alex Todd, Aaron Toner  
Coach: Andrew McEwan     Manager: Nathan Brokman 

AAM/11 – 3rd 
With another season wrapped up there is not much to say except well done on a huge improvement to 
our game. We were unfortunate not to make it to the grand final this year after just missing out on 
taking victory from the top team in the semi final with a 2-1 loss. The boys put in a phenomenal effort 
this season, employing some new strategies and adjusting our tactics to suit the strengths of each and 
every player. 

I’d like to thank everybody that showed up to the games to participate each week, whether to play or 
to show some support from the sideline. I’d also like to thank Dave for his continued effort as team 
manager to help bring us together so that we can grow stronger as a team.   

Well done, lads! Next season is OURS! 

Players: Geoff Bailey, Tim Borg, David De Chelard, Morgan Drake, Mark Eller-Turner, Stuart Fox, 
Benjamin Frazer, Kynan Hopkins, Allan Hung, Timothy Hunter, Daniel Jagiello, Andrew Jones, Chris 
Mackenzie, Giles McLoughlin, Mark McLoughlin, Sean McLoughlin, Jack Mills, Marc Munro, Luke 
Smith  

Coach: Luke Smith       Manager: David De Chelard 
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O35/1 White – Premiers 

With a few new faces this year the team looked stronger on paper than last year and the results so far 
have proved this. With their extremely skilful possession-based football they thoroughly entertained 
their supporters, often attracting audiences from adjoining fields with some wonderful goals. 

Going throughout the year Undefeated and without so much as dropping a point, 84 goals for and only 
conceding 4. The boys went on to win the Grand Final and then on to eliminate the Friday Night Comp 
Winners, Band Club, to again get the privilege to represent Springwood United FC and the Nepean 
Association in this year’s Champion of Champions. 

After last year’s disappointment of being beaten in the Champion of Champions Final, the team now 
look forward to again testing themselves against the best teams NSW has to offer. They do 
understand the difficult task ahead but are hopeful with some good footy and a bit of luck we will again 
be competitive. 

Players: Leigh A'Court, Joshua Buggy, Tim Carey, Kaan Davies, Peter Dempsey, Michael Haberman, 
Robert Haberman, Matthew Halse, Anthony Hartshorn, Tim Hayman, Peter Henderson, Timothy Kelly, 
Brian Rojas, Jason Sciberras, Stephen Seymour, Craig Small (Captain), Evan Stanford 

Coach: Stephen Seymour     Manager: William Seymour 

O35/1 Black – 4th  

The off-season saw a number of players deemed ‘surplus to requirements’ and released from the 
squad. The rebuilding resulted in a worldwide search for fresh old talent yet it was in the local favelas 
of Concord and Blaxland where our new recruits with their youthful athleticism were poached. 

A new coach was employed. Supreme Leader Marshall Kim Jong-Crispy made his dislike for the team 
clear by twice declaring the squad to be dissolved prior to a ball even being kicked. The local press 
reported that life member Tom Goudis only returned to Springwood after he failed his medical at an 
un-named club in the Hazelbrook region. 

Regardless, the pre-season confusion gave way to a successful ‘preliminary round’ with 5 wins from 7 
games. A number of veteran players consulted the club psychologist reporting mysterious emotions. 
They were subsequently diagnosed with a new condition called ‘optimism’. Hence, despite our pre-
season insistence that we weren’t ever playing in Division One again, we entered a 12 team Division 
One competition on the back of some neat victories, usually with less than 11 players on the pitch.  

The fine football continued during the competition proper and had we been able to field a full team we 
may have found ourselves higher up the table. However, with some mid-season recruits allowing us to 
occasionally have substitutes, with four games remaining there was an outside chance of reaching the 
lofty position of second. This dream was to be shattered in the dying seconds against Jamisontown. 
Our goalkeeper and long standing committee member is well known across the district for his 
countless hours of volunteer work. However, on this occasion his charity was unexpected as he 
allowed the opposition a simple equaliser and hence earned himself the name, Chris “The Gift” 
Gilchrist. 

There was the usual array of highlights and lowlights, a notable one being Trev dancing towards goal 
at Cranebrook making it clearer as to why his motto is “no pirouette, no party.” When the ball went into 
the goal against Glenmore Park there was conjecture around whether it was an own goal or should be 
credited to Craig. It was referred to the “Dubious Goals Committee” who returned the verdict that yes, 
it was a goal and yes, Craig is dubious. 

Six wins and 2 draws from the 11 games in Division One saw us finish 4th in what was an outstanding 
and enjoyable season. Big thanks to Christian and Craig for running the show. Supreme Leader has 
organised a canyoning trip rather than a boozy weekend away to celebrate the season. If we have not 
returned by Presentation Day, please alert our loved ones at Blue Mountains FC, Over 35 Div 1. 
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Players: Christopher Blackwell, Adam Bullock, Terry Frost, Christopher Gilchrist, Tom Goudis, Damien 
Harris, Craig Harrison, Mark Jensen, Sean Leehy, Iain Lynch, Trevelian Mason, Gavin Morgan, 
Christian Shaw, Nigel Stubbs, Michael Wisman, David Wyld. 

Coach: Christian Shaw     Manager: Craig Harrison 

O35/3 Black – 8th 

After playing a dozen warm up games as part of Nepean’s 2018 quirky grading process we already 
had an Ellis hamstring go along with several other injuries before we kicked a ball in competition. We 
finally landed in the right division and played many tight games where our strength was in defence we 
just never seemed to get the rub of the green, hitting the post regularly but failing to score. This 
season welcomed several new recruits; Chris Hurley found out what a medial tibial stress syndrome is, 
whilst Gareth gained momentum throughout the season dropping the bombshell he was an ex-golf 
pro: that didn’t help him get any holes in one this year but everyone is seeking him out for the end-of-
season golf game. Steve and Rick also joined us this year and became handy additions particularly 
with the weekly esky takings. A special thanks to Peter Monnink who volunteered to take on the all 
important esky duties and was always a sight to see in his “kangaroo leather soccer boots” and after-
game croc shoes. Andy Smith is still trying to get his breath back after a couple of forays up the field. 
Ciaran continued to dazzle with his leaping lunges in defence, often supported well by Linc, Andy 
Smith and Steve. Byron was the everywhere man. Matt C, Peter and Rick held up the middle whilst 
Mark and Baz kept opposition teams on their toes.  

The boys have all enjoyed the season and we look forward to our end-of-season debrief. Looking 
forward to you all returning next year. 

Players: Chris Batchelor, Matt Churchill, Graham Ellis, Andrew Graham, Ricky Hall, Christopher 
Hurley, Gareth Jeal, Stephen Mcilveen, Peter Monnink, Ciaran O'Flanagan, Lincoln Rintoul, Barry 
Salisbury, Michael Skinner, Andrew Smith, Mark Tandy, Byron Walker 

Coach: Andrew Graham      Manager: Michael Skinner 

O35/3 White – 11th 

Well that’s another football season done and dusted. 

Thank you to you Inglorious Ole Bastards who rocked up week after week regardless of who we were 
playing or how many were going to take the field. 

Unfortunately we lost players (and coach) even before a ball was kicked (in anger) which set the 
scene for the season, losing players to injury as the season progressed. 

Everyone that played throughout the season (regardless of the nagging injuries they carried) did 
themselves proud, considering we averaged kicking off a game with 10 players before often finishing 
with 9 players or in some cases 8 players. Whilst washing the kit after the last game, I even found 8 
sub’s vests at the bottom of the bag (go figure). 

Special mention for Rob (“The Rock”) Roundtree who played outstanding games each week as our 
custodian, for without his prowess with the gloves the scores could have been considerably worse. 

And a big thankyou to our devoted fans who also showed up each week to spur us on (or call an 
ambulance), we really did appreciate it. 

Players: Craig Adams, John Baxter, Dean Berwick, Nick Brown, Mick Cini, Roy Clifford, Keith Hand, 
Tim Jones, Noel Lynch, Mick Magyary, Brogun Mulhall, Jason Osborne, Scott Palmer-Brown, Danny 
Pulbrook, Rob Roundtree, Trevor Roundtree, Rory Shanahan, Duncan Walker. 

Coach: John Baxter      Manager: Roy Clifford 
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SUFC Competitive Teams Summary 2018 
Team Position P W D L GF GA GD PTS 

U12 Girls Div 1 3 of 6 15 10 0 5 54 17 37 30 
U12 Girls Div 2 6 of 6 15 0 1 12 6 72 -66 1 

U12 Mixed Div 1 2 of 7 15 9 2 4 40 30 10 29 

U12 Mixed Div 3 4 of 8 14 7 2 5 21 15 6 23 
U12 Mixed Div 5 9 of 10 18 2 1 15 12 91 -79 7 

U13 Boys Div 1 4 of 8 14 5 4 5 19 27 -8 19 

U13 Boys Div 3 8 of 8 14 1 3 10 10 51 -41 6 
U14 Boys Div 1 3 of 8 14 9 2 3 33 14 19 29 

U14 Boys Div 2 Black 5 of 8 14 5 3 6 36 33 3 18 

U14 Boys Div 2 White 7 of 8 14 2 3 9 20 58 -38 9 
U14 Girls Div 1 Black 3 of 6 15 9 1 5 36 17 19 28 

U14 Girls Div 1 White 5 of 6 15 2 2 11 11 49 -38 8 

U14 Girls Div 3 6 of 6 15 0 2 13 7 40 -33 2 
U15 Boys Div 1 8 of 10 18 5 5 8 25 42 -17 20 

U15 Boys Div 3 2 of 7 14 9 1 2 57 15 42 28 

U16 Boys Div 2 4 of 6 15 6 1 8 31 27 4 19 
U16 Girls Div 1 4 of 6 15 6 0 9 29 48 -19 18 

U17 Boys Div 1 2 of 6 15 12 1 2 39 13 26 37 

U17 Boys Div 2 5 of 6 15 5 4 6 19 28 -9 19 
Intermediate Mens Div 1 White 4 of 10 18 10 4 4 64 29 35 34 

Intermediate Mens Div 1 Black 9 of 10 18 3 0 12 25 104 -79 9 

Intermediate Mens Div 2 4 of 8 14 8 2 4 72 25 47 26 
All Age Men Div 2 3 of 8 14 7 1 6 32 23 9 22 

All Age Men Div 5 9 of 10 18 4 5 9 19 48 -29 17 

All Age Men Div 7 5 of 8 14 4 1 9 22 30 -8 16 
All Age Men Div 11 3 of 9 18 12 1 3 60 32 28 37 

All Age Women Div 1 5 of 8 14 7 1 6 24 22 2 22 

All Age Women Div 3 3 of 8 14 9 2 2 45 25 20 29 

All Age Women Div 4 5 of 8 14 6 2 5 30 35 -5 20 
All Age Women Div 6 6 of 6 15 2 2 11 23 44 -21 8 

O35 Men Div 1 White 1 of 12 11 11 0 0 84 4 80 33 

O35 Men Div 1 Black 4 of 12 11 6 2 3 35 31 4 20 
O35 Men Div 3 Black 8 of 11 11 3 2 5 13 20 -7 11 

O35 Men Div 3 White 11 of 11 11 2 0 7 14 35 -21 6 
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Springwood United FC Sponsors Season 2018 

From all the members of Springwood United Football Club thank you to all of our Season 

2018 sponsors.  

Your generous contributions assist in providing valued support to our Club. 

 

• Subaru Penrith • Stralia Web 

• SJ Electric • Pro Sports Group 

• Lister & Cole • Rebel 

• Brewed Awakening • Hi-Flo Plumbing 

• Homeloan4you • Readysteadygokids 

• Templeman Consulting • Ezi-Bin 

• Golden Boot Striker School • PhysioPoint Springwood 

• Warrimoo Kitchens • Ardent Cleaning 

• Aussie Home Loans • Blue Mountains Ugg Boots 

• Brendan Trotter Building • Metro Petroleum 

• Suldig  
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Signatures 
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CELEBRATING FEMALE FOOTBALL 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In 2019 SUFC are looking to form female only teams from the U8 – U11’s with a view to creating all 
female divisions within the NFA draw. 

If your daughter is interested, please email ssf@springwoodunited.com.au with the player/players 
names and age group. 
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In 2019 SUFC are looking to form female only teams from the U8 – U11’s with a view to creating all 
female divisions within the NFA draw. 

If your daughter is interested, please email ssf@springwoodunited.com.au with the player/players 
names and age group. 

PERPETUAL TROPHIES 2018
The Nursery Trophy (U5-7) John Garth
The Little Legend Award (U8-11) Frano Hirst
Andy Howard Trophy (Most Outstanding U12-18 Player) Cameron Jeffery
The Bill Seymour Trophy (Most Outstanding U21-AA Player) Thomas Lynch
The Junior Women’s Player of the Year (U12-18) April Neale
The Harrop Family Senior Women’s Player of the Year (U21-AAW) Kathryn Sheerman
Trevor Pride Trophy (Most Outstanding Junior GK U10-18) Jordan De Stoop
Templeton Trophy (Most Outstanding Senior GK U21-AA) Laura Tredinnick
Matt Dyer Trophy (Most Outstanding Striker U12-AA & O35) Jason Sciberras
Paul Bryden Trophy (Most Outstanding O35 Player) Michael Haberman
B.M.C.C Shield for the Highest Placed AA Team O35 Division 1 White
Lee Kol Trophy for Most Successful Coach Stephen Seymour
Junior Clubman Not Awarded
G.E. Watson Trophy – Senior Clubman Damon Dreves

LIFE MEMBERS
Malcolm Ackerman, Suzanne Ackerman, Craig Adams, Dydy Alexander, George Alexander,  

Karen Alexander, Carol Bain, Leigh Banks, Alan Barnes, Christopher Bird, Jan Brain,  

Gary Bramwell, Paul Bryden (Dec), Julian Chapman, David Cook, Debbie Creelman, Ken Dufty, 

Shane Fell, Richard Ford, Terry Frost, Chris Gilchrist, Tom Goudis, Eric Gray (Dec),  

Andrew Harrop (Dec), Melissa Holdsworth, Jason Holman, Jean Hoppitt (Dec),  

Francis (Andy) Howard (Dec), Robert Howard, Peter Howe, Dennis Israel, Steve Jones,  

Tim Kelly, Dee Kol, Lee Kol, Martin Kol, Robert Kol, Lyn Leggett, Debbie MacKay, David Morgan, 

Judy Morgan, Geoff Muddle, Grant Nichols, Hazel O’Brien, Trevor Pride, Arthur Pull, Scott Rixon, 

David Sandford, Shirley Seymour, Stephen Seymour, William Seymour, Bruce Smith,  

Tania Smith, Evan Stanford, Kevin Toohey, Gavin Waters.
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